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General Introduction
From the perspective of energy strategy, fossil energies as non-renewable energy sources, are quickly
exhausting with reserves which significantly reduce with time and costs which go up sharply.
Moreover, fossil fuels cause the increase of the earth average temperature due to the released CO2 gas
which produces a greenhouse effect. To slow down this effect, the use of renewable energy will reduce
CO2 emissions, which will play a key role in many ways. Among all renewable energy sources, solar
PV occupies an important part.
In Chapter I, we will start with solar energy and focus on the application of solar energy. With the
continuous expansion and improvement of the application scale and R&D level of solar cells, the thirdgeneration solar cells have the advantages of high conversion efficiency, low production cost and
environmental friendliness. However, it is limited by the material structure or the immature preparation
process. The current conversion efficiency of third-generation solar cells is relatively low. However,
the advent of perovskite solar cells has injected a new vitality into third-generation solar cells research
and has become one of the most interesting and promising emerging technology. Due to the short
development time, the structural design, assembly process and working mechanism of perovskite solar
cells are still under exploration. Especially in the construction of various solar cell structures, such
research is of great significance for the selection and optimization of key components.
In part one of Chapter II, we fully investigate the effect of the number of monovalent cations on the
electrical response of PCSs with high efficiency in their category. More precisely, the compared
perovskites are: MAPbI3, FA0.94MA0.06PbI3 and Cs0.08FA0.80MA0.12Pb(I0.88Br0.12)3. I have made a
thorough optimization work of these cells upon my PhD in collaboration with Tao Zhu, another PhD
student of Pauporté’s group. In part two of Chapter II, we focus on 5-ammonium valeric acid iodide
(5-AVAI or AVA) as additive. By combining scanning electron microscopy (SEM), x-ray diffraction
(XRD), time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL), current-voltage measurements, ideality factor
determination and electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements on various layers stacks
structures, we have discriminated the effects of mesoscopic embedding scaffold and AVA additive.
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In Chapter III, we comprehensively analyze the effect of Au_NPs inclusion in the PVK (MAPbI3) film
through the combination of absorption simulation and experiments. Our results show that the effect of
Au_NPs on the improvement of the quality of the perovskite layer is far greater than that of the increase
in light harvesting. In order to further boost the performance of perovskite solar cells, we introduced a
post-treatment technique, leading to the formation of a 2D capping layer on the top-surface of MAPbI3
perovskite layer.
In Chapter IV, we report on the use of ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) and potassium chloride (KCl)
mixed additives to control Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 crystallization and get the desirable lateral growth of the
perovskite films. By using DSC and GD-OES techniques, we highlight the formation mechanism of
the film upon annealing. We have also employed the GD-OES technique to investigate the mobility of
I in the PVK layers, to demonstrate that K blocks the ionic mobility and to correlate iodide
displacement with the J-V curve hysteresis.
In Chapter V, we mainly reveal the following three issues at the same time and link them together:1)
The role of ammonium chloride in perovskite containing multi-alkali metal cations; 2) How multiple
metal ions move during the film formation process; 3) The effect of additives on film forming direction
and distribution of multi metal cations in perovskite films.
In Chapter VI, through the application of PAI post-treatment to Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 and
K0.05Rb0.05Cs0.10FA0.80PbI3 systems, we found a great improvement of the performance of the solar
cells, not only in their efficiency, but also in their stability.
In the end of this thesis, a general conclusion and perspectives are provided.
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Chapter I. Context

I.1 Solar energy
The world energy pattern and the needs of renewable energy are introduced in the Annex I, where we
highlight the importance of energy transition. Among all renewable energy sources, solar PV occupies
an important part. In this part, we will start with solar energy and focus on the application of solar
energy.
As we all know, the sun continuously releases of a colossal energy due to the fusion reaction and this
energy reaches the earth as radiations. Familiar renewable energy sources such as wind energy,
hydropower, biomass energy, etc. are indirectly related to the sun energy from the viewpoint of energy
conservation. Traditional petrochemical energy is also formed by ancient living organisms which
absorbed solar energy and converted it into chemical energy and stored it in their body. After death,
they were buried underground for a long geological age. According to the earth's equatorial
circumference (about 40,000 kilometers) and the radiation intensity in the orbit of the sun (average
1369 W/m²), it can be calculated that the energy received by the earth is as high as 173,000 TW. [1]
Although it is a small part of solar radiation energy (approximately 3.75 × 1026 W), it has already met
all the needs of the earth, including human activities. According to estimates, only 0.1% of the earth's
surface area needs to be covered with solar cells with a conversion efficiency of 10% to meet current
humanity energy demand [1].
I.1.1 Characteristics of the solar resource
Compared to traditional energy sources such as coal, oil, natural gas, and nuclear energy, solar energy
has the following obvious advantages:
(1) Less geographical restrictions: Except for a few cloud-filled areas and the north and south poles, it
is distributed both on land and on the oceans, and it can be developed and used on-site without
transportation.
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(2) Clean and pollution-free: Solar energy does not produce greenhouse gases, various pollutants, or
radiation pollution during the use of solar energy. It is one of the cleanest energy sources available in
the world.
(3) Huge reserves: The sun itself can continue to burn for more than 5 billion years, so it can be said
that solar energy is inexhaustible.
(4) Convenient use: Solar energy can be directly converted into heat or electric energy (photovoltaics)
and used by people, and unlike tremendous hydropower, thermal power, and nuclear power facilities,
solar cells can be employed in large-scale power stations, as well as applied to power watches,
calculators, airplanes, satellites, space stations and so one.
Although there are many advantages in developing and utilizing solar energy, the following
shortcomings remain to be overcome:
(1) Low energy density: Although the total amount of solar radiation is large, the energy density is
relatively low. In the case of limited conversion efficiency, the only way to obtain more energy is to
increase the radiation-receiving surface area.
(2) Poor stability: Restricted by natural conditions such as day and night, seasons, and weather, the
solar radiation arriving at a fixed location fluctuates widely.
(3) Low efficiency and high cost: Although the operation and maintenance costs are meager, the
conversion efficiency of current solar energy utilization devices are generally low, and the construction
cost is rather high.
I.1.2 Solar radiation
In the process of solar radiation passing through the earth’s atmosphere and reaching its surface, due
to the reflection, absorption, and scattering of the solar radiation by particles, water vapor, and air
molecules in the atmosphere, the intensity, direction, and spectral division of the radiation change.
Therefore, the solar radiation received by the ground is generally divided into two parts: scattered
radiation and direct radiation. Among them, direct radiation refers to the radiation arriving directly
from the sun and whose direction does not change. It is the central part of the investigation in practical
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applications. Scattered radiation is the solar radiation whose direction changes after being reflected
and scattered by the atmosphere and it has a wide range of changes. When the weather is clear and
cloudless, the scattered radiation is about 10% of the total radiation.

Figure I.1 Path length, in units of Air Mass (AM), changes with the zenith angle.

The influence of the atmosphere on the sunlight received by the surface of the earth is generally
described by the atmospheric optical quality (Air Mass, AM), which is defined as the ratio of the actual
path through which solar radiation passes and the path when the sun is perpendicular to the zenith
direction. The air mass of zero (AM0) corresponds to sunlight received outside the atmosphere and is
suitable for space application scenarios such as artificial satellites and space stations. The air mass
coefficient defines “1” as the path length light travels through when the Sun is directly overhead at sea
level. The spectrum of light after travelling through this path length of one atmosphere is what we call
Air Mass 1 or AM1. In this case, the sun’s direct radiation passes vertically through the atmosphere in
the shortest possible path. The difference between the two lies in the sun's absorption and scattering
by ozone, water vapor, dust, and suspended matter in the atmosphere. In most cases, the incident
sunlight is not perpendicular but forms an angle θ with the ground normal. At this time, the optical
quality of the atmosphere is AM=1/cos θ. When θ=48.2°, the atmosphere's optical quality is AM1.5
(Figure I.1), and the total radiation power density is 1000 W/m2, which is in line with the typical
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situation of sunlight hitting the ground on a sunny day at European latitudes. AM1.5 is generally
selected as solar energy in practical applications and is the standard for solar cells efficiency testing.
I.1.3 Solar spectrum
The solar radiation approximately meets the blackbody radiation model. As the sun's surface
temperature is as high as 5778 K, the solar spectrum is close to the blackbody one and can be roughly
divided into three regions. The ultraviolet wavelength region lies below 400 nm, the infrared region is
above 760 nm, and the visible light ranges between 400-760 nm. They account for 7%, 43%, and 50%
of the total solar radiation energy, respectively. The highest energy peak is at 475 nm. Figure I.2 (left)
shows the solar radiation spectrum under different conditions. Due to the influence of the reflection,
absorption, and scattering of ozone, water vapor, carbon dioxide, and other gas molecules and dust
when the solar radiation crosses the earth atmosphere (AM1.5) presents absorption bands, compared
with the outer space (AM0) (Figure I.2, right). The spectrum range that can be converted by solar cells
depends on the light absorption materials used. It is speculated that if the AM1.5 solar radiation
spectrum with a wavelength less than 800 nm can be converted entirely into electric energy, the shortcircuit current of 26 mA/cm2 can be obtained [2].

Figure I.2 Left: spectral irradiation density at AM1.5 versus different wavelengths, showing the UV,
visible and infrared wavelength region. Right: spectral irradiation density versus different wavelengths
for AM0 and AM1.5, and for a black body with a temperature of 5760 K.
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I.2 Hybrid halide perovskite material
I.2.1 Types and properties of perovskite materials
Perovskite is a kind of natural mineral with an ABX3 structure. In 1839, scientist Gustav Rose first
discovered a natural mineral with a perovskite structure (CaTiO3) in the Ural mountain in Russia. He
named it perovskite in honor of the Russian mineral scientist L.A.Perovski.

Figure I.3 The atomic structure of Organic and inorganic hybrid perovskite materials: (a) α-Phase, (b)
β-Phase, (c) γ-Phase and (d) δ-Phase. [3]

3D halide perovskites have the ABX3 general chemical formula, where A is a monovalent cation
(classically Cs+, methylammonium (noted MA+) or formamidinium (FA+)), B is a divalent metal cation,
usually lead, and X is a halide anion (typically Cl−, Br−, I− or their mixtures). The crystal structure of
the chemical formula ABX3 is generally divided into three categories: cubic structures (α-Phase,
Figure I.3a), tetragonal (β-Phase, Figure I.3b) and orthogonal (γ-Phase, Figure I.3c). It is composed
of a BX6 octahedron with an X position as the connection point to form its crystal structure's skeleton.
The A position is filled in the octahedral gap to maintain the electrical neutrality of the overall structure.
When FA+ and Cs+ are used as cations, it is possible to produce δ-Phase (Figure I.3d) which is not
perovskite crystal structure.[3] When the temperature is different, the three structures will be
transformed into each other. Take CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite material as an example, after the
temperature rises to 330K, the crystal structure begins to transform from phase α to β-Phase [4]. When
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the temperature drops below 160k, β-Phase will be transformed into γ-Phase. This kind of phase
transition can explain the poor high-temperature stability of some perovskite materials.

Figure I.4 Schematic diagram of ABX3 and the corresponding possible components. [5]

In all-inorganic perovskites, the A site is a positive monovalent alkali metal ion (K+, Rb+, Cs+, etc)
(Figure I.4). Due to the different ionic radii of different elements, all ions are usually regarded as rigid
spheres in the process of ion combination. One defines the tolerance factor (t) of the combined structure
and the size of the octahedral factor u. They are given by the following formulas [6]:
𝑡=

𝑟𝐴 + 𝑟𝑋
√2(𝑟𝐵 + 𝑟𝑋 )
𝑢=

𝑅𝐵
𝑅𝑋

where, rA, rB, rX represent the radius of A, B, and X, respectively. The most suitable perovskite material
as the active layer is the α-phase, and the tolerance factor of the ideal α-phase structure is t=1. When
0.81＜t＜1.11, the perovskite crystal structure can form a relatively stable α-phase[7]. When the
tolerance factor t>0.89, the crystal structure is easily transformed from phase α to β-phase and γ-phase
[8]. When t>1.11, the crystal structure transforms into an unstable two-dimensional structure[9].
However, even if the tolerance factor is in the range of 0.81<t<1.11, sometimes the perovskite crystal
8

structure may not maintain the α-phase. At this time, the octahedral factor (u) must be considered at
the same time. It is generally believed that the octahedral factor should be in the range of 0.44＜u＜
0.9[10].
The energy bandgap of a perovskite material is closely related to its composition. Due to the difference
in ionic radius of different components, this will cause the lattice to expand or to shrink. For example:
if the ion radius of the A-site increases, the lattice will expand, and the bandgap will decrease. If the
X-site is doped with a halogen element with a larger ion radius, the bandgap will decrease. This is a
primary method to adjust the energy bandgap of halogen perovskites [11].

Figure I.5 Summary of different bulky cations for 2D perovskites. [12]

However, when a long-chain monovalent organic cation with an enlarged ionic radius (such as PEA,
PMA, BA, etc. Figure I.5 defined as A), the A-site cannot be restricted to the interstitial position of
BX6, thereby destroying the cubic crystal structure of the perovskite and forming a blocking layer. The
Ruddlesden-Popper layered perovskite structure separated by groups at the A position has the general
structural formula: (A’)2An-1bnX3n+1 (Figure I.6). The three-dimensional perovskite structure
corresponds to n=∞ while for quasi-two-dimensional structure, n is an integer.
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Figure I.6 Schematic comparing 2D and 3D perovskite structures. [12]

Two-dimensional structure corresponds to n=1. When the value of n decreases, the bandgap increases
[13]. The exciton binding energy in low-dimensional perovskites increases with n decrease and can be
relatively large (up to 300 meV), so after light excitation or carrier injection, the formed excitons are
stable in combination, which will help improve the quantum yield and efficiency of the film for light
emission but is detrimental for solar cells [14, 15].
I.2.2 Types and properties of perovskite materials
I.2.2.1 Solar Cells
At present, perovskite solar cell (PSC) structures mainly include non-planar structure, planar structure,
and flexible structure. Among them, planar perovskite solar cells' technology is relatively simple which
is a positive point for industrial production. The cost of flexible perovskite solar cells is relatively high
[16], and their rather low photoelectric conversion efficiency [16], requires more research and
improvement. At present, the area of research perovskite solar cells prepared in laboratories is rather
small [17, 18], and cannot meet practical application needs. The preparation of large areas and highefficiency perovskite solar cells is the key research direction for the future. For the application of
perovskite in solar cells, I will give a detailed introduction in the following Section I.3.
I.2.2.2 Quantum dots and luminescence applications
The application of lead halide-based perovskite thin-film materials and their quantum dots in LED and
photodetection fields has also received extensive attention [19-21]. Because lead halide-based
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perovskite materials have high luminescence efficiency [22, 23] and continuously adjustable light
emission wavelengths [24-26], they have good application potential in the field of light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) [27, 28]. At present, the most widely used LED devices are organic-inorganic hybrid lead
halide perovskite CH3NH3PbX3 (X = Cl, Br, I) materials, and the light-emitting bands of these devices
include blue light [29], green light [28], infrared and so on [30-31]. Compared to organic-inorganic
hybrid lead-halogen-based perovskite materials, there are relatively few reports on the preparation of
LED devices using all-inorganic CsPbX3 (X = Cl, Br, I) perovskite materials. In October 2015, a green
LED prepared with CsPbBr3 [32] was reported for the first time. Soon after, blue, green, and yellow
LED devices prepared with CsPbX3 (X = Cl, Br, I) quantum dots were reported in the literature [33].
In the past two years, white LEDs based on CsPbX3 (X=Cl, Br, I) quantum points [34], nanocubes,
nanowires [35], and Cs4PbBr6 single crystals appeared [36]. Compared with pure CsPbX3 quantum dot
LED, the device's external quantum efficiency and current efficiency are improved. Gabriele Rainò of
the Federal Institute of Technology's research group in Zurich [37] realized lead halide perovskite
nanocrystals (CsPbX3, X=Cl, Br) self-assembled into a three-dimensional superlattice and discovered
that the perovskite superlattice could emit super-fluorescence. At present, in the research of glassceramic materials for high-power white light LEDs, a new technical route for the preparation of white
light LEDs has been developed. Light sources' emission efficiency encapsulated with glass-ceramic
materials has reached or even exceeded the technical indicators of mainstream LED lighting fixtures
in the current market.
Besides, lead halide perovskite is a new type of luminescent material with significant application
potential in photodetection and display. With the development of nanomaterials and nanotechnology,
nanoscale perovskite materials, namely perovskite quantum dots, have higher luminous efficiency.
Compared with bulk materials, perovskite quantum dots have greater exciton binding energy, the
surface state is easier to control, and has quantum confinement effects. These properties make
perovskite quantum dots easier to be applied to optoelectronic devices. [38]. In 2016, Ramasamy et al.
[39] first used all inorganic CsPbI3 quantum dots to prepare photoelectric detection devices. They also
used graphene with high carrier mobility as the transport layer to fabricate the photodetector [40].
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Recently, Dr. Wu Yuchen and academician Jiang Lei cooperated with Professor Fu Hongbing of
Tianjin University and Professor Zhang Xiang of University of California Berkeley to prepare highquality two-dimensional perovskite single-crystal nanowire arrays and discovered the edge state
photoconductivity effect of two-dimensional perovskite nanowires and realized the world’s most
sensitive perovskite photodetector. [41]
I.2.2.3 Application of lead halide-based perovskite radiation detector

Figure I.7 Full-color radioluminescence from perovskite nanocrystal Scintillators [12]

With the increasing demand for radiation detection materials in various fields, scintillator materials
have attracted widespread attention. Conventional scintillator materials are generally bulk materials
synthesized by high-temperature crystallization, which are expensive, have limited conversion
efficiency of X-ray photon energy, and which radioluminescence properties are difficult to be tuned in
the visible light region. Studies have shown that the organic-inorganic hybrid lead halide perovskite
material has excellent properties for indirect X-ray detection. Its X-ray absorption coefficient is
significant, the carrier diffusion distance is long, and the preparation cost is low. It has received
widespread attention from scientific researchers from all over the world. Compared to organicinorganic hybrid perovskite, all-inorganic lead halide cesium perovskite (CsPbX3) has superior
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stability. In 2018, academician Huang Wei from Northwestern Polytechnical University and Professor
Liu Xiaogang from the National University of Singapore discovered an all-inorganic lead halide-based
perovskite nanocrystalline scintillator material (Figure I.7) [12]. This type of nanocrystalline
scintillator exhibits super-strong X-ray absorption capacity, high-efficiency triplet luminescence
characteristics, adjustable electronic energy level structure, and fast radioluminescence rate. Unlike
other inorganic scintillators, these perovskite nanocrystals are prepared from solutions and have a
lower synthesis temperature. They can generate X-ray-induced excitation and be tuned in the visible
light region by changing the anion in the synthetic precursor and exhibit stimulated radioluminescence
in the visible light band. Researchers use this material to create a flexible and highly sensitive X-ray
detector, the detection limit was as low as 13 nGy·s-1, which is 1/400 of the dose of ordinary medical
imaging radiation. Besides, by changing the anions in the perovskite nanocrystal synthesis precursor,
it is possible to realize its tunable luminescence in the visible light band, which provides a more
straightforward visual method detection of X-rays. At the same time, it can also be integrated with
commercial flat-panel imagers to detect low-dose X-ray radiation from electronic circuit boards. The
emergence of such all-inorganic lead-halide-based perovskite nanocrystalline scintillators will
significantly promote X-ray detection technology and imaging principles in medical imaging, national
defense technology, security inspection, and high-energy physics research.

I.3 Perovskite Solar Cells
I.3.1 Solar Cells
The conversion of solar energy into an usable energy is mainly divided into light/heat, light/chemistry,
and light/electricity. Light and heat have a long history, mainly using solar radiation to heat other
objects, and can be further converted into mechanical energy and electrical energy. Photochemical
utilization is mainly the use of solar energy into chemical energy for further storage and use. The
current development trend is the use of photocatalytic reactions to produce hydrogen. Photovoltaic
power generation is the employment of solar cells to convert solar energy into convenient electrical
energy. Its emergence and development mark a new stage of human development and utilization of
solar energy.
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I.3.1.1 The development of solar cells
In 1839, French experimental physicist E. Becquerel put two platinum plates into a halide solution in
an experiment and found that an electrical current could be detected between the two plates when they
were illuminated. The voltage changed with the change of light intensity. It was the first observation
of the photovoltaic phenomenon by human beings [42].
In 1877, W. G. Adams and R. E. Day studied the photovoltaic effect of selenium semiconductors and
made a prototype of selenium solar cell which power conversion efficiency reached 1%.
In 1883, C. Fritts, an American inventor, prepared 30 cm2 large area selenium thin-film cells and
described Se solar cells' principle.
In 1904, Hallways reported the photosensitive Cu /Cu2O heterojunction.
In 1905, German physicist A. Einstein published a paper on the photoelectric effect and the Nobel
Prize in Physics 1921 was awarded to Albert Einstein for his services to theoretical physics, and
especially for his discovery of the law of the photoelectric effect.
In 1930, W. Schottky put forward the theory of the "photovoltaic effect" of the Cu 2O barrier for the
first time. The same year, B. Langer studied the Cu /Cu2O solar cell and put forward the theory for the
first time that the "photovoltaic effect" can be used to manufacture solar cells.
In 1941, R. S. Ohl of Bell laboratory discovered the photovoltaic effect and prepared a semiconductor
p-n junction solar cell.
In 1953, Dr. D. Trivich of Wayne State University made the first theoretical calculation of various
optoelectronic materials' energy conversion efficiency with different bandgaps based on the solar
spectrum.
In 1954, D.M. Chapin, C.S. Fuller, and G.L. Pearson, researchers of Bell laboratory in the United
States, invented the monocrystalline silicon solar cell with a power conversion efficiency of 6%. So
far, the first practical solar cell with milestone significance has officially stepped on the stage of history.
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Since then, with the continuous improvement of various solar cell theories, the preparation process
and conversion efficiency have been improved and applied to the satellite to achieve
commercialization. CdTe, GaAs, amorphous silicon, and other materials and structures of solar cells
have also emerged. After the first energy crisis in 1973, governments worldwide have launched
projects such as the "sunshine plan" and "photovoltaic roof plan" to increase support to the solar
photovoltaic industry.
I.3.1.2 Classification of solar cells

Figure I.8 Classification of solar cells.

Various semiconductor electrical materials are employed for the production of solar cells. At present,
according to the production materials and development history of solar cells, they can be divided into
three generations (Figure I.8):
The first generation of solar cells encompasses silicon-based solar cells of single crystalline silicon
[43, 44] and multicrystalline silicon [47, 48]. The certified conversion efficiency of single crystal
silicon cells is 26.1% for one sun, and 26.7 % for the silicon heterostructures (see Figure I.9)
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Figure I.9 The best Research-Cell Efficiencies of Crystalline Si Cells (April, 2021).

The second-generation solar cells encompass thin-film solar cells of amorphous silicon [47, 48] and
multiple compounds including III-V compounds such as GaAs [49, 50], II-VI compounds such as CdS
and CdTe [51, 52], copper indium gallium selenide (Cu-In-Ga-Se, CIGS) [53, 54] and other materials.
Films prepared by chemical vapor deposition method can significantly save raw materials consumption,
and their cost is significantly lower compared to the first-generation crystalline silicon solar cell.
However, the shortcomings are also more prominent. The certified efficiency of amorphous silicon PV
is 14.0% (Figure I.10) and their stability are much lower than that of crystalline silicon devices due to
the Staebler-Wronski effect [55]. Multi-compound thin-film solar cells have higher efficiency (CIGS
cell certified efficiency is 23.3%, CdTe cell certified efficiency is 22.1%, Figure I.10). However,
GaAs and CdTe solar cells contain highly toxic elements such as As and Cd, which will cause damage
to the environment and human health. It is a significant threat. The I-fit Se contained in CIGS batteries
is a rare element with minimal reserves. Therefore, this type of solar cell is not an ideal substitute for
the first generation of solar cells.
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Figure I.10 The best Research-Cell Efficiencies of Thin-films Technologies Cells (April, 2021).

The third-generation solar cell gathers new concepts developed to solve the shortcomings of the
previous two generations of solar cells. It requires the cell to be environmentally friendly, low cost,
and have high conversion efficiency. It mainly includes organic solar cells [56, 57], dye-sensitized
solar cells [58, 59], quantum dot sensitized solar cells [60, 61], perovskite solar cells [62, 63], etc.
Organic polymer solar cells have the advantages of strong plasticity, simple preparation, no rare
elements, and low cost, but their current lifetime and conversion efficiency are low. The dye-sensitized
solar cells (DSSCs), invented in 1991 by Professor M. Grätzel from EPFL, Switzerland, use dye
molecules adsorbed onto porous nano-titanium dioxide film, which has a high conversion efficiency
meager production cost, which is only 1/3~1/5 of silicon-based solar cells. They have attracted great
attention from scientists all over the world [64]. At present, the best certified efficiency is only 13.0%
(Figure I.11). The structure and principle of quantum dot sensitized solar cells are similar to those of
dye-sensitized solar cells. The main difference is that organic dyes are replaced by semiconductor
quantum dots (QDs), including CdS, CdSe, PbS, InP, and InAs. Compared to dye molecules,
semiconductor QDs have the advantages of simple and stable structure, large extinction coefficient,
adjustable band gap, no rare elements such as Ru, and rich raw materials. QDs can also generate
multiple excitons, and the theoretical conversion efficiency is higher than dye-sensitized solar cells.
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However, quantum dot solar cells current highest certification efficiency is 18.1% (Figure I.11), which
is higher than the highest certification efficiency achieved by DSSCs. Perovskite solar cell is a new
type of solar cell that appeared in recent years. It has developed very rapidly. In just a few years, the
certified efficiency has reached 25.5% (Figure I.11). Due to the third generation of solar cell,
incompleteness, more than 90 % of the photovoltaic market is still occupied by crystalline silicon cells.
However, with the continuous progress of cell preparation technology, especially the rapid
improvement in various new cells' efficiency, new cells will surely compete with crystalline silicon
cells in the future to achieve large-scale applications.

Figure I.11 The best Research-Cell Efficiencies of Emerging PV (April, 2021).

I.3.1.3 Working principle of solar cells
If the incident light energy is greater than the semiconductor bandgap, photons will promote electrons
in the semiconductor conduction band (CB) and release a hole in the semiconductor valence band (VB).
To generate an electrical current in an external circuit, the electron-hole pairs must be separated and
collected at the two poles of the solar cell. An effective way is to establish an electric field inside the
semiconductor. The most common method for most solid-state solar cells is to use a PN junction to
establish this internal electric field (as shown in Figure I.12). Taking crystalline silicon solar cell as
an example, the n-type region can be formed by doping silicon with a pentavalent element such as P
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on one side. The p-type region can be formed by doping with a trivalent element such as B on the other
side. A PN junction is then formed at the contact between the N-region and P-region. Due to the
concentration difference of majority carriers on both sides of the PN junction, electrons of the N-type
region diffuse to the P-type region and holes of the P region diffuse to the N-type region. From this
charge equilibration, it results in the formation of a space charge region (SCR) and thus the establishing
of an electric field. When photons of the incident light with more energy than the semiconductor
bandgap are absorbed, the photoelectron and hole pairs are generated in or near the semiconductor PN
junction. Then, through the diffusion motion and drift motion of the built-in electric field of the SCR,
the electrons move toward the N region, and the holes toward the P region, and the photogenerated
electric field in the opposite direction of the built-in electric field is formed on both sides of the PN
junction. When the load is connected, the photocurrent flowing from the P-region to the N-region is
generated. Moreover, the photogenerated voltage depends on the Fermi energy levels between the two
sides of the PN junction when the electron and hole pair generation and recombination rates reach
equilibrium.

(a)

(b)

Figure I.12 Electron-hole pair generation and separation in PN (a) and PIN (b) junctions of solid-state
solar cells.

Another effective way to separate electron-hole pairs is to use the potential difference between the
conduction band and valence band of semiconductors combined or not with HOMO-LUMO of organic
compounds in heterostuctures, as widely used in sensitized and organic solar cells. Taking DSSC as
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an example (Figure I.13), the device is composed of a photocathode, made of the conductive glass
substrate and porous titanium dioxide (mp-TiO2) sensitized by the adsorbed dye, a counter-electrode
composed of conductive glass covered with platinum (Pt) and of an electrolyte containing redox couple
(typically I-/I3-) placed between them. The dye molecules, adsorbed onto the surface of the TiO2
electrode, are excited by light, photogenerated electrons are injected into the conduction band of TiO2,
and the dye molecules are regenerated by receiving electrons from the redox shuttle. The
photoelectrons are collected by TiO2 and flow to the counter electrode through the external circuit to
form a loop. They regenerate the redox shuttle by reduction. In the whole cycle process, the most
significant difference between PN junction solar cells and crystalline silicon solar cells is that the
generation and transmission of electrons and holes are carried out separately in dye-sensitized solar
cells. The bandgap of n-type semiconductor TiO2 is very wide (3.2 eV) and does not absorb visible
light. It is only responsible for collecting and transmitting photogenerated electrons from dye
molecules, and it blocks the recombination between electrons and holes. However, at the same time, a
small number of photogenerated electrons injected into the TiO2 conduction band will combine with
the oxidized component (I3-) or the oxidized dye molecules in the electrolyte, as parasitic reactions
which reduce the device photoconversion performances. They are very unfavorable for the energy
conversion efficiency.

(a)

(b)

Figure I.13 Functioning principle diagrams of (a) dye-sensitized solar cells and (b) excitonic solar cells.
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I.3.1.4 Important parameters of solar cells
(1) Photocurrent density-photovoltage curve
The most crucial comprehensive evaluation method to investigate solar cells' photoelectric conversion
performance is to measure the photocurrent density versus the current-voltage curve (J-V) under a
certain light intensity. The J-V curve of a solar cell measured by the two-electrode method can be
equivalent to the circuit diagram shown in Figure I.14, including a DC amperometer, a voltmeter, and
an adjustable load connected at both ends of the solar cell. The light source used in the test is generally
a solar simulator composed of a xenon lamp and filter, simulating the solar spectrum under AM 1.5
normal state and calibrated at a power density of 1000 W/m2. Under the illumination of the incident
light, by continuously changing the load's resistance, one measures the different current and voltage
values to get the relationship curve between them, namely the J-V curve. In the actual test, applying a
bias voltage to the two poles of the cell is generally used to measure the current value in a specific
range of voltage variation to determine the J-V curve.

Figure I.14 Diagram of the J-V characterization for solar cells

A typical J-V curve is displayed in Figure I.15. When the voltage is zero, it means that the external
circuit's load is in a short circuit state, and the photocurrent density is short circuit current density (JSC).
When the external circuit's load is infinite, it means that the circuit is in the open-circuit state, the
measured current is zero, and the photovoltage is the open-circuit voltage (VOC). The photocurrent
density and photovoltage product is the output power per unit area, i.e., J×V=P. The maximum value
of output power is Pmax, and the corresponding photocurrent density and photovoltage are Jmax and
Vmax, respectively.
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Figure I.15 Typical J-V curve of a solar cell.

In addition to the parameters directly indicated in the figure above, we usually need to calculate the
fill factor (FF), hysteresis index (HI) and power conversion efficiency (PCE) to evaluate solar cells'
photoelectric conversion performance.
FF is defined as the ratio of Pmax of the solar cell's maximum output power to the product of short
circuit current JSC and open-circuit voltage VOC.
𝐹𝐹 =

𝑃𝑀𝐴𝑋
𝐽𝑀𝐴𝑋 × 𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑋
=
𝐽𝑆𝐶 × 𝑉𝑂𝐶
𝐽𝑆𝐶 × 𝑉𝑂𝐶

FF can be regarded as the difference between the actual performance of the device and the ideal state.
The value lies between 0 and 1. The closer the FF is to 1, the closer the J-V curve is to the rectangle
and the higher is the conversion performance.
The hysteresis index (HI) measures the magnitude and type of the J-V hysteresis in perovskite solar
cells. In this thesis, we define the hysteresis index as:
𝐻𝐼(%) =

(𝑃𝐶𝐸𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒 − 𝑃𝐶𝐸𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 ) ∗ 100
𝑃𝐶𝐸𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒

HI is a measure reflecting the difference between the forward and reverse scans in 0 V to Voc scan
range. By construction, HI is properly scaled, -100% < HI < 100%. The hysteresis type is identified:
positive values correspond to normal hysteresis, negative values indicate inverted hysteresis. The
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choice of denominator in the HI definition ensures a balanced evaluation of both normal and inverted
hysteresis.
The definition of PCE is the ratio of the maximum output power of the cell Pmax to the incident optical
power Pinc:
𝑃𝐶𝐸(%) =

𝑃𝑀𝐴𝑋 ∗ 100
(𝐽𝑀𝐴𝑋 × 𝑉𝑂𝐶 × 𝐹𝐹) ∗ 100
=
𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑐
𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑐

The PCE is the most critical parameter that reflects the overall performance of the device. The incident
light power under AM 1.5 is constant at 100 mW/cm2 (1000 W/m2). PCE is only related to the product
of short-circuit current, open-circuit voltage, and fill factor. In the case of PSC, due to the hysteresis
phenomenon, both the reverse and the forward PCEs are measured. To get a better quantification of
the PSC performances, the stabilized PCE obtained by tracking is also measured.
(2) External quantum efficiency (EQE) of incident monochromatic light
Incident photon-to-electron conversion efficiency (IPCE), also known as external quantum efficiency
(EQE), is also an important parameter to measure the photoelectron conversion performance of solar
cells. It is defined as the ratio of the number of generated electrons 𝑛𝑒 to the number of incident
monochromatic photons. EQE is usually expressed in % and is affected by the light absorption, the
electron injection efficiency and the collection efficiency:
𝐼𝑃𝐶𝐸(%) =

𝑛𝑒 ∗ 100
= 𝐿𝐻𝐸(𝜆) × ∅𝑖𝑛𝑗 × ∅𝑐
𝑛𝑝

𝐿𝐻𝐸(𝜆) is the light-harvesting efficiency, ∅𝑖𝑛𝑗 is the electron injection efficiency, and ∅𝑐 is the
electron collection efficiency. Among them, ∅𝑖𝑛𝑗 × ∅𝑐 is also called internal quantum efficiency (IQE),
which examines the photoelectric conversion efficiency of light absorption.
I.3.2 Basic introduction to perovskite solar cells
Although DSSCs have the advantages of simple preparation and low cost, compared to the firstgeneration silicon solar cells and the second-generation CdTe and CIGS cells, their current conversion
efficiency is still too low. In the past few years, their PCE growth has been prolonged, while it had
remained between 10% and 12% for a long time. Their further development has encountered a
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significant bottleneck. In particular, most dye molecules' extinction molar coefficient is too low, and
the light absorption range is relatively narrow, limiting its light absorption and utilization. Inorganic
semiconductor QDs have many advantages for QD sensitized solar cells due to their high extinction
coefficient, unique multi-exciton generation (MEG) effect, and hot carrier effect [65]. Their theoretical
efficiency is much higher than that of DSSCs. The current research progress has been relatively slow,
and the record efficiency of QDs sensitized solar cells is still below 19%.

Figure I.16 NREL chart of the best Research-Cell Efficiencies of Emerging PV (April, 2021)

In this context, the emergence of perovskite solar cells broke the awkward situation of the thirdgeneration solar cells that still present a lack of effectiveness. Although inorganic perovskite
compounds were discovered more than a century ago [66], researchers such as Mitzi have only begun
to apply organic lead halide perovskite materials to thin-film transistors and light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) in the 1990s [67, 68]. The application to LEDs preliminarily indicated that this type of
perovskite material can be used in solar cells. Miyasaka et al. were pioneers in the application of
perovskites in solar cells. In 2006, they noticed the CH3NH3PbBr3 sensitized cell and formally reported
a CH3NH3PbI3 sensitized cell with a PCE of 3.8% in 2009 [69]. After adopting the solid-state structure
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in 2012, the efficiency increased to over 9%. In 2013, the Science journal evaluated the discovery of
perovskite solar cells as one of the ten major scientific breakthroughs of the year. As shown in Figure
I.16, within just a few years, the highest conversion efficiency of perovskite solar cells has
continuously increased to achieve a present 25.5% record PCE [70], which exceeds the highest level
of second-generation solar cells such as CdTe (22.1%) and CIGS (22.3%). Besides, because of the
advantage of their simple preparation processes and mild temperature, the production cost is meager.
With the continuous improvement of the theoretical mechanism and preparation process, perovskite
solar cells are still hopeful for commercialization and wide application.
I.3.3 The working principle of perovskite solar cells
Solar cells using various perovskite materials as light-absorber are collectively referred to as perovskite
solar cells (PSCs). Most of the structures contain transparent conductive glass, electron-transporting
materials (ETMs), perovskite light-absorbing materials, hole-transporting materials (HTMs), and the
back-electrode. PSCs are basically composed of five layers. Among them, ETM, perovskite, and HTM
can form a p-i-n like solar cell structure together. At present, the most common use conducting
transparent substrate is FTO (fluorine-doped SnO2). Organic-inorganic perovskite is the lightabsorbing material, TiO2 the ETM, [2,2',7,7'-tetrakis-(N,N'-di-methoxyphenylamine)-9,9'-spirobifluorene] (spiro-MeOTAD) is typically employed as HTM and gold (Au) as the back electrode. PSC
basic structure employed in Prof. Pauporté’s group and working principle are shown in Figure I.17a
(we will more detail the PSC solar cells structure in Chapter II). When the incident light enters the
perovskite solar cell from the FTO side, the incident light energy (1.5~3.2 eV) that is smaller than the
bandgap of TiO2 and larger than the bandgap of perovskite (PVK) is absorbed by PVK and photogenerates electrons (e-) and holes (h+). After perovskite absorbs incident light, the essence of the
excitation process is the transition of electrons on the 2p orbital of the anion (I-) in the valence band to
the d orbital of the cation (Pb2+) at the bottom of the conduction band [71]. The carriers in the material
are mainly free carrier because the exciton binding energy is small, so that the photo-generated
electron-hole pair can be separated by the heterojunctions at room temperature [72]. Among them, ediffuse to TiO2/ PVK interface and are injected into the conduction band (CB) of TiO2. After being
collected by the FTO electrode, it returns to the back electrode (Au) of the cell via an external circuit.
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On the other hand, h+ diffuses to the PVK/spiro-MeOTAD interface, prior to be transported to the
back-electrode via the hole transport material (typically Spiro-MeOTAD), the HOMO position of
which is higher than that of PVK. It forms riming a complete loop. It should be noted here that, unlike
dye molecules, perovskite materials are not only used as light-absorbing materials but also HTM or
ETM in some types of cells. When there is no specific material in the perovskite solar cell structure as
the hole transport layer, the perovskite will serve as this structure. Since the organic-inorganic double
composite perovskite material itself has p and n bipolarity, the electron and hole conductivities are
extreme. It can be used for hole transport by itself [73].

Figure I.17 Perovskite solar cells : (a) The typical architecture employed in this thesis and (b) working
principle diagram of a perovskite solar cell.

I.4 Conclusions
In summary, with the continuous expansion and improvement of the application scale and R&D level
of solar cells, the third-generation solar cells have the advantages of high conversion efficiency, low
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production cost and environmental friendliness. It could gradually replace or complete the first- and
second-generation solar cells which can present high energy consumption, high pollution, or highly
toxic and rare elements. This kind of iteration is inevitable in the next ten years. However, it is limited
by the material structure or the immature preparation process. The current conversion efficiency of
third-generation solar cells such as DSSCs, quantum dot-sensitized cells and organic polymer cells are
relatively low. However, the advent of perovskite solar cells has injected a new vitality into thirdgeneration solar cells research and has become one of the most interesting and promising emerging
technology.
Moreover, PSCs also have outstanding advantages as being prepared with abundant raw materials, no
rare elements, adjustable materials, by diverse preparation methods, simple processes, and extremely
low production costs. Although there are still stability and scale issues that need to be resolved, with
the continuous deepening and improvement of the research level and preparation process, they have
the potential to occupy a place in the photovoltaic market in the future. Due to the short development
time, the structural design, assembly process and working mechanism of perovskite solar cells are still
under exploration. Especially in the construction of various solar cell structures (perovskite lightabsorbing layer, electron/hole transporting layers and both side electrodes), such research is of great
significance for the selection and optimization of key components.
In the next chapter, I will study different perovskite materials and different structures of perovskite
solar cells to gain a deeper understanding into the performance and stability of PSCs.
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Chapter II. Exploring perovskite solar cells: From the cation composition to the
cell structure
II.1 Mono- to Triple-Cation Hybrid Perovskites for High Efficiency Solar Cells
During the last years, innovative film processings have been developed for increasing the perovskite
solar cells (PSCs) performances and stability. The two most fruitful have been (i) to complexify the
perovskite composition by mixing monovalent cations and (ii) to add additives in the perovskite
precursor solution (PPS) which are eliminated upon the film annealing and post-deposition processing
step. In the present work, perovskite films varying in their monovalent cation content, from one to
three (namely MAPbI3, Cs0.08FA0.80MA0.12Pb(I0.88Br0.12)3 and FA1-xMAxPbI3 compounds) and
optimized to reach high efficiency up to 22.2% have been thoroughly compared for their properties,
performances and stability. These cells have also been investigated by impedance spectroscopy and
the results are given in the Annex A.II.1.
II.1.1 Introduction
The structural unit of OIHP compounds contains an anionic corner-sharing octahedral network which
is stabilized by cations. The stability of the 3D perovskite phase is limited by geometry and oxidation
state restrictions, quantified by a tolerance factor (tf). The well-known Goldsmith tolerance factor has
been refined recently by Bartel et al. [1]:

𝑡𝑓 =

𝑟𝑥
𝑟𝐵

− 𝑛𝐴 (𝑛𝐴 −

𝑟𝐴
⁄𝑟𝐵
)
𝑟𝐴
ln( ⁄𝑟𝐵)

(II.1)

where nA is the oxidation state of A (+1), ri is the ionic radius of ion i (2.70 Å for methyl ammonium
(MA), 2.79 Å for formamidinium (FA), 1.81 Å for Cs and 1.19 Å for Pb2+), rA > rB by definition. tf <
4.18 indicates that the perovskite structure is allowed. MA and FA are the two main organic
monovalent cations that can be employed as organic A. However, due to the large size of FA,
increasing the complexity of the perovskite was proved necessary to increase the PSC stability and
performances. [2-4] Above the pioneering popular monovalent mono-cation MAPbI3 compound, a
huge research effort has been directed towards the development of double-cation FA1-xMAxPbX3 and
triple-cation May(FA1-xMAx)PbX3, (with Ma an alkali metal) perovskites to improve the device
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performances and stability. In the latter case, Cs is the most popular elemental monovalent cation
incorporated. However, the full entropic stabilization of this triple cation perovskite also requires the
addition of Br in complement to I for X. [2]
Alternative strategies of stabilization by using additives have been developed lately [5] and, to get
stable double cation perovskite, we have developed the use of MACl as an additive in the FA 1xMAxPbI3

precursor solution. This compound has allowed the direct deposition of the perovskite phase

upon the spin-coating and then the growth of well-crystalized FA1-xMAxPbI3 layers upon the annealing
post-deposition step.
The aim of this subsection is to fully investigate the effect of the number of monovalent cations on the
electrical response of PCSs with high efficiency in their category. The performance of the studied
PSCs attained up to 22.1 % in the case of the FA1-xMAxPbI3 one. More precisely, the compared
perovskites are: MAPbI3, FA0.94MA0.06PbI3 and Cs0.08FA0.80MA0.12Pb(I0.88Br0.12)3. I have made a
thorough optimization work of these cells upon my PhD in collaboration with Tao Zhu, another PhD
student of Pauporté’s group. The basic electrical characterization of a PSC just consists in measuring
their J-V curves in the reverse and forward scan directions and in quantifying the hysteresis amplitude.
In the present work, these measurements have been completed by full characterizations of the
perovskite films properties and by an investigation of the effect of light intensity on the steady state
Voc which provides information and quantifications about the recombination mechanism. Their study
by impedance spectroscopy measurements is also detailed in the Annex II-Chapter II. which gives
an in-depth and complete view of the physical phenomena occurring in PSCs in operation. With help
of complementary measurements, spectral features have been assigned to physical phenomena. The
various relaxations have been decomposed and quantified using electrical elements. Their variation
has been analyzed with the applied voltage and the chemical nature of the perovskite. The present
comparative study has allowed us to clarify the assignment of some electrical elements and to confirm
others. Moreover, we have attached a special attention to the stability of the systems under irradiation
and electrical stresses and upon their long term storage in a glovebox, since these measurements
provide a good quantification of the PSC stability.
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II.1.2 Experimental
II.1.2.1 Preparation of Substrate
Fluorine-doped SnO2 (FTO) substrates (TEC 7 from Pilkington) were etched pattern by zinc powder
and 10% HCl solution prior to be cleaned with soap and water. The substrates were subsequently
immersed for 20 min in a concentrated 2.2M NaOH in ethanol/water (10:1 v/v %) and then rinsed with
deionized water in an ultrasonic bath for 15 min.[6,7] The substrates were subsequently heated at
500°C for 15 min. The compact TiO2 hole blocking layer, noted c-TiO2, was prepared by aerosol spray
pyrolysis. The TiO2 nanoparticle solution employed for the preparation of the mesoporous layer, noted
mp-TiO2, was prepared in advance and stirred for at least 12h. The TiO2 NR30-D paste (from Greatcell)
was diluted in ethanol with a 1:7 w/w ratio. 45 μL of the solution was dropped on the c-TiO2 layer and
spin-coated at 2000 rpm for 15 s. The layer was then dried on a hotplate at 70 °C for 5-10 min and
finally heated at 500 °C under an air flux for 30 min, cooled down to 200 °C and removed from the
hotplate.
II.1.2.2 Preparation of Perovskite films
MAPI layers preparation: The MAPbI3 precursor solution had a 1.45M concentration. 668.5 mg PbI2
and 230.5 mg MAI were mixed in 1mL DMSO. The solution was stirred and kept warm at 100°C for
2h before use. The Spin-coating program was 1000 rpm for 10s and 6000 rpm for 30 s. 100 µL of
chlorobenzene was dripped 30s after the starting of the spinning routine. The layers were finally
annealed on a hotplate at 105 °C for 60 min. The best performances were achieved after the device
preparation. These layers are denoted MAPI throughout the chapter.
CsFAMA

layers

preparation:

A

1.35M

precursor

solution

corresponding

to

a

Cs0.08FA0.80MA0.12Pb(I0.88Br0.12)3 perovskite layer composition was prepared. First, 179 mg of
formamidinium iodide (FAI), 17.4 mg of methylammonium bromide (MABr), 27.0 mg of CsI, 548 mg
of PbI2 and 57.1 mg of PbBr2 were mixed in 220 μL DMSO and 780 μL DMF. The solution was stirred
for a minimum of 3-4 h at room temperature in a N2 filled glovebox before use.[7-9] 45 μL of this
solution was placed on top of the substrates. A two-step spin-coating program was employed: first
spinning at 1000 rpm for 10 s and then at 6000 rpm for 30 s. 100 µL of chlorobenzene was dripped 20
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s after the starting of the spinning routine. The films were then annealed at 105 °C for 1 h in a dry
atmosphere. The best performances and lower hysteresis index (HI) were achieved after 7-8 days of
storage in the N2 filled glovebox. These layers are denoted CsFAMA throughout the chapter.
FAMA layers preparation: A mixed cation precursor solution with a 1.2M concentration was prepared
by mixing 206 mg of formamidinium iodide (FAI, greatcell), 553 mg of PbI2 (TCI), and 38.9 mg of
methylammonium chloride (MACl, Alfa aesar) in 800 μL DMF and 200 μL DMSO. The solutions
were stirred for a minimum of 2h at room temperature in a nitrogen filled glovebox. 45 μL of this
solution was placed on top of the substrates. A two-step spin-coating program was ran: first spinning
at 1000 rpm for 10 s and then at 6000 rpm for 30 s. 100 µL of chlorobenzene was dripped 20 s after
the starting of the spinning routine. The films were then annealed at 153 °C for 13 min. The PEAI
post-deposition treatment consisted in dropping 60 μL of a 10 mM 2-Phenylethylamine Hydroiodide
(PEAI) solution (2.49 mg in 1 mL of isopropanol) onto the perovskite film after cooling. A one-step
spin-coating program was employed: 2000 rpm/s acceleration, 3000rpm for 20s. The best
performances and lowest HI were achieved after 3-4 days of storage in the N2 filled glovebox. These
FA1-xMAxPbI3 layers are denoted FAMA throughout the chapter.
The hole transporting material (HTM) solution was prepared by dissolving 78 mg of Spiro-OMeTAD
(Borun New Material Technology) in 1 mL of chlorobenzene. Then, 17.9 μL of
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide lithium salt solution (Li-TFSI) (Sigma Aldrich) solution (517 mg in
1 mL ACN), 30.4 μL of TBP (tert-butylpyridine) (Sigma Aldrich) and 14 μL of tris(2-1H-pyrazol-1yl)-4-tert-butylpyridine)-cobalt(III) tris (bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide) (Dyesol, FK209) (376 mg
in 1 mL acetonitrile) were added to this solution. 40 μL of the HTM solution was spin-coated at 4000
rpm for 30 s. Finally, the device was completed by thermally evaporating a 70-80 nm thick gold back
contact on the Spiro-OMeTAD layer [7].
II.1.2.3 Characterization methods
The structure of the organometal lead perovskite films was characterized by a PANanalytical X-Pert
high-resolution X-ray diffractometer (XRD) operated at 40 kV and 45 mA and using the CuKα
radiation with λ= 1.5406 Å. The film specular absorbance was measured by a Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR
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spectrophotometer. A glass/FTO/c-TiO2/mp-TiO2 sample was employed for the baseline. The
photoluminescence spectra were measured by a Cary Eclipse fluorescence spectrophotometer. The
morphology of perovskite thin films was measured using a field-emission SEM equipment (Zeiss
Supra 40) in the in-lens mode.
The EDX spectra were measured with a Quantax system from Brucker operated at 15 kV. 1H-NMR
spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance 500 MHz Neo spectrometer. Chemical shifts were measured
in ppm using the residual DMSO solvent signal as an internal reference. Perovskite layers, deposited
on a sprayed c-TiO2 layer, were dissolved in DMSO-d6 solvent (99.96%D, H2O<0.01%, Eurisotop)
and the NMR spectra of the solutions were measured. These solutions were highly stable.
The J-V curves were recorded by a Keithley 2410 digital sourcemeter, using a 0.1 V.s-1 voltage scan
rate.[10] The solar cells were illuminated with a solar simulator (Abet Technology Sun 2000) filtered
to mimic AM 1.5G conditions (100 mW/cm2).[10] The illuminated surface was delimited by a black
mask with an aperture diameter of 3 mm. The power density was calibrated at 100 mW.cm-2 by the
use of a reference silicon solar cell.[11] The tracking experiments were performed under ambient
conditions. The current was followed at the voltage of the maximum power.
The external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra were measured using an Oriel QUANTX-300 system.
The light beam was chopped at 77Hz. The monochromatic illumination was calibrated by a NISTcalibrated Si photodiode.
The sample morphologies were examined with a high resolution Ultra 55 Zeiss FEG field-emission
scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) in the in-lens mode. The time-resolved photoluminescence
(TRPL) measurements were performed at INSP, Sorbonne University (collaboration with Dr L. Coolen)
under microscope observation (numerical aperture 0.7). The perovskites layers were spin-coated onto
a glass/FTO/c-TiO2/mp-TiO2 substrate. The top of the OIHP layers were excited by a 470 nm diode
laser (Picoquant) and the emission was filtered by a 488-nm longpass filter. It was analyzed for timeresolved photoluminescence decay, by a PerkinElmer SPCM avalanche photodiode combined with a
Picoharp acquisition card (500 ps characteristic time of the total system response function) used with
the laser in a pulsed mode at a 10 nW excitation power (pulse duration 70 ps).
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II.1.3 Characterizations of Perovskite Films
II.1.3.1 SEM

Figure II.1 SEM top-views of the perovskite layers investigated. (a) MAPI, (b) CsFAMA and (c) FAMA.
(d) Analysis of the grain size distribution in the perovskite layers.

The morphology of the three different perovskite films as revealed by SEM is disclosed in Figure II.1.
Top views show their poly-crystallinity and that they were made of merged crystal grains. The crystal
grain size and distribution analyses were performed using the Image J software (Figure II.1d). In the
MAPI layer, they had an average size of 410 nm (Figure II.1a). The layers were well-covering, but
pinholes were present. The CsFAMA layers were made of smaller crystal grains with an average size
of 160 nm (Figure II.1b). They were compact, uniform with no pinholes. The bright grains observed
on the surface were assigned to PbI2 by an EDX analysis (Table II.2). The FAMA layers were nicely
compact, uniform and made of remarkably large crystal grains. Their average size was measured at
1020 nm (Figure II.1c). The formation of large grains is due to the use of a chloride additive (MACl)
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in the precursor solution. Chloride is known to favor the growth of well-crystallized layers.[11-15] In
summary, using mixed cation precursor produces more compact layers and the presence of a chloride
additive mediates the growth of the perovskite and produces large grains.

Figure II.2 SEM cross-sectional views of the perovskite layers. (a) MAPI, (b) CsFAMA and (c) FAMA.

Further information on the layers morphology was gained from SEM cross-sectional images (Figure
II.2). They confirmed that the CsFAMA layer had the smaller grains (Figure II.2b). The images of
the FAMA layer in Figure II.2c shows remarkable monolithic large crystal grains. The interesting
point is that they extend through the entire perovskite layer thickness and that each large crystal is
contacted on one side by TiO2 and, on the other side, by Spiro-OMeTAD. This ideal morphology
contrasts with the CsFAMA film one where many grain boundaries are present in the layer bulk.
Therefore, under light irradiation, the charges photogenerated in CsFAMA layers can encounter grain
boundaries, can be trapped and recombine there before to be collected. The layers thicknesses were
evaluated from the SEM views and found at 360-380 nm, 440-460 nm and 410-430 nm for MAPI,
CsFAMA and FAMA, respectively.
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II.1.3.2 XRD

Figure II.3 (a) XRD patterns of the perovskite layers. (b) Zoom view of (a). # denotes the FTO substrate
peak, * denotes the PbI2 peak. (c) Effect of PEAI treatment on the FAMA XRD pattern.

Figure II.3 shows the XRD patterns of the layers. The peak intensity reflects their crystallinity.
CsFAMA presents the less intense peaks whereas FAMA has the most intense ones. MAPI is
intermediate. CsFAMA and FAMA patterns have been indexed with the 3D perovskite cubic α-phase.
We note that for FAMA, the (h00) peaks are the most intense ones and it shows a strong texturisation
of the layer, with these planes parallel to the surface. The MAPI diffraction diagram was indexed with
the tetragonal structure. It is characterized by an extra-peak at 23.52°.[60] MAPI is phase pure with no
PbI2 diffraction peak present at 12.7°. FAMA is also phase pure with no δ-phase present and almost
no PbI2. On the other hand, PbI2 is present in the CsFAMA layer. Figure II.3c shows that the PEAI
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treatment produces an extra diffraction peak centered at 5.35° which is assigned to a (PEA)2PbI4 layer
formed at the FAMA surface.
II.1.3.3 Absorbance

Figure II.4 Optical characterizations of the perovskite layers. (a) Absorbance spectra; (b) spectra of (a),
corrected of their thickness, (c) Tauc plots and bandgaps determination.

The ability of the layers to absorb light is a very important property for the photovoltaic application.
The measured absorbance spectra are compared in Figure II.4a for the rough data and in Figure II.4b
for the data corrected of the film thicknesses. The FAMA layers presented the best absorbance and the
most extended absorption wavelength range due to a smaller optical bandgap (Eg). In Figure II.4b
FAMA was the material with the best absorbance. MAPI and CsFAMA presented a similar absorbance
above 550 nm. Below this wavelength, the absorbance of CsFAMA was superior to that of MAPI. The
near-band edge absorption was analyzed using the Tauc plots in Figure 4c. Considering a direct
bandgap, the linear fit intersection with the energy axis gave optical bandgaps of 1.594 eV for MAPI,
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1.598 eV for CsFAMA and 1.532 eV for FAMA. The latter is closer to the optimum bandgap value
for a solar cell application as defined by the Shockley-Queisser maximum PCE curve.[65]
II.1.3.4 Steady-state PL and TRPL

Figure II.5 Optical characterizations of the perovskite layers. (a) Steady-state PL spectra. (b) Same as (a)
after normalization.

The monitored steady PL spectra of the three perovskite layers are shown in Figure II.5a. On the
normalized emission (Figure II.5b), the maximum emission wavelength was 775 nm for MAPI and
CsFAMA and 812 nm for FAMA.
We also measured the time-resolved PL (TRPL) response of the films (Figure II.6). The curves were
analyzed using a three exponential decay function. The decay curves have been first normalized and
fitted by the tri-exponential function:
𝑃𝐿(𝑡) = 𝑦0 + 𝐴𝑒 −𝑡/𝜏𝑓𝑎𝑠𝑡 + 𝐵𝑒 −𝑡/𝜏𝑖𝑛𝑡 + 𝐶𝑒 −𝑡/𝜏𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑤

(II.1)

The relative contribution (rc) of each of these three terms to the static PL has been evaluated by
integrating the relative exponential traces.
The integral is equal to the product of the amplitude and the decay time. Therefore, fast, intermediate
and slow component relative contributions are defined as:
rcfast(%) = Aτfast/(Aτfast + Bτint +Cτslow) (II.2a)
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rcint(%) = Bτint/( Aτfast + Bτint +Cτslow)

(II.2b)

rcslow(%) = Cτslow /( Aτfast + Bτint +Cτslow) (II.2c)

Figure II.6 TRPL curves. The inset is a zoom view at short times.

The results are gathered in Table II.1, CsFAMA and FAMA had a similar behavior. They presented
first a fast decrease with characteristic times at 2.0 ns and 0.5 ns, respectively. The amplitude of the
decay was markedly higher for FAMA compared to CsFAMA. The fast component is assigned to the
non-radiative recombinations of the charges that are injected into TiO2. Our results show that the
charge injection is faster and more efficient in FAMA perovskite compared to CsFAMA. For MAPI
perovskite, the first decay component was much longer at 27 ns. It is the main relative contribution to
the decay (75%). It suggests that, in the case of MAPI, the electron injection towards TiO 2 is slower
and more difficult. The TRPL slow component (τslow) provides interesting information on the systems.
This component is assigned to the bimolecular (radiative) or SRH (non-radiative) recombinations of
the photogenerated charges in the bulk perovskite[57]. It scales with the crystal quality and it decreases
with the density of recombination sites in the bulk and at the grain boundaries. τslow is measured at 59
ns, 93 ns and 117 ns for MAPI, CsFAMA and FAMA (with PEAI treated), respectively. It shows that
the bulk and grain boundary defect density is higher in MAPI compared to CsFAMA. FAMA presents
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the fewer defects, the less grain boundaries and the best crystallographic quality. We can also note that
the slow component represents the major relative component of the emission for CsFAMA and FAMA
(77% and 74%).
Table II.1 TRPL curve parameters determined by a triple-exponential decay function fitting.

II.1.3.5 Composition of the perovskites
Table II.2 EDX analysis of the perovskite layers.

EDX analyses were implemented to determine the composition of the layers (Table II.2). The I/Pb
atomic ratio for MAPI and FAMA and (I+Br)/Pb ratio for CsFAMA have a theoretical value of 3. We
found 3.1 for the formers and 3.04 for the latter. Within the uncertainty of the technique, all the layers
were close to the stoichiometry. The slightly lower value for CsFAMA can be assigned to the presence
of PbI2. In CsFAMA, the halogen ions were measured at 89 at.% for I and 11 at.% for Br. These values
are close to the theoretical ones (88 mol.% and 12 mol.%, respectively, in the precursor solution). Cs
also is measured at 8% of the monovalent ion composition which corresponds to the molar fraction in
the precursor solution. Globally, the CsFAMA layer composition reproduces the precursor solution
composition. This is due to the rather low annealing temperature (105°C) employed which prevented
the sublimation of compound(s) during this step. The exact composition of the FAMA layer was
determined in a dedicated study in Ref.[53] combining 1H-NMR, 13C-NMR and EDX from which we
established the following formulae: FA0.94MA0.06PbI3. For this compound, we also noted that Cl did
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not give a clear signal in the EDX spectra. The amount quantified was 0.4% of the halide content
which is below the accuracy of the technique. Since MACl was added in a large molar fraction in the
precursor solution (48 mol.% of PbI2), we can conclude that Cl was eliminated by sublimation upon
the annealing step at 153°C.
II.1.4 Characterizations of PSCs
II.1.4.1 J-V curves

Figure II.7 (a) Exploded schematic view of the perovskite solar cells. (b) Reverse J-V curves of MAPI,
CsFAMA and FAMA cells.

The FTO/c-TiO2/mp-TiO2/PVK layers stacks were completed by spin-coating a film of SpiroOMeTAD on its top and by evaporating a 70-80 nm thick gold back contact (Figure II.7a). The J-V
curves are shown in Figure II.7b and Figure A.II.6 (Annex II) and the J-V curve parameters of the
best cells are gathered in Table II.3. The maximum power conversion efficiency (PCE) of MAPI cell
achieved 18.93%, stabilized at 18.65%. It was 20.36%, stabilized at 20.03% for CsFAMA cells. In a
paper published by my group, it was demonstrated that the intercalation of a 4-Chlorobenzoic acid
self-assembled monolayer at the TiO2/CsFAMA interface boosts the performance to 21.35%.[61]
MAPI and CsFAMA compounds have the same Eg, however, CsFAMA cells present a higher Jsc and
Voc. The former is mainly due to a higher absorbance (Figure II.4a) and absence of pinholes. Pinholes
in the MAPI layer can result in shunting pathways between the hole and electron transporting layers
that lower the FF and Voc parameters. The better Voc of CsFAMA cells is assigned to lower
recombinations occurring at the interfaces.
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Table II.3 Typical photovoltaic J-V parameters of cells among the best.

Sample

MAPI

CsFAMA

FAMA
a
b

Scan
direction

Voc /V

Reverse

1.063

Forward

Jsc

FF /%

PCE /%

23.08

77.43

18.93

1.059

22.51

73.99

17.70

Reverse

1.110

23.13

79.27

20.36

Forward

1.101

23.13

75.00

19.10

Reverse

1.060

25.94

80.62

22.18

Forward

1.052

25.93

78.26

21.35

mA/cm

2

Stabilized
HIb/%
PCEa/%
18.65

6.5

20.03

6.1

22.08

3.7

Measured by tracking the Maximum Power Point.
HI : Hysteresis index defined as [PCE(%)rev-PCE(%)for]*100/PCE(%)rev]

Figure II.8 (a) Statistical analysis of the PSCs performances and J-V curves parameters. (b) EQE spectra
of the three perovskites with the integrated Jsc curves.
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The FAMA cells exhibited the highest efficiency. The PCE could reach a remarkable 22.18 % value
and the stabilized PCE achieved 22.08%. Jsc was boosted due to a wider wavelength range for the light
harvesting (Figure II.4) and to the high structural quality and big grains (Figure II.1). These cells also
presented the best FF. The lower bandgap is at the origin of the lower Voc of the FAMA cells compared
to the CsFAMA ones. All the trends obtained for the best cells were confirmed by the statistical
analysis disclosed in Figure II.8.
We also noted that the hysteresis index (HI) parameter is similar for the MAPI and the CsFAMA cells
with values of ca. 6-7% for the best cells. Its average was 11-14% for MAPI and 6-8 % for CsFAMA
cells. This parameter was significantly better in the case of the FAMA cells with reproducible and
remarkably low values at only 3-4%.
II.1.4.2 External quantum efficiency (EQE) and Voc versus light intensity

Figure II.9 Variation of Voc as a function of the light power density. The curve slopes provide the ideality
factor, nID, values (numbers in bold).

The ability of the PSCs to collect light and to generate charge with a high efficiency was studied by
measuring their EQE spectra (Figure II.8b). MAPI cells presented the lowest performances, especially
at high wavelengths, for which the irradiation penetration depth is the longest. The integration of the
spectra gave a Jsc of 21.1 mA.cm-2. For the CsFAMA cell, the charge generation edge was similar but
the EQE was higher compared to MAPI. The integration gave a Jsc of 22.2 mA.cm-2. Using the FAMA
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perovskite produced two major effects: firstly, it shifted the charge generation edge toward higher
wavelengths at about 820 nm, in good agreement with the absorbance spectra of Figure II.4; secondly,
a high efficiency was achieved in the full visible and near-IR range. The integration of the spectrum
provided a calculated Jsc of 25.5 mA.cm-2 in good agreement with the J-V measurements.
We measured the cells Voc under various continuous light power densities (I). A white light source
(Schott lamp) was employed and the curves are disclosed in Figure II.9 CsFAMA cells presented a
superior Voc over all the investigated light intensity range. The VOC scaled logarithmically with I and
followed the relationship:
qVOC = Eg + nIDkT ln(I/I0)

(II.3)

with q the elementary charge, k the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature and nID the ideality
factor. The latter parameter was determined from the curve fits. It is related to the main recombination
phenomena occurring at the Voc.[62] In classical semiconductor theory, a value of 1 for this parameter
indicates a band-to-band recombination. Deviation of nID from 1 to 2 reflects the occurrence of trapassisted Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination through perovskite intragap defects.[62] The
higher is nID, the higher is the SRH recombination processes. nID was the lowest for FAMA at ~1.4
which had a superior quality compared to CsFAMA (nID ~1.5), and especially compared to MAPI (nID
~2.0) (Figure II.9). SRH recombination increases from FAMA, CsFAMA and MAPI. Figure II.9
illustrates that for an optimized functioning over a large light power density, the nID parameter must
be the lower.
II.1.4.3 Electrical stability of the devices
The future of the perovskite technology will depend on the ability of obtaining stable devices. Their
robustness against electrical stresses and light irradiation are key parameters that must be carefully
investigated. We performed a first test consisting in measuring the J-V curves of the cells, before and
after their electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) investigation (the EIS investigation is provided in
the Annex A.II.1). EIS measurements, in which PSCs are submitted to a continuous light irradiation,
to the application of many voltages and to a superimposed ac stimulus during more than one hour, are
especially stressing for the PSCs.[63] Table II.4 reports the J-V curves results before and after the EIS
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characterization for the different perovskites. The performances of the MAPI cells measured on the
reverse scan slightly increased upon the measurements. The PCE of the forward scan was decreased
due to the FF parameter mitigation. The CsFAMA cells were the most affected by the EIS
measurements. Their efficiency was measured lower after the EIS characterization. FAMA devices
were remarkably stable since they exhibited a slightly higher PCE after EIS characterizations due to
the increase of the VOC. Their HI parameter remained low and almost unchanged.
Table II.4 J-V curves parameters of PSCs with various perovskites before and after their investigation
by EIS.

Sample

Voc /V

Jsc

/ FF / %

mA.cm-2
Before
MAPI
After

Before
CsFAMA
After

Before
FAMA
After
a

PCE
%

Reverse

1.045

22.19

78.42

18.18

Forward

1.026

22.18

70.19

15.97

Reverse

1.057

23.19

75.87

18.60

Forward

1.033

23.13

65.41

15.63

Reverse

1.077

21.81

77.63

18.24

Forward

1.052

21.81

73.63

16.88

Reverse

1.049

21.64

74.18

16.83

Forward

1.027

21.66

69.23

15.40

Reverse

1.035

25.65

79.62

21.13

Forward

1.031

25.69

77.81

20.61

Reverse

1.044

25.71

79.36

21.29

Forward

1.045

25.71

77.17

20.73

/ HIa
/%
12

16

7

8

2

3

HI : Hysteresis index defined as [PCE(%)rev-PCE(%)for]*100/PCE(%)rev]

We also compared the stability of the unencapsulated solar cells under a one sun AM 1.5G light
irradiation and at a relative humidity (RH) of 45%, tracking them at their maximum power points
(MPP). The curves are disclosed in Figure II.10a. During 200 min, the MAPI cell presented the fastest
decrease. The CsFAMA cell PCE decreased more slowly at the beginning but the two curves crossed
at 200 min. After 300 min, the MAPI cell had lost 37% of its initial PCE and the CsFAMA cell 42%.
The FAMA cell was remarkably stable and no PCE loss was observed. Figures II.10b-d are the J-V
curves measured before and after the tracking experiments. MAPI cell presented a lower Voc and a
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large hysteresis after the stability test. CsFAMA cell exhibited a decrease of the Jsc and an enlargement
of the hysteresis. We noted a remarkable stability of the FAMA cell under the test since the J-V curves
were unchanged after the long irradiation and tracking period.

Figure II.10 (a) Tracking of MAPI, CsFAMA and FAMA solar cells normalized power outputs under
continuous one sun AM1.5G illumination (unencapsulated devices 45% RH). (b-d) J-V curves measured
before and after the tracking experiment under 1sun AM1.5G illumination. (b) MAPI; (c) CsFAMA and
(d) FAMA cells.

This subsection focusses on the effect of the monovalent cation composition on the electrical properties
of PSCs. A study of the PSCs stability under high moisture environment is given in Figure II.11 and
Figure A.II.7 (Annex II). None of them, when unencapsulated, were highly robust when store in a
chamber with a 90% RH at 20°C. MAPI was degraded quickly with a steep decrease below 50% of
the initial value during the first hours. Even if the perovskite MAPI phase was detected after 150h of
aging, the cell worked very badly. On the other hand, the MAPI cell was highly stable when stored in
a glovebox filled with nitrogen. We experienced a 14 months long storage (Table A.II.2, Annex II).
We found typically a stabilized initial PCE of 17.78% and 17.89% after the 14 months aging(Figure
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A.II.9, Annex II). For the FAMA cell, the power output was stable for 20h and then decreased abruptly.
The variation of the J-V curve parameters is shown in Figure II.11. After 120h, for all the cells, the
efficiency was below 30% of the initial PCE and the best value was found for FAMA cell.

Figure II.11 PCE and J-V curve parameters followed upon the unencapsulated PSC aging at 90 %RH.

It can be assigned to the presence of the hydrophilic MA cation in their structure. They should need
additional efficient barrier layers against moisture to be fully stabilized. The final PCE was the best
for FAMA. We have also found that MAPI was decomposed upon aging in PbI2 with the elimination
of MAI (MAI can be degraded into volatile CH3NH3, CH3I and NH3 molecules)[64]. On the other
hand, CsFAMA and FAMA were degraded in the photo-inactive one-dimensional (1D) δ-phase that
may be regenerated in their photoactive α-phase, for instance by heating (Figure A.II.8, Annex II).
II.1.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have fully investigated the electrical response of solar cells prepared with
perovskites ranging from the mono-cation to the triple-cation composition. The best results have been
found with the double MA/FA lead iodide compound which was prepared using MACl additive in the
precursor solution. This strategy has been found the most accurate to achieve high efficiency and
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stability. It is more efficient than to complicate the perovskite composition. FAMA presented the best
morphology, crystallinity and optical properties for the application. The ideality factor decreased from
MAPI, CsFAMA and FAMA. For the later SRH recombination with the less intensity was found.

II.2 Effects of 5-Ammonium Valeric Acid Iodide as Additive on two different structure of
Perovskite solar cells
To improve PSC stability, two approaches have been notably developed: the use of additives and/or
post-treatments that can strengthen perovskite structures and the use of a non-typical architecture
where three mesoporous layers, including a porous carbon back-contact without hole transporting layer,
are employed. This section focusses on 5-ammonium valeric acid iodide (5-AVAI or AVA) as additive.
By combining scanning electron microscopy (SEM), x-ray diffraction (XRD), time-resolved
photoluminescence (TRPL), current-voltage measurements, ideality factor determination and in-depth
electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) investigations on various layers stacks structures, we have
discriminated the effects of mesoscopic embedding scaffold and AVA additive. It is found that both
AVA additive and the triple mesoporous structure boost dramatically the PSC stability, while keeping
a rather high power conversion efficiency (PCE of 16.9% instead of 18.1% for the control). It must be
combined with the three mesoscopic structure to get a low defect quality perovskite compound. The
high stability of TiO2/ZrO2/Carbon/Perovskite cells is found mainly due to the protection by the allinorganic scaffold combined with the hydrophobic properties of carbon. These cells achieved a PCE
of 14.4% in the present work.
II.2.1 Introduction
In its classical architecture, perovskite solar cells are composed of an organo-lead halide perovskite
layer which acts as the solar light absorber and by two selective contacts: a hole transporting layer
(HTL) which is placed on the top of the PVK to collect and transport hole charge carriers and block
electrons; while, on the other side is placed an electron transporting layer (ETL) which collects and
transports

electrons

and

blocks

the

photogenerated

holes.

2,2’,7,7’-tetrakis(N,N’-di-p-

methoxyphenylamine)-9,9’-spirobifluorene (SpiroOMeTAD) is the most popular hole transporting
material (HTM) and TiO2 is a popular electron transporting material (ETM). However, a different cell
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architecture has proved more suitable to get highly stable devices.[35-42] It is composed of three
stacked mesoporous layers: TiO2/ZrO2/carbon. This porous stack is subsequently filled by the
perovskite material using a drop-casting technique. In this architecture, no HTM is employed. ZrO2
acts as an insulating layer which prevents the direct contact of the carbon back-contact with TiO2 front
selective contact. Besides the high stability, this type of cell architecture is compatible with screenprinting techniques and could enable a low-cost production at large scale of PSC panels.[35,40,41]
Mei et al. were the first to develop these triple-mesoscopic solar cells.[35] In their pioneering work,
they observed that 5-ammonium valeric acid iodide (HOOC(CH2)4NH3I, noted 5-AVAI or AVA) was
an important additive for getting a good pore filling and a more complete contact of PVK with the mpTiO2 scaffold. They stressed that the carbon top electrode presents hydrophobic properties and acts as
a barrier against moisture. Later, Grancini et al. [36] showed that AVA allows the dimensional
engineering of the perovskite and the formation of a gradually-organized multidimensional interface.
These authors achieved a 12.9% PCE with laboratory cells. They also prepared mini-modules which
demonstrated a 11.2% efficiency stable for more than 10,000 h measured under AM 1.5G standard
condition, at 55°C and short-circuit. Employing slot-die coating of AVA-MAPI, Xu et al. achieved a
PCE of 12.9% on triple-mesoscopic mini-modules of 60 cm2.[41] Recently, these PSCs successfully
passed the main items of IEC qualification tests, including the damp heat test, thermal cycling test, and
ultraviolet preconditioning test, and exhibited over a 9,000 h operational stability.[42]
AVA is the classical additive employed in triple mesoscopic solar cells [35-39,42] even if 4(aminomethyl) benzoic acid hydroiodide has also been shown very efficient.[37] AVA would play an
active role in the high stability of PSCs due to surface defect passivation.[43]. Recently, Péan et al.
[43] showed that Methylammonium (MA+) lead triiodide (MAPI) modified by AVA reduces the
generation of superoxide when infiltrated in the triple-mesoporous layer stack. Its optimum content in
the perovskite precursor solution is reported at 3-4% in the literature.[36,37] AVA additive has also
been employed in lead-free PSCs.[45] It was shown to affect the growth of perovskite crystals based
on formamidinium and tin. It plays on the crystal growth through hydrogen bond with I- and precursor
SnI64- octahedral. It forms a protective layer and acts as a cross-linker at the grain boundaries.
Consequently, this additive dramatically improves the performance of tin-based PSCs.[45] AVA has
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also been employed recently to post-treat MAPbI3 films that allowed a significant improvement of the
solar cell performances and the stabilization of the PVK.[46]
The aim of the present section is to investigate the effect of AVA additive on PSCs with two different
architectures: the structure employing a single TiO2 mesoporous layer (noted 1mp) and the one
employing the (TiO2/ZrO2/C) triple mesoporous layers structure (noted 3mp). The effects of AVA
additive and of the host layers on the PVK properties and stability against moisture are first established.
Then, the performances of the cells are characterized. We subsequently study the effect of light
intensity on the cell electrical response at open circuit voltage (Voc) prior to investigate the effects of
the applied voltage (Vappl). The influence of AVA additive and cell architecture on the electrical
impedance response of the devices has been also thoroughly reported and analyzed. These results are
detailed in the Annex A.II.2.
II.2.2 Experimental
1mp substrate preparation: The fluorine-doped SnO2 (FTO) substrates (TEC 7 from Pilkington), a cTiO2 layer and a mp-TiO2 layer were prepared as described in Section II.1.2.1.
1mp cells preparation:
Method of preparation of MAPbI3 precursor solution was detailed in Section II.1.2.2. The
(AVA)2MA56Pb57I172 precursor solution had a 1.45M concentration. 668.5 mg PbI2, 12.4 mg 5ammonium valeric acid iodide (TCI) (HOOC-(CH2)4-NH3I) (3.5% molar ratio of PbI2) and 222.4 mg
MAI were mixed in 1mL DMSO. The solution was stirred and kept warm at 100°C for 2h before use.
These solutions were spin-coated on the 1mp substrate using a two-step program at 1000 rpm and 6000
rpm for 10 s and 30 s, respectively. 100 μL of chlorobenzene was dropped 30 s after starting the
spinning routine. The films were subsequently annealed at 100 °C for 1 h. The hole transporting
material (HTM) was prepared as detailed in Section II.1.2.2. The gold back-contact was deposited by
thermal evaporation through a mask. The pure 2D perovskite (AVA)2PbI4 layer was prepared by
dissolving 553.2 mg PbI2 and 294.2 mg 5-ammonium valeric acid iodide in 1 mL anhydrous DMSO
and stirring at room temperature. The concentration of PbI2 was 1.20M.
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3mp cells preparation: For the triple mesoscopic devices, PbI2 and γ-Butyrolactone (GBL) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Methylammonium iodide (MAI) and 5-ammonium valeric acid iodide
were synthesized as previously reported [35]. The perovskite precursor solution was prepared by
dissolving 461 mg PbI2, 153 mg MAI and 8.6 mg 5-AVAI in 1.17 mL GBL. It was stirred at 60 °C
overnight before use. We employed triple-mesoporous scaffold substrates provided by the Wuhan
National Laboratory for Optoelectronics, Huazhong University of Science & Technology (HUST),
Wuhan, China. For their preparation, the TiO2 paste was purchased from Greatcell Solar (30 NR-D).
The ZrO2 paste and carbon paste were prepared as described in Ref.[52] Unless stated otherwise, all
the materials were used as received without further purification. The FTO conducting glass substrates
were first etched with a 1064 nm laser and then cleaned by ultrasonication with detergent solution,
deionized water, and ethanol for 15 min, respectively. A c-TiO2 layer was deposited on the Glass/FTO
substrates by spray pyrolysis deposition at 450°C using disopropoxytitaniumbis(acetyl acetonate)
solution. Then the mp-TiO2 layer, the ZrO2 spacer layer and the carbon layer were layer-by-layer
screen-printed onto the substrates. The TiO2 layer and ZrO2 layer were sintered at 500°C for 30 min,
and the carbon layer was sintered at 400 °C for 30 min.
4~4.5 μL of perovskite precursor solution was drop-casted on the top of the substrate carbon layer.
After the precursor penetration into the mesoporous scaffold, the samples were annealed at 50 °C for
4h.
The layers and solar cells were characterized as already described in Section II.1.2.2 and the Annex
A.II.2.
II.2.3 Characterizations of Perovskite Films
Before to develop the characterizations of the PVK layers, one must first precise the two architectures
of PSC that have been considered in the present work. As shown in Figure II.12, perovskite layers
were prepared either by deposition on a mp-TiO2 layer (Figure II.12a, hereafter named 1mp) or by
infiltrating the perovskite precursor solution in a triple mesoporous layers stack combining TiO2, ZrO2
and carbon. MAPI perovskite was formed into the pores after an annealing step at 50°C in an oven
(Figure II.12b, hereafter named 3mp). The former corresponds to the standard cell structure where a
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HTL, made of LiTFSI-doped Spiro-OMeTAD, is deposited on top of the PVK prior to evaporate the
gold metal back-contact through a mask to obtain the device. For the latter, the perovskite layer
preparation was the final step. The 3mp cells are HTL-free. For the sake of comparison, we have also
prepared 1mp cells without the HTM layer (NoHTM), the gold back contact being directly evaporated
onto the perovskite layer.

Figure II.12 Schematic figures of (a) single-mesoporous (1mp) and (b) carbon-based triple-mesoporous
(3mp) device structures.

II.2.3.1 SEM

Figure II.13 (a-c) SEM top views of the (a) 1mp-MAPI layer, (b) 1mp-AVA layer and (c) 3mp-AVA layer.
The scale bar is 500 nm. (d) Cross sectional view of the 3mp-AVA solar cell. The yellow dashed lines
visualize the limits between the various mesoporous layers.
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The surface morphology of the films was characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Top
views in Figure II.13 show that the 1mp layer was filled and capped by the PVK material. The capping
PVK layer presented less pinholes for MAPI compared to AVA-MAPI. The average grain size was
measured at 320 nm for MAPI and 330 nm for AVA-MAPI. The top aspect was different in the case
of the 3mp substrate (Figure II.13c). We observed mesoscopic carbon and graphite flakes. AVAMAPI filled the mesoporous layers stack and the top layer was not capped by the PVK material. Figure
II.13d is a cross-sectional view of the 3mp-cell where one can recognize the triple mesoporous stack
which contains the PVK as schematized in Figure II.13b.
II.2.3.2 XRD

Figure II.14 (a) XRD patterns of MAPI, AVA-MAPI and (AVA)2PbI4 perovskite layers deposited on 1mp
substrate. (b) XRD patterns of AVA-MAPI layers deposited on 1mp and 3mp substrates.

The effect of AVA additive on the structural properties of the MAPI layer was investigated by x-ray
diffraction (XRD) measurements. Figure II.14a compares MAPI films prepared on 1mp substrate with
and without 3.5% of AVA additive. The amount of 3.5% was chosen as being among the best in the
literature for performances of 3mp cells.[45] Figure II.14a shows that both patterns are dominated by
peaks at 14.15° and 28.21°. They correspond to the (110) and (220) planes of tetragonal MAPI and
indicate a clear texturisation of the prepared layers. The peaks are slightly less intense with the AVA
additive. In both cases, a small PbI2 diffraction peak at 12.7° is found. In Figure II.14a, the reference
XRD pattern of the 2D (AVA)2PbI4 phase is also presented. Its comparison with the AVA-MAPI
pattern shows that no peak of the 2D phase is present, so this phase is not present in a significant
amount in the final layer.
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II.2.3.3 Time-resolved photoluminescence

Figure II.15 (a) TRPL of 1mp-MAPI and 1mp-AVA layers deposited on glass substrate. (b) TRPL of 3mpMAPI and 3mp-AVA layers deposited on ZrO2.

Table II.5 Fitting parameters by a triple exponential function of the TRPL curves of Figure II.15.

The time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) curves of MAPI and AVA layers deposited on glass
and on ZrO2 mesoporous layer are shown in Figure II.15 and Figure A.II.10 (Annex II). We did not
observe an exponential decay and we had to employ a triple exponential function to get a correct fit.
The presence of at least three time constants shows the occurrence of several deexcitation pathways.
The longest one (τslow) can be assigned to the radiative bulk component.[59] The fitting parameters are
gathered in Table II.5. In Figure II.15a, for layers deposited on glass (an insulating substrate for
which charge carrier transfer cannot occur), τslow was measured at 154 ns for MAPI and 227 ns for the
AVA layers. This component reflects the structural quality of the material which is then improved in
the presence of AVA. This trend was confirmed for PVK layers deposited in the ZrO2 scaffold (Figure
II.15b) with τslow increasing from 88 ns to 181 ns in the presence of AVA additive. The TRPL
measurements show that the structural quality of PVK prepared on 1mp substrate is better than the one
prepared in the ZrO2 scaffold.
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II.2.3.4 Stability

Figure II.16 XRD pattern evolution of (a) 1mp-MAPI, (b) 1mp-AVA, (c) 3mp-MAPI and (d) 3mp-AVA
layers upon aging in a 90% RH atmosphere for 120h (exposure time).

We have followed the stability of the four layers exposed to high humidity (relative humidity
(RH)≥90%) at room temperature since this parameter is critical for the future of the PSC technology.
To discriminate the effect of AVA and scaffold on the PVK stability, we compared the aging of 1mpMAPI, 1mp-AVA, 3mp-MAPI and 3mp-AVA. The phase degradation kinetic was followed by XRD
in Figure II.16. We can see that, in all cases, the decrease of the PVK diffraction peaks was
accompanied by the appearance of three other peaks. The ones at 8.58° and 10.6° are assigned to the
monohydrate, MAPbI3∙H2O phase [56] and the peak at 12.7° corresponds to PbI2. It clearly shows that
under high moisture, MAPI forms a monohydrate species which further decompose into PbI2 while
MA is lost. We never observed the di-hydrate phase.[56] 1mp-MAPI decomposed rapidly since after
15h, the pattern was dominated by the hydrate and PbI2 phases (Figure II.16a). The layer degradation
was slower for the 1mp-AVA sample (Figure II.16b) since, after 20h, this sample still presented the
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perovskite and hydrate phases when the 1mp-MAPI XRD pattern was dominated by the PbI2 phase.
After 120h, both layers were almost fully converted into PbI2. For the 3mp samples (Figures II.16c
and II.16d), we also observed a reduction of the degradation kinetic with the presence of AVA.
Moreover, we found that the 3mp scaffold is also beneficial for the stability. The hydrate species was
still present after 120h of moisture exposure while this phase completely disappeared for the 1mp
samples. These observations were confirmed by the layers aspect change with aging as displayed in
Figure II.17. We can conclude that the high stability of 3mp cells (TiO2/ZrO2/Carbon/Perovskite) is
mainly due both to the protection by the all-inorganic scaffold and to AVA. AVA can tune the
crystallization of the perovskite in the scaffold leading to crystals with less bulk defects.

Figure II.17 Pictures of PVK layers: fresh and after 20 h and 120 h aging at ≥90% RH/RT. The black/grey
aspect of the 3mp samples is due to the carbon back electrode. (a) 1mp-MAPI, (b) 1mp-AVA, (c)
3mpMAPI and (d) 3mp-AVA.
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II.2.4 Characterizations of PSCs
II.2.4.1 J-V curves and cell performances
Table II.6 PCE, J-V curve parameters and HI of the best cells.
Cell

Voc [V]

Jsc [mA cm-2]

FFa

PCE [%]

Reverse

1.058

22.78

75.03

18.09

Forward

1.044

22.70

66.91

15.86

Reverse

1.040

22.05

73.54

16.86

Forward

1.017

21.94

51.87

11.58

AVA-

Reverse

0.805

12.75

67.62

6.94

NoHTM

Forward

0.790

6.71

35.56

1.89

Reverse

0.932

22.88

67.62

14.41

Forward

0.929

22.86

68.23

14.49

PVK

structure
MAPI

1mp

AVA

3mp
a

HIb

direction

1mp

1mp

Scan

AVA

0.12

0.31

0.73

0.00

Fill factor. b Hysteresis index defined as: [PCE(%)rev-PCE(%)for]/PCE(%)rev

1mp-MAPI, 1mp-AVA, 1mp-AVA-NoHTM and 3mp-AVA solar cells were characterized by
measuring their J-V curves. Table II.6 gathers the results obtained for the best devices, Figure II.18a
shows their reverse J-V curves and Figure A.II.11 (Annex II) the reverse and forward J-V curves.
1mp-MAPI cells exhibited the best performances. Their maximum PCE, measured on the reverse scan,
was 18.09%. Their steady-state PCE, obtained by tracking at the potential of the maximum power
output, Vmax, was found at 17.38% (Figure II.18b). We noticed that adding AVA was detrimental for
the performances and the hysteresis of standard cells. The efficiency on the reverse scan decreased to
about 16.86%. A large hysteresis was obtained in the presence of AVA. The PCE reduction was a
consequence of lower Voc, Jsc and FF. We have also noted that the tracking curve showed a slow 1mpAVA cell response, but the stabilized PCE reached 15.91% (Figure II.18b). In spite of the large
hysteresis, this cell stabilized PCE was close to the PCE value determined on the reverse scan. Our
1mp-AVA cells were more efficient than those reported in the literature up to now.[36] Figure II.18c
shows the statistical analysis of the cells J-V curve parameters which confirms the trend found for the
best 1mp-MAPI and 1mp-AVA devices. The degraded performances of the 1mp-AVA cells is due to
the more defective morphology with pinholes.
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Figure II.18 (a) Reverse scan J-V curves of 1mp-MAPI, 1mp-AVA, 1mp-AVA-NoHTM and 3mp-AVA
solar cells. (b) Tracking curves of 1mp-MAPI and 1mp-AVA best cells. (c) Statistical analysis of the solar
cells J-V curve parameters and PCEs.

We have also compared 1mp-AVA cells with and without HTL (Table II.6, Figures II.18a and II.18c).
The efficiency dropped down in the absence of HTL because many recombinations occur at the gold
back-electrode when in direct contact with the perovskite layer. The efficiency was measured less than
7%, the J-V curve was S-shaped and the hysteresis was very large. These cells presented the largest
dispersion in their J-V curves parameters (Figure II.18c). Changing the cell structure and using the
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three mesoscopic one changed dramatically the performances of the devices without HTM. In the case
of 3mp cells, with a carbon back-contact, the efficiency was much higher. The best cell achieved a
PCE of 14.4% without significant hysteresis. For the 1mp-AVA-NoHTM, the contact between
perovskite and gold is poor. On the contrary, the mesoporous carbon layer can provide huge contact
area for perovskite absorber, and thus assist the charge transfer. The absence of hysteresis can be
assigned to the confined environment that would block the iodide ionic mobility.[54, 58] Compared to
the 1mp-MAPI cell, the lower efficiency is mainly due to lower Voc and FF (Figure II.18c). The
external quantum efficiency (EQE) curves of the cells are disclosed in Figure II.19. A good correlation
is found between the Jsc calculated from the EQE spectra for the 1mp cells. On the other hand, this
parameter is significantly underestimated for the 3mp-AVA cell due to its slow photoelectrical
response.

Figure II.19 External quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra and Jsc integration curves of the various cells.

II.2.4.2 Effect of light intensity at Voc
The effects of AVA additive and cell architecture on the solar cells response to the light illumination
at the open circuit voltage (Voc) have been investigated. Figure II.20 and Figure A.II.14 (Annex II)
shows the variation of this parameter with white light illumination power density (Intensity). For the
investigated cells, the VOC was superior with HTM compared to without HTM. Except for 1mpAVA-NoHTM cell, the VOC scaled logarithmically with the light power density (I) and followed
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Equation II.3. As already mentioned, nID parameter is related to the main recombination phenomena
occurring at the Voc.[35] The values of nID are gathered in Table II.7. For 1mp-cells with HTM and
the 3mp-cell, values between 1.8 and 2 are found which suggest that, at the open circuit, a ShockleyRead-Hall (SRH) recombination mechanism through perovskite intragap defects is the dominating
recombination process at Voc.[35] For the 1mp-AVA-NoHTM cell the points were not aligned and
Eq.(II.2) was not valid at low light intensity. It shows a fast decrease of the Voc at low light intensity
and that strong recombination occurs. In Table II.7, we compare nID, which was determined from
the Voc, and the n’ID extracted from the EIS R2 curves (see Annex A.II.2.1). The two parameters are
in good agreement and, more importantly, they vary in a similar manner with the cell type. We can
conclude that R2 is a recombination resistance that measures the recombination in the bulk perovskite.

Figure II.20 Voc versus light intensity (power density) curves.

Table II.7 Ideality factors obtained from open-circuit potential (nID) and EIS (R2) (n’ID) measurements
for the four different PSCs.

a

nID

n’ID

1mp-MAPI

1.99

1.56

1mp-AVA

1.89

1.92

1mp AVA-NoHTMa

3.50

3.44

3mp-AVA

1.82

1.64

fit over the whole Intensity and Voc range
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II.2.5 Conclusion
In summary, we have investigated the effect of AVA additive and of the cell structure on PSCs. In the
presence of AVA, no 2D-perovskite phase was detected. AVA is deleterious for the PVK film
morphology when 1mp substrate is used while it is beneficial in reducing PVK bulk defects. Using a
3mp scaffold leads to a significant improvement of the PVK structural quality as shown by TRPL and
solves the potential problems of pinhole and related electrical shunt pathways. 1mp-AVA cells
achieved a PCE of 16.9%, stabilized at 15.9%. This efficiency is significantly lower with higher
hysteresis compared to 1mp-MAPI cells. The ideality factor study has shown recombinations via the
SRH process at the open-circuit voltage. The R2 element extracted from the high frequency impedance
spectra (See Annex A.II.2) also varies with the Voc like a recombination resistance from which we
have extracted an ideality factor comparable to the ones determined from the Voc (Table II.7).
We have also unveiled that MAPI is degraded by moisture with the formation of a monohydrate MAPI
intermediate phase prior to PbI2 formation and MA release. The mechanism is irrespective of the PVK
environment. AVA has been shown beneficial for the stability of the MAPI layer. Moreover, a slower
degradation has also been found when MAPI-AVA PVK is embedded in the triple mesoscopic scaffold.
The high stability of TiO2/ZrO2/Carbon/PVK cells is due to the protection by the all-inorganic scaffold.
In this chapter, we mainly exploring perovskite solar cells from the cation composition to the cell
structure and gain a deep comprehensive understanding. On the basis of this chapter, in the next chapter,
we will further study the mono-cation formula of MAPI, and introduce gold nanoparticles to improve
its absorption, so as to further enhance the performance of perovskite solar cell.
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Chapter III. Effects of gold nanoparticles on the growth and performances of
MAPbI3 perovskite solar cells.

III.1 Introduction
The use of plasmonic materials is frequently proposed as a means to enhance the performance of
photovoltaic devices. [1−6] In particular, the uses of plasmonic materials and arrangements of them
have been explored for almost all types of solar cells,[7] either for solid-state[8, 9] or solution
containing ones.[10−22] In photovoltaic devices, effective light management can be accomplished by
1) reduction of reflection losses at the cell surface and 2) by trapping light in the absorbing layer.[23,
32] The localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) and light scattering effective of plasmonic
materials can enhance the light absorption and dramatically improve the photovoltaic performances of
solar cells. For the typical film thicknesses for which high structural quality is attained, photon capture
is not as high in the range of 600 nm < λ < 780 nm as it is for shorter wavelengths because the
perovskite extinction coefficient rapidly decays in the red/near-infra-red range. Because the number
of solar photons peaks at longer visible wavelengths, this weaker, red absorption affects significantly
the efficiency of the incident photon-to-electron conversion process. As an effective route toward nearfield light enhancement, metal nanostructures with subwavelength dimensions can couple incident
photons with conduction electrons, giving rise to LSPRs. Although there are many works on the
application of plasmonic materials in perovskite solar cells, two problems remain that people ignore
in the research of plasmonic materials: 1) many people only do qualitative simulation research to prove
that the added nanoparticles have the effect of enhancing absorption, while only few people simulate
and make specific analysis from both qualitative and quantitative perspectives at the same time;[25,
26] 2) Most researchers pay too much attention to the light absorption enhancement produced by
plasmonic materials, while few people pay attention to the influence of plasmonic materials on the
perovskite film itself, such as the crystal orientation or the quality of the film. Whether gold
nanoparticles can effectively improve the crystallinity of perovskite is still under debate. By using
relative higher concentration of NPs, some researcher did not found any enhancement on
crystallization [27-29], especially from XRD results, but someone others found that NPs has effects
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on grain size, PbI2 formation [30] and crystallinity of the perovskite film [31]. One must know and
take care that the improvement of crystal quality of perovskite film can also greatly improve the overall
absorption of the film.
Based on the above analysis, in this chapter, we will comprehensively analyze the effect of Au_NPs
inclusion in the PVK (MAPbI3) film through the combination of absorption simulation and
experiments. Our results show that the effect of Au_NPs on the improvement of the quality of the
perovskite layer is far greater than that of the increase in light harvesting. In order to further boost the
performance of perovskite solar cells, we introduced a post-treatment technique, leading to the
formation of a 2D capping layer on the top-surface of MAPbI3 perovskite layer. The 2D capping layer
forms a barrier that protect the underneath 3D perovskite films and constitutes an intermediate energy
band mitigating exciton recombination. Among a variety of ammonium compounds, we found that npropylamine hydroiodide (or n-propylammonium iodide, noted PAI) has a beneficial effect on
Au_NPs/MAPbI3 composite samples. Moreover, we will go through various testing methods to prove
that post-processing with PAI is indispensable to boost the performance of perovskite solar cells.

III.2 Experimental
The preparations of substrates, compact TiO2 layer and mesoporous TiO2 layer were conducted as
detailed in Chapter II, Section II.1.2.1.
III.2.1 Preparation of Pristine and Composite Perovskite Films
Gold Nanoparticles (Au_NPs) preparation: The Au NPs were obtained by a Turkevitch synthesis,
based on Au(III) reduction by citrate at 100°C. The concentration in Au was 0.25 mM. By
centrifugation of the solution, it was possible to concentrate the NPs. Then, DMSO was added in the
concentrated solution (~0.2 ml) and the solution was heated to remove the water. We obtained 0.5 mL
in DMSO from 60 mL in water (concentration factor 120 compared to the mother solution). The
solution was dark red, meaning that there was no aggregation. To increase the concentration, we
prepared 189 mL of 17.1 nm (s=0.07) sized NPs solution in water and concentrated it the same way.
We obtained 0.45 mL in DMSO (concentration factor 420). The concentration in Au NPs was
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[NPs]~7.10-7 M. During the evaporation of water and replacement by DMSO, the solution turned
purple, indicating aggregation of the NPs. This was probably due to the decrease of the citrate/Au ratio
during the concentration process, leading to the decrease of pH and the removal of citrate at the surface
of the NPs. Nevertheless, adding citrate did not stabilize the NPs.
Finally, we used a sample of intermediate concentration with a factor of concentration of 252 (0.75
mL of DMSO from 189 mL of 14.3 nm sized Au NPs solution in water). This solution was dark red,
and the same Au NPs concentration was obtained ([NPs]~7.10-7 M), with Au concentration of
[Au]~0.06 M.
MAPI layers with/without Au_NPs preparation: The MAPbI3 precursor solution concentration was
1.35M. 622.3 mg PbI2, 214.6 mg MAI and 0 µL, 15 µL, 30 µL, 45 µL of Gold nanoparticles solution
were mixed in 1000 µL, 985 µL, 970 µL, 955 µL DMSO, respectively. The solution was stirred and
kept warm at 60°C for 2h before use. The Spin-coating program was 1000 rpm for 10s and 4000 rpm
for 30 s. 100 µL of chlorobenzene was dripped 30s after the starting of the spinning routine. The layers
were finally annealed on a hotplate at 105 °C for 60 min. The best performances were achieved after
the device preparation. These layers are denoted Ref, Au_NPs-15, Au_NPs-30 and Au_NPs-45
throughout the chapter.
PAI Post-treatment: The PAI post-treatment consisted of dropping 60 μL of a 4 mg/mL propylamine
hydroiodide (PAI) solution onto the perovskite film after cooling. A one-step spin-coating program
was employed (2000 rpm/s acceleration, 3000 rpm for 20s). After that, the sample did not need to be
reheated. The optimized treated films are noted Au_NPs-30/PAI, hereafter.
The preparation of the hole transporting material solution was conducted as detailed in Chapter II,
Section II.1.2.2.
III.2.2 Characterizations Method
The layers characterizations by XRD, SEM, UV-vis absorbance, EDX, steady-state PL and TRPL are
described in Chapter II, Section II.1.2.3.
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The differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) curves were measured on precipitated sample adducts by
a DSC 3 apparatus from STAR System, operated under N2 atmosphere with a heating rate of 10 °C/min.
Glow-Discharge Optical Emission Spectrometry (GD-OES) analyses were performed using a
HORIBA Jobin Yvon GD Profiler 2 equipment. This instrument was equipped with a RF-generator
(at 13.56 MHz), a standard HORIBA Jobin Yvon glow discharge source with a cylindrical anode of 4
mm internal diameter and two optical spectrometers (a polychromator and a monochromator) for fastoptical detection. The Ar plasma was generated at an Ar pressure of 420 Pa and an applied power of
17 W. The precursor layer or the perovskite layer or the solar cell was mounted on an O-ring at one
side of the plasma chamber and used as a cathode.
The measurements of J-V curves, maximum power point tracking and EQE spectra of the devices were
described in Chapter II, Section II.1.2.3.

III.3 Characterizations of perovskite Films
III.3.1 TEM, SEM and AFM

Figure III.1 (a) TEM top-view images of Gold Nanoparticles and (b) Statistical grain size analysis.
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Our original intention was to synthesize small-size gold nanoparticles, making them more widely
distributed in the perovskite layer. We firmly believed that the large size gold particles will tear the
perovskite film due to centrifugal force in the process of spin coating perovskite precursor solution,
while the small size gold nanoparticles will reduce this effect.

Figure III.2 (a-d) SEM top-view images of perovskite layers prepared with different volume of Au_NPs:
(a) Ref, (b) Au_NPs-15, (c) Au_NPs-30, (d) Au_NPs-45. (the scale bar is 1 µm).

Due to the small size of the gold nanoparticles we synthesized, it was difficult to observe the
morphology of the gold nanoparticles by means of SEM inspection, therefore, we used top-surface
TEM to detect the morphology of the gold nanoparticles. Their spherical shape is clearly revealed in
Figure III.1a. Their size distribution is given in Figure III.1b. They had a size smaller than 20 nm
and most of the gold nanoparticles were 13~16 nm in size (average 14.3 nm).
Figure III.2 shows the effect of different volume of Au_NPs solution on the film morphology. The
pristine sample presented small-size perovskite grains with pinholes between them. These pinholes
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were not real ones, but were due to the irregular stacking of crystals caused by excessive growth of
PbI2 during the film formation process. The perovskite was non-compact and its surface was very
rough. After the introduction of 15 µL Au_NPs in the perovskite precursor solution, a lot of small
grains were distributed among the large island-like grains. It seems that the Au_NPs inhibited the fast
crystallization of perovskite film. When 30 µL Au_NPs was added (Figure III.2c), these small grains
in Figure III.2b were reduced significantly and replaced by large compact island like crystals of ~2
µm in size. Increasing the volume up to 45 µL led to the further increase of the grain size but a lot of
pinholes appeared between them (Figure III.2d).

Figure III.3 SEM cross-sectional views of perovskite layers deposited on glass/FTO/c-TiO2/mp-TiO2.

To double check that Au_NPs can influence of the process of film formation, we imaged their crosssection by SEM. In Figure III.3, we can see on the cross-sectional view without Au_NPs that the layer
is made of stacked multiple perovskite crystals. Compared to the Ref sample, the quality of perovskite
film was obviously improved for the Au_NPs-30 sample. The perovskite grains were large and
homogeneous in size. We observed a monolithic morphology which is the targeted one for the efficient
charge transfer across the MAPbI3 layer thickness.
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Figure III.4 AFM images of MAPbI3 perovskite layer surfaces. Effect of Au_NPs: (a) Ref and (b) Au_NPs30 layers.

In order to verify our above analysis, we did AFM measurement to check the roughness of the
perovskite layers. In Figure III.4, we can see that the rms roughness of sample without Au_NPs is
30.59 nm and that this parameter is decreased to 24.33 nm for the sample with embedded Au_NPs.
These values are consistent with what we saw in the top-surface SEM.
From the above results, we can conclude that the Au_NPs have a great influence on the crystallization
process of perovskite layer. The addition of an appropriate volume of Au_NPs can increase the grain
size and reduce the crystal defects of perovskite surface. The improved surface morphology of
perovskite film is beneficial for the photo-induced charge carrier transportation and separation.
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III.3.2 XRD

Figure III.5 XRD patterns for different volume of Au_NPs added to the perovskite precursor solution.

The XRD results are displayed in Figure III.5. With the increased volume of Au_NPs, the (110) peak
of MAPbI3 gradually increased, while the intensity of PbI2 at 12.6 degree gradually decreased. The
peak intensity increase sign a higher quality of the perovskite film and it proves that 30 µL of Au_NPs
can better control the ratio of PbI2 growth and maximize the crystalline quality. We also found that too
much Au_NPs is detrimental for the layer quality. It is manifested by the appearance of PbI2 peak in
the Au_NPs-45 sample pattern and the decrease of the intensity of the (110) peak. These results are
consistent with the morphology obtained by SEM (Figure III.2d).
III.3.3 DSC

Figure III.6 DSC curves of (a) Ref and (b)Au_NPs-30 sample adducts.
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Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) was then employed to further understand the effect of
Au_NPs on the formation of the crystallized perovskite. The curves were measured on the two samples
prepared as powders adducts (Figures III.6). A first Ref endothermic peak was observed at ~75°C85°C, assigned to the evaporation of DMSO (DMF was eliminated upon washing the adducts by
diethyl ether)[26] since DMSO mixed with PbI2 has been shown to start to evaporate at a temperature
as low as 75°C.[32] First, a higher peak temperature was found for Au_NPs-30 sample (83.3°C)
compared to Ref sample (79.8°C). It suggests that the presence of Au_NPs prolongs the period of
solvent evaporation. The evaporation temperature increased by 3.5°C with Au_NPs introduced into
PPS. This means that the presence of gold nanoparticles renders difficult the evaporation of the
surrounding DMSO solvent. To prove this, we did DSC test on Au_NPs solution. In Figure A.III.1
(Annex III), the endothermic peak of Au_NPs was measured as high as 172.8°C, which is much higher
than 79.8°C. Next, the second endothermic peak of the Ref sample was 99.7°C, which has gone
through a long phase change process from ~81°C to ~104°C. This endothermic peak is assigned to the
perovskite crystallization. Interestingly, the sample with Au_NPs presented a sharp endothermic peak
at 92.7°C, 7°C lower than the Ref one, and had a short period of phase transition. The shortening of
the phase transition process indicated a faster crystallization rate. Because of this gap, the quality of
thin films changed greatly. Here, we can conclude that in the MAPbI3 system, the conventional
crystallization rate will lead to excessive growth of lead iodide, resulting in the stacking of grains. On
the contrary, the phenomenon can be avoided by accelerating the crystallization rate properly by
introducing Au_NPs.
III.3.4 GD-OES
In order to get a deep understanding of the effect of Au_NPs on the film formation process, we
pioneered the employment of an original technique, the GD-OES. We first followed the movement of
main inorganic elements composing perovskite layer upon annealing process. Through the distribution
of these elements and their motion trajectory, we have been able to better understand the process of
crystallization and the quality of the final perovskite layer. At the same time, we have also been able
to determine the gold nanoparticles distribution in the layer. Secondly, by tracing the sulfur element in
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DMSO, we have determined the growth direction of the film, and have been able to understand the
effect of Au_NPs on the crystallization of MAPbI3.
a- Main inorganic elements distribution upon annealing

Figure III.7 The GD-OES distribution curve of the main elements composing the perovskite film upon
annealing by using (a) Distribution of gold. (b, c) Distribution of lead. (d, e) Distribution of iodine. (f, g)
All metal ion fractions after 60s of annealing, (f) Ref and (g) Au_NPs-30. The annealing time is given in
seconds.
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In Figure III.7, we present the movement of main elemental ions for the Ref and the Au_NPs-30
sample upon annealing. We first followed Au and found that the distribution of gold nanoparticles
becomes wider with the annealing time and that the main peak gradually moves toward the upper layer
of the perovskite. After annealing for 30s, the second peak of Au_NPs appeared, which shows that the
gold nanoparticles are not well diffuse into the interface layer of perovskite and titanium oxide, but
enriched the titanium dioxide layer (Figure III.7a). In Figure III.7b and 7c, the distribution of Pb
became boarder with annealing time in both samples. However, the big difference is that there are two
peaks in the Pb distribution of sample without gold nanoparticles (Figure III.7b) while Pb is uniformly
distributed in the Au_NPs30 sample (Figure III.7c). The reason for this is that the slow crystallization
leads to a stack of multiple crystals in the longitudinal direction of the perovskite layer (Figure III.3a),
which leads to discontinuous detection signal peaks (that is, two peaks). In other words, it is precisely
because of the addition of gold nanoparticles that speeds up the film formation process, making the
perovskite film homogeneous (Figure III.3b), that we can see the continuous Pb curve. It is also the
reason why, we can see that the distribution of I in Figure III.7d is wider than that in Figure III.7e.
By comparing Figure III.7f and 7g, we can conclude that the high quality of Au_NPs-30 perovskite
layer produces a stronger intensity and a boarder distribution for each element. In order to better show
these elements distribution in same Figure after annealing 60s, the intensity of Au is multiply by 10
and the intensity of I divided by 2.5.
b- Solvent elimination upon annealing
The residual solvent elimination is an important aspect of the synthesis which occurs upon the film
crystallization and growth. Indeed, the solvent employed is only DMSO and S element contained in
DMSO can be tracked by GD-OES. The S element profiles for the various films and various annealing
times are presented in Figures III.8a-d. By increasing the sputtering time, deeper part of the PVK
layer is analyzed until reaching the meso-TiO2 layer (dashed blue line in Figures III.8a-d). Before
annealing, the DMSO profile is asymmetrical in every case and we observe that the outer part of the
film is richer in solvent than the inner part.
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Figure III.8 Evolution of GD-OES S (sulphur) profile in the perovskite precursor layer upon annealing.
(Dashed line in (a-d): Ti profile corresponding to the meso-TiO2).

For the annealing, our results distinguish two stages. The first one occurs during the first 10 s of
annealing on a hotplate. The initial film changes from light yellow translucent to black (Figure III.9).
During this stage (stage-1), the most superficial residual solvent evaporates and is almost fully
eliminated at the uttermost surface while these two kinds of perovskite present in the wet layer is fully
transformed into the black phase (Figure A.III.2, Annex III). The next stage (stage-2) corresponds to
10s to 60s annealing times, when the film becomes black. We observed a clear effect of Au_NPs on
the solvent distribution upon annealing. In the case of Ref sample, DMSO was eliminated fast near the
surface (Figures III.8c). However, less solvent remained in the deeper part of the layer. Moreover, the
evaporation rate of first peak which represents the layer near the surface was faster than the second
peak that represents the layer near the TiO2 layer. Therefore, the overall grains grow downward, that
is from the top to the bottom. It favors the multiple and oblique grain boundaries and rather small
perovskite grains.
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Figure III.9 Change of perovskite film color upon the first 10 seconds of annealing.

In the presence of Au_NPs, the profiles are different. For Au_NPs-30, the S profile is more extended
throughout the layer thickness. Upon annealing, the solvent profile decreases uniformly throughout
the layer thickness (Figure III.8d). In this case a bulk grain lateral growth occurs, and it results in
more homogeneous films with big monolithic grains as shown in the cross-section SEM view (Figure
III.3b). For all the investigated samples, Figure A.III.3 (Annex III) shows that the solvent was fully
eliminated after 4 min of annealing. A striking result of this study is that the Au_NPs regulates the
solvent elimination and then the growth of the film in its full depth. It boosts the quality of the film.

Figure III.10 Schematic of the film formation processes upon annealing observed for Ref and Au_NPs30 samples: Grain growth direction and mechanism.
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In summary, this study illustrates that the grain growth is linked to the solvent elimination from the
film and we can distinguish different cases as schematized in Figure III.10. For the Ref sample, the
solvent is better eliminated at the top and the film grows downward, and then it is formed of multipleboundaries grains. For the Au_NPs-30 sample, the solvent is homogeneously eliminated in the depth
of the film which leads to the lateral growth of the grains and results in monolithic large grains with
low defect density. It is the targeted morphology for high efficiency.
III.3.5 EDX
Table III.1 EDX analysis of the perovskite layers.(Atomic values)

Pb

I

I/Pb

(M-series)

(L-series)

At. ratio

1

39.69

14.19

2.79

2

36.18

12.50

2.89

3

39.67

14.68

2.70

4

38.18

13.79

2.77

5

37.77

13.30

2.83

Average

38.29

13.69

2.79

Pb

I

I/Pb

(M-series)

(L-series)

At. ratio

1

39.28

13.35

2.97

2

40.04

13.02

3.07

3

39.06

12.92

3.02

4

38.98

13.02

2.99

5

38.99

13.18

2.98

Average

39.27

13.09

3.01

Measurement

Ref

Measurement

Au_NPs-30

EDX analyses were implemented to determine the composition of perovskite layers (Table III.1).
Since the ingredients that make up MAPI are relatively simple, we focused on the I/Pb atomic ratio for
Ref and Au_NPs samples. In theory, the closer this value is to 3, the higher is the crystal quality. In
order to make the test data more real and accurate, we selected five different positions on the perovskite
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surface (measurement size is 100µm * 100µm), and then take the average value. We found 2.79 for
the sample without Au_NPs and 3.01 for the sample with Au_NPs. The Au_NPs-30 sample has a value
very close to the stoichiometry and has then a high quality of perovskite layer. The lower value for Ref
sample can be assigned to the presence of PbI2 and this result is consistent with XRD result, the peak
of PbI2 appeared in the XRD patterns of Ref.
III.3.6 Absorbance

Figure III.11 (a) The absorbance spectrum of Au_NPs (solid line) and corresponding Differential
Absorbance spectrum (dash line). (b) Effects of different volume of Au_NPs on the layer absorbance and
(c) corresponding differential absorbance. (d) Tauc plots of the absorbance curves and optical direct
bandgap determination.

For the solution-processed solar cells, adding the plasmonic materials in the solution is an easy and
efficient approach that should enhance the light absorption mainly by localized plasmon resonance
(LSPR) while, due to the small size of the NPs, the reflection effects can be considered as negligible.
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LSPR is a collective oscillation of conduction band electrons in metal nanoparticles excited by the
electromagnetic incident light. There have been several papers published claiming the boosting of PSC
performances in gold particles/perovskite composite devices due to this effect. [33]
In Figure III.11a, we first analyzed the absorption of 14.3 nm gold nanoparticles in DMSO solution
and found a main absorption peak at 522 nm. However, this result is tested in DMSO solution, and the
absorption of Au_NPs in different media will cause a certain offset. Therefore, the enhancement near
522nm in the absorption spectrum of the perovskite with Au_NPs is not necessarily due to Au_NPs.
Based on the above conjecture, Figure III.11b shows the absorption spectra of perovskite films with
various additions of the Au_NPs. These spectra share features similar to typical perovskite films: an
absorption edge at around 785 nm. After adding 15 µL of Au_NPs at first, we only found a small
absorption enhancement in the 500-600 nm range. However, we observed an obvious enhancement of
light absorption in the spectral range of 400–770 nm, especially in the range of 600-770 nm. When the
addition of gold nanoparticles increased to 45 μ L, the absorption of perovskite films decreased sharply
due to the poor crystallinity as shown in Figure III.5. In order to see more clearly the difference of
absorption, we drawn the differential spectra. In Figure III.3c, after differential, we couldn’t observe
a feature assignable to the absorbance of the NPs. We analyzed the near-band edge absorption using
the Tauc plots in Figure III.11d. Considering a direct bandgap, the linear fit intersection with the
energy axis gave optical bandgaps of 1.606 eV for Ref and Au_NPs-15, 1.607 eV for Au_NPs-30 and
1.609 eV for Au_NPs-45. The basically unchanged bandgap value indicates that the introduction of
gold nanoparticles does not cause a marked change in the MAPI perovskite lattice.
Three possible mechanisms may explain the enhancement of absorption in the presence of Au_NPs:
1) The crystal quality of the perovskite layer is greatly improved, and the absorption is enhanced; 2)
Due to the successful implantation of Au_NPs into the perovskite layer, light is trapped in the
absorbing layer. In other word, the Au_NPs with subwavelength dimensions can couple incident
photons with conduction electrons, giving rise to localized surface plasmon resonance phenomenon
(LSPR); 3) The combination of the above two reasons.
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Through the previous XRD, DSC, GD-OES and other test results analysis, we already proof that embed
Au_NPs in perovskite layer greatly enhance the film structural quality and reduces grain boundaries.
Therefore, the above conjecture mechanism 1 occurs. To test mechanisms 2 and 3 we have performed
simulations which are detailed below. (see Section III.4, Chapter III).
III.3.7 Steady-state PL and TRPL

Figure III.12 (a) Steady-state PL and (b,c) TRPL curves of Ref, Au_NPs-15, Au_NPs-30 and Au_NPs-45
samples. (sample are deposited on Glass )

Figure III.12a shows the PL spectra measured with a laser excitation at 500 nm wavelength from
perovskite side and at room temperature. There is a small blue shift in the emission peak of Au_NPs
sample compared to the Ref sample and this result is also in good agreement with the measured optical
band gaps (Figure III.11d). Generally, the spontaneous radiative recombination between trap states
leads to a red-shifted emission peak compared with that from the band edge transition and passivation
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of these trap states can blue-shift the PL peak. However, in our results, there is a small blue shift with
the addition of gold nanoparticles, the blue shift is not particularly obvious on the whole, which may
be because the gold nanoparticles we added only occupy a small part of the volume of the whole
perovskite. According to our calculations, the volume ratio of the added gold nanoparticles to the entire
perovskite is only 0.009%, which confirms our above word (Formula A.III.1 in Annex III). Further,
the PL decay profiles of MAPI films without and with the presence of Au_NPs are displayed in Figure
III.12b and 12c. The PL decay data were adequately fitted using a triple-exponential function and the
results are displayed in Table A.III.1, Annex III. The Ref film provided τfast (4.39 ns) and τslow (61.97
ns), while the Au_NPs-30 sample gave 2.37 ns (τfast) and 323.26 ns (τslow). The fast component (τfast)
can be due to non-radiative recombination near defects. Its relative contribution (RCfast) decreased
from 0.12 to 0.02 (Table A.III.1, Annex III) and, then, Au_NPs reduce the importance of this
component. The higher decay values of τslow indicated that the bulk perovskite of the deposited films
possessed a better quality and less defects in the composite with larger numbers of carriers after 1,500
ns, attributed to the strong suppression of non-radiative recombination.

III.4 Simulations of gold nanoparticles optical effect
These simulations have been implemented by Dr. Laurent Coolen and Prof. Catherine Schwob at the
Institut des Nanosciences de Paris (Sorbonne Université). First, we will use Mie’s analytical theory to
describe absorption and scattering by a sphere in a medium. We can use it here to estimate the LSPR
wavelength and the absorption cross-section. Please note that we take not the MAPI index for the Mie
calculation, but only the real component of the MAPI index: its imaginary component (related to
absorption) is not included in the equation.
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Figure III.13 The absorption coefficient of Au_NPs in water (blue) and in MAPbI3 (green).

In Figure III.13, we can see that the LSPR of Au_NPs in water is 520 nm with an absorbance crosssection of 115 nm2. In MAPbI3 system, however, the LSPR of Au_NPs is 640 nm with absorbance
cross-section 670 nm2, in which the absorption cross-section area is equal to Absorption coefficient
× 𝜋𝑅 2 . The larger cross-section area of absorbance shows that Au_NPs have a strong effect on
MAPbI3 system compared to the water one.
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Figure III.14 Transmission through a 200x200x100 nm3 volume of MAPbI3 for different numbers of
Au_NPs
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We quantified the effect of the Au_NPs by dividing the transmission spectrum by the reference
spectrum without Au_NPs. Despite some small oscillations which might be due to numerical errors,
the effect of the Au_NPs is clear by using Lumerical software, with an absorption dip at 650 nm
(Figure III.14), not far from the Mie LSPR resonance. It is very positive that the LSPR effect is in the
spectral range where MAPbI3 absorption needs to be optimized. The relative decrease of transmission
is around 20 % for 30 NP, which corresponds to a Au_NPs volume fraction of 1 %. However, we have
calculated in Section III.3.6 and in the Annex that the amount of gold nanoparticles we added in the
experiment was much less at 0.009% of the total volume of MAPI and that using higher concentrations
caused defective films. That means if we want to see obvious enhancement caused by Au_NPs, just
like Figure III.14 showed to us, we need to add 100 times more NPs. The above simulation has been
carried out for a 200x200x100 nm3 cell volume, in order to make the simulation more reliable, we also
simulated cell area with 500x500x100 nm3 and the results are almost same for the sample with or
without Au_NPs (Figure A.III.4, Annex III).
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Figure III.15 Additional Absorbance simulation of various number of Au_NPs embedded on perovskite
layer.

To prove that the addition of a small amount of Au_NPs will definitely affect the light absorption of
the surrounding perovskite, different numbers of Au_NPs embedded in perovskite were simulated at
INSP (Sorbonne Université) and the result is plotted in Figure III.15. We calculated T, the average of
normalized transmission from 650 nm to 670 nm, and then A = -log10T which is the additional
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absorbance. Based on this definition, the obtained linear curves by using Beer-Lambert law (Formula
A.III.2, Annex III). Through this curve, we have been able to roughly know the effect of added gold
nanoparticles on the absorption, although this value is very small.
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Figure III.16 Electric field E² distribution in a (x,y) plane passing through the middle of the Au_NP. Off
resonance (Left) Near LSPR (Right).

In the above simulation results, we found a stronger absorbance for the MAPbI3 containing Au_NPs,
but we still did not know the essential reason for the enhancement. Here we considered three
hypotheses: 1) It is due to Au_NPs absorption; 2) It is due to increased MAPbI3 absorption; 3) Both
Au_NPs and MAPbI3 have effect on absorption. To prove this, we further built a 100x100x100 nm3
cell and use two wavelengths including 500 nm (off resonance) and 640 nm (near LSPR) to check their
effect. From Figure III.16, we found that, in (x, y) plane, the electric field is enhanced in the Au_NPs
by a factor 6-15 at LSPR wavelength and only by a factor 2 at off-resonance wavelength. Moreover,
there was also an Electric field E² dependence on the z axis. In Figure III.17, the exponential decay
(straight line) is due to the MAPbI3 absorption. This decay is faster at 500 nm because the MAPbI3
absorption is stronger. The Au_NP is centered at z = 50 nm, the electric field is stronger inside and
near the Au_NP, especially at 640 nm (LSPR).
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Figure III.17 Electric field E² on the (Oz) axis.

By integrating the electric field E² over the volume of either the MAPI or the gold portions (Formula
A.III.3, Annex III), we can extract the absorption in each portion of the simulated cell. We also can
conclude to an increase in relative absorption and found that the Au_NPs induces negligible absorption
change at off-resonance (500 nm) wavelength (Table III.2). This result agrees with the transmission
spectra (Figure III.14). Near the LSPR (640 nm), the Au_NP induces +1.5 % losses while the MAPbI3
induces +2.2 % losses. Therefore, additional absorption by MAPbI3 is dominant, but the additional
absorption by the Au_NP creates significant losses, which means that 41 % of the absorption
enhancement at LSPR corresponds to losses in the Au_NP, while 59 % of the absorption enhancement
corresponds to absorption in the active MAPI medium. The total relative 3.7 % absorption
enhancement is consistent with the transmission spectra and it corresponds to A = 0.016 in the previous
calculations, which is associated 3.7 NP in the curve of A as a function of the number of Au_NP in a
200x200x100 nm3 volume, which is comparable with the present simulation. It corresponds to a
volume fraction of 0.16 %.
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Table III.2 Calculated additional absorption under different wavelengths in the Au_NP and MAPI.

Additional absorption

Additional absorption

Total Additional

in the Au_NP [%]

in the MAPbI3 [%]

absorption [%]

500 (Off resonance)

+0.2%

-0.1%

+0.1%

640 (LSP resonance)

+1.5%

+2.2%

+3.7%

Wavelength (nm)

In summary, additional absorption caused by Au_NPs has been successfully simulated and the
mechanism effect of Au_NPs on the absorbance. Although there is a certain gap between the simulated
addition amount and the addition amount in our experiment, an enhancement of the light absorption
of the MAPb3I perovskite layer to a certain extent has been shown but for a concentration that is not
reachable experimentally. After the above analysis, from the experimental point of view, the addition
of Au_NPs makes the absorption of the prepared perovskite layer enhanced mainly due to the control
of the film formation and growth and by the resulting improvement of the quality of the perovskite
film. We can also conclude to a negligible effect of LSPR effect in our experiments.

III.5 Characterizations of PAI Treated perovskite Films
As we all know, compared to other formulations of perovskite, the stability of MAPbI3 is not very
good. Because of the presence of MA, the lattice structure of perovskite is difficult to maintain at high
temperature and/or high humidity for a long time. This point has already been detailed in Section II.1,
Chapter II. Recently, the spin-coating of small-molecule organics dissolved in isopropyl alcohol (IPA)
on 3D perovskite films, which is called post-treatment technique, has become more and more popular
and has been widely used. This post-treatment technique aims at forming a 2D capping layer on the
top-surface of 3D perovskite layer and constitutes an intermediate energy band mitigating exciton
recombination. It also acts as a barrier against degradation agents. In this section, we will fully describe
the effect of PAI post-treatment on MAPbI3 perovskite layer by using various characterization methods.
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III.5.1 SEM and AFM

Figure III.18 SEM top-view images of sample perovskite layers (a) before (Au_NPs-30) and (b) after
(Au_NPs-30/PAI) PAI post-treatment. (The scale bar is 1 µm).

Figure III.18 compares the top-surface SEM images before and after the surface processing. We can
find that the pinholes on the processed sample have basically disappeared (Figure III.18b). The
disappearance of these pinholes shows that the post-treatment process reduces the height difference
between the grains, therefore, pinholes originally caused by the stacking of grains with each other
disappeared and the layer became more compact. The decrease of the height difference between grains
will inevitably lower the surface roughness of perovskite layer after the post-treatment. To prove this
point, we did AFM measurements and found that the value of roughness was decreased from 24.33
nm RMS for Au_NPs-30 sample to 20.50 nm RMS for Au_NPs-30/PAI sample. The smooth surface
after post-treatment favors the connection between the perovskite layer and the HTM layer, which is
more conducive to the transfer of electric charges.
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Figure III.19 AFM images of MAPbI3 perovskite layer surfaces. Effect of (a) before (Au_NPs-30) and (b)
after (Au_NPs-30/PAI) PAI post-treatment.

III.5.2 XRD
In Figure III.20, we performed XRD measurements to show the influence of the post-treatment on
the crystallization. In order to make the results more compelling, we separately analyzed two samples
with gold nanoparticles, Au_NPs-30 and Au_NPs-45, before and after processing. As for the low angle
XRD result of Au_NPs-30 (Figure III.20a), we could hardly see any obvious enhancement from the
intensity of (110) peak. However, we could clearly see the enhancement of the (220) peak at larger
angle (Figure III.20b), because peak enhancement is more apparent at large angle. The moderate peak
enhancement can be explained by the recrystallization at the grain boundary after using PAI post-
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treatment. The effect of post-treatment on the surface of the perovskite layer was more clearly reflected
in the XRD results of the Au_NPs-45 sample (Figure III.20c and d). Both (110) and (220) peaks were
obviously enhanced, which shows that the surface crystal defects of the Au_NPs-45 sample were much
larger than that of the Au_NPs-30 sample, so the same post-treatment had more obvious effects on the
Au_NPs-45 sample. After the above analysis, we can draw the conclusion that, the surface becomes
smoother after the post-treatment not only because the height difference caused by the stacking of the
grains is reduced, but the more essential reason is that the small-molecule organics used in the posttreatment recrystallize the grain boundaries.

Figure III.20 XRD patterns of same sample before and after PAI post-treatment. (a, b) Au_NPs-30 and
(c, d) Au_NPs-45.
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III.5.3 Absorbance and Steady-state PL

Figure III.21 The same sample was measured before and after the PAI treatment. (a) absorbance spectra
and (b) absorbance differential spectra of Au_NPs-30 layers before and after the PAI treatment. (c)
photoluminescence spectrum of Au_NPs-30 sample before and after PAI post-treatment. Comparison
with (PA)2PbI4 (n=1), (PA)2MAPbI7 (n=2) and (PA)2MA2PbI10 (n=3) reference 2D layers.

At the beginning of this section, we have already mentioned that the use of post-processing makes it
form a 2D intermediate layer between 3D perovskite and HTM to avoid exciton recombination.
However, no 2D XRD peaks could be detected (Figure A.III.5, Annex III). In order to confirm the
formation of the 2D intermediate layer, we used UV-vis and steady-state PL measurements In Figure
III.21a, we found that there is only a small peak at around 610 nm, which indicates that the pure phase
was formed after post-treatment. Compared to the formation of multiple phases, we are more inclined
to the formation of a pure phase because it will be more stable. By comparing with the reference 2D
perovskite absorption peak, we found that this peak belong to n=3 2D perovskite. By differentiating
Figure III.21a, we can see the position of this peak more clearly in Figure III.21b. Moreover, the
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result of steady-state PL further confirmed the formation of the n=3 2D phase along with a small
amount of n=4 2D phase (Figure III.21c).

III.6 Characterizations of PSCs
In this section, we discuss the effect of Au_NPs and PAI treatment on the overall performance of
perovskite solar.
Table III.3 Best cells J-V curves parameters of solar cells.

Name

Scan

layer

direction

Ref

NO

Au_NPs-15

NO

Au_NPs-30

NO

Au_NPs-45

NO

Au_NPs30/PAI
a)

Capping

YES

Voc [V]

Jsc [mA. cm-2]

FF

PCE [%]

Reverse

1.037

21.83

76.32

17.25

Forward

1.001

21.81

65.24

14.24

Reverse

1.042

22.47

75.62

17.70

Forward

1.032

22.23

64.73

14.84

Reverse

1.059

23.37

76.81

19.01

Forward

1.047

23.11

66.12

16.02

Reverse

1.035

19.58

68.64

13.91

Forward

1.011

19.69

60.62

12.07

Reverse

1.103

23.26

79.68

20.44

Forward

1.091

23.14

70.42

17.78

HIa) [%]
17
16
16
13
13

HI=(PCERev-PCEFor)*100/PCERev

Figure III.22 (a) Reverse J-V curves, (b) EQE and Jsc integration curves of the best cells listed in Table
III.3.
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Table III.3 and Figure III.22 summarize the best cell results for different volume of Au_NPs. The
Ref cells exhibited moderate performances with a PCE at 17.25 % on the reverse scan (Figure III.22a).
After the introduction of Au_NPs, all the parameters of the solar cell were enhanced, especially Voc
and Jsc, and the best one is Au_NPs-30 which achieved 19.01% for the reverse scan. However, too
much Au_NPs caused a decrease in performance assigned to the reduced quality of the perovskite
layer as described above (Figure III.2d). In Figure III.22b shows the typical EQE spectra of the Ref
device and the ones with different additions of Au_NPs. Compared with Ref sample, the EQE results
of Au_NPs-15 and Au_NPs-30 have been significantly enhanced in the 520-780 nm range which is
consistent with the absorbance spectra results (Figure III.11b). On the one hand, the red
domain increases (with no increase at 400-500 nm) is typical of enhancement of optical absorption,
either by enhanced absorption of the MAPI layer or by increased MAPI layer thickness. On the other
hand, the decreased EQE over the whole spectrum for the 45 µL cell is typical of a decreased electrical
performance. Moreover, the integrated Jsc shown in Figure III.22b confirms the current increase from
20.06 mA/cm2 for Ref sample to 22.45 mA/cm2 for Au_NPs-30 sample. The Au_NPs-30 treatment is
post-treated with PAI solutions of different concentrations (Table A.III.2, Annex III), the final
4mg/mL PAI solution provided the best enhancement with a highest PCE of 20.44%. Compared with
Au_NPs-30 sample, the most significant change of Au_NPs-30/PAI is the higher Voc, which increase
from 1.035 V to 1.103 V (Table III.3). The voltage of perovskite solar cell is directly related to the
quality of perovskite film and of the interfaces. The surface defects of the film after post-treatment are
repaired due to recrystallization and the interfacial layer favors the fast charge transfer. It results in a
large voltage improvement with the PAI post-treatment. The post-treatment did not influenced the Jsc
parameter (Figure A.III.6, Annex III).
The statistical analysis of the effect of the Au_NPs volume on the J-V curve parameters is disclosed in
Figure III.23. We can clearly see that the addition of Au_NPs mainly improves the Jsc and Voc
parameters. There is also a small increase in FF, but it has no effect on HI. However, using PAI posttreatment favors all performance parameters of perovskite solar cell (Figure III.24), especially the
Voc and FF ones. In conclusion, the post-treatment can greatly enhance the performance of solar cell.
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Figure III.23 Statistical analysis of all parameters of perovskite solar cells with different amount of
Au_NPs. (For each condition, we prepared 15 cells.)

Figure III.24 Statistical analysis of the J-V curve parameters with (Au_NPs -30) and without (Au_NPs 30/PAI) PAI post-treatment. (4mg.mL-1 PAI concentration in IPA). (For each condition, we prepared 15
cells.)
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Figure III.25 (a) PCE tracking at the maximum power and steady-state PCE. (b) Same as (a) after
normalization.

Figure III.25a presents the PCE tracking at the maximum power point and corresponding steady-state
PCE. The first notice is that the Au_NPs/PAI sample with post-treatment exhibited the best PCE
(18.92%) compared to Au_NPs-30 (17.66%). As for the Ref cell, it had a moderate PCE of 15.81%.
We also clearly see that the overall trend of steady-state PCE of Ref decreases with times, which shows
the poor stability of Ref cells. In order to better compare the influence of post-treatment on the time
trend of efficiency, we normalized Figure III.25a and found that the efficiency of sample Au_NPs30/PAI increased a little bit more slowly than sample Au_NPs-30. It suggests some initial interfacial
reorganization before stabilization and improvement.

III.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we successfully prepared a MAPI perovskite solar cell with an outstanding efficiency
of 19.01% through the addition of Au_NPs, and further improved the efficiency of the cell to 20.44%
through PAI post-treatment. Based on above good results, we conducted a detailed analysis and
demonstrated the mechanism of Au_NPs in MAPbI3 perovskite through a combination of simulation
and experiments. Simulation and analysis of the Au_NPs in both qualitative and quantitative aspects
have been performed. The quantitative analysis indicated that Au_NPs must be added at 1% (volume
fraction) to get an absorption enhancement of 20%. However, the actual value in our case was much
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less at 0.009%, that would correspond theoretically to an increase of 0.18% in the absorption
simulation. However, from the results of qualitative analysis, we know the total relative absorption
enhancement is mainly due at 59 % to the absorption in the active MAPI medium while 41 % of the
absorption enhancement at LSPR corresponds to losses in the Au_NPs.
By a large number of experiments and different test methods (GD-OES, XRD, DSC, etc.), we have
shown that Au_NPs govern the growth direction of perovskite layer and the quality of film formation.
Therefore, we have concluded that the addition of Au_NPs makes the perovskite efficiency
significantly improved, mostly because the quality of the film has been improved. Only a negligible
effect of the enhancement can be assigned to the plasmonic enhancement of absorption.
Although the introduction of Au_NPs and the application of PAI post-treatment technology we have
improved the overall performance of perovskite solar cells with MAPbI3 as the active layer, there is
still a big gap from commercialization. In order to further increase the stability and efficiency, in
Chapter IV, we develop the MA-free CsxFA1-xPI perovskite system, and we show the enhancement
of the performance in all their aspects by introducing targeted chloride additives.
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Chapter IV. Synergistic Effects of Ammonium Chloride and Potassium

Chloride Additives on the Growth of Methylammonium-Free Perovskite
Films for Efficient, Hysteresis-Free, Highly Stable Solar Cells
IV.1 Introduction
A great strength of PSCs is that most functional layers, especially the perovskite one, are prepared at
mild temperature (≤160°C) from perovskite precursor solutions (PPSs). The chemistry of these
solutions is key for the final properties of the absorber film and PPSs must be formulated with care to
optimize the final PV properties of the films. They contain two kinds of important components for the
final PSC performance, (i) those which will form the film and will define the final composition of the
layer and (ii) those that help the synthesis of the film and are eliminated upon the final annealing step.
They are dissolved in polar aprotic organic solvents. By working on this chemistry and on the
crystallization control, the device performance, as well as the material thin film stability, can be
dramatically increased, not only by reaching the intrinsic entropic stabilization, but also by enhancing
the crystallinity, suppressing defect formation, and stabilizing grain boundaries. From the point of
view of the composition, methylammonium (MA+)-free PVKs are desirable since MA+ can decompose
with heating, outgases with time and is hygroscopic.[1] This led many research groups to develop new
perovskites and notably to add cesium for the entropic stabilization of formamidinium lead iodide
(FAPI).[1-12] In most cases, Rb and/or Br ions are also added to tune the tolerance factor and get
stabilization.[1-8] On the other hand, stable CsxFA1-xPbI3 perovskites remain poorly documented.[912] Other important targets include the growth of well-covering, pinhole-free, well-crystallized films
composed of large grains. These characteristics are reached by finely controlling the nucleation and
growth of the perovskite grains forming the film during the annealing treatment of the layer.[13,14]
At this stage, the amount of grain boundaries as well as the structural and grain boundaries defects
such as Frenkel defects[15] must be drastically limited.[16-18] Employing additives in the PPS appears
to me as the most pertinent approach to address these various objectives. For further performance and
stability improvements, the above-described engineering must be completed by a post-deposition
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treatment of the PVK layer surface. Usually, the perovskite film surface is treated to produce an
interfacial layer of low dimensional perovskite.[19-26]
The present chapter focuses on the simple Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 perovskite. Utilizing only I as the halogen
without Br is a requirement to minimize the bandgap and then approach the Shockley-Queisser limit
for the maximum PCE. Moreover, simplifying the composition avoids aging by phase separation.[1]
In this chapter, we report on the use of ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) and potassium chloride (KCl)
mixed additives to control the crystallization and get the desirable lateral growth of the perovskite
films. Their mixture allows the formation of an initial yellow translucent layer after a one-step spincoating with dripping chlorobenzene antisolvent. This layer contains Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 in a δ-phase and
also in the α-phase in a significant amount combined with wetting solvent. By using DSC and GDOES techniques, we highlight the formation mechanism of the film upon annealing. Two phases are
distinguished: first the superficial residual solvent is eliminated then the elimination of the solvent in
the depth of the film determines the final morphology of the layer. We show that when the chloride
mixture is employed, the solvent is homogeneously eliminated across the layer, leading to a lateral
growth of the grains. It results in large, monolithic and defect-poor grains with good coverage of the
substrate. We have also employed the GD-OES technique to investigate the mobility of I in the PVK
layers, to demonstrate that K blocks the ionic mobility and to correlate iodide displacement with the
J-V curve hysteresis. Finally, we prove these PSCs to be highly resistant to electrical, light, moisture,
and temperature external stressors.

IV.2 Experimental
The preparation of substrates, c-TiO2 layer and mp-TiO2 layer are conducted as detailed in Chapter
II, Section II.1.2.1.
IV.2.1 Preparation of Films and powder adducts
[Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 with Ammonium Chloride] A mixed cation precursor solution with a 1.0M
concentration was prepared by mixing 156 mg of Formamidinium Iodide (FAI, greatcell), 461 mg of
Lead Iodide (PbI2 , TCI), 26 mg Cesium Iodide (CsI, TCI) and 5 mg, 10 mg, 15 mg, 20 mg and 25 mg
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(10 mol%, 20mol%, 30 mol%, 40 mol% and 50 mol%, respectively) of Ammonium Chloride (NH4Cl,
Alfa aesar) in 900 μL DMF and 100 μL DMSO. The solutions were stirred for a minimum of 3-4h at
50 °C in a N2 glovebox. 45 μL of this solution was placed on top of the substrates. A two-step spincoating program was employed: first spinning at 1000 rpm for 10 s and then at 4000 rpm for 20 s. 100
µL of chlorobenzene was dripped 15~20 s after the starting of the spinning routine. The films were
then annealed at 155 °C for 15 min. These films and corresponding solar cells are noted AC-10, AC20, AC-30, AC-40 and AC-50.
[Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 with Potassium Chloride] A mixed cation precursor solution with a 1.0M
concentration was prepared by mixing 156 mg of Formamidinium Iodide (FAI, greatcell), 461 mg of
PbI2 (TCI), 26 mg Cesium Iodide (CsI, TCI) and 3.7 mg, 6.7 mg, 9.7 mg (5 mol%, 9mol%, 13 mol%,
respectively) of Potassium Chloride (KCl, Alfa aesar) in 900 μL DMF and 100 μL DMSO. The
solutions were stirred for a minimum of 3-4 h at 50 °C in a N2 glovebox. 45 μL of this solution was
placed on top of the substrates. A two-step spin-coating program was employed: first spinning at 1000
rpm for 10 s and then at 4000 rpm for 20 s. 100 µL of chlorobenzene was dripped 15~20 s after the
starting of the spinning routine. The films were then annealed at 155 °C for 20 min. These films and
corresponding solar cells are noted KC-5, KC-9 and KC-13.
[Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 with Potassium Chloride and Ammonium Chloride] A mixed cation precursor
solution with a 1.0M concentration was prepared by mixing 156 mg of Formamidinium Iodide (FAI,
greatcell), 461 mg of Lead Iodide (PbI2 , TCI), 26 mg Cesium Iodide (CsI, TCI), 10 mg and 15 mg (20
mol% and 30 mol%) of Ammonium Chloride (NH4Cl, Alfa aesar) and 3.7 mg and 6.7 mg (5 mol%
and 9 mol%) of Potassium Chloride (KCl, Alfa aesar) in 900 μL DMF and 100 μL DMSO. The
solutions were stirred for a minimum of 7-8 h at 50 °C in a N2 glovebox. 45 μL of this solution was
placed on top of the substrates. A two-step spin-coating program was employed: first spinning at 1000
rpm for 10 s and then at 4000 rpm for 20 s. 100 µL of chlorobenzene was dripped 15~20 s after the
starting of the spinning routine. The films were then annealed at 155 °C for 20 min. These films and
corresponding solar cells are noted KC-5/AC-20, KC-5/AC-30, KC-9/AC-20 and KC-9/AC-30.
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The preparation of hole transporting material solution were conducted as detailed in Chapter II,
Section II.1.2.2.
Synthesis of adduct powders: First, 0.5 mL of precursor solutions were prepared by using the recipe
mentioned above. Second, 10 mL of diethyl ether was added to precipitate the corresponding adduct.
The precipitates were collected and dried in N2 filled Glovebox overnight.
IV.2.2 Characterizations Method
The layers characterizations by XRD, SEM, UV-vis absorbance, steady-state PL and TRPL are
described in Chapter II, Section II.1.2.3. The EDX mapping images were measured with a Quantax
system from Compact 30mm Brucker operated at 15 kV. The differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
curves was measured on precipitated sample adducts by a DSC 3 apparatus from STAR System,
operated under N2 atmosphere with a heating rate of 10 °C/min.
Glow-Discharge Optical Emission Spectrometry (GD-OES) analyses were performed using a
HORIBA Jobin Yvon GD Profiler 2 equipment. This instrument was equipped with a RF-generator
(at 13.56 MHz), a standard HORIBA Jobin Yvon glow discharge source with a cylindrical anode of 4
mm internal diameter and two optical spectrometers (a polychromator and a monochromator) for fastoptical detection. The Ar plasma was generated at an Ar pressure of 420 Pa and an applied power of
17 W. The precursor or perovskite layer or the solar cell was mounted on an O-ring at one side of the
plasma chamber and used as a cathode.
The J-V curves, maximum power point tracking and EQE spectra of the devices were measured as
described in Chapter II, Section II.1.2.3.

IV.3 Characterizations of perovskite Films
IV.3.1 SEM and AFM
We have first focused our attention on ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) additive. We have supposed that
this compound should present the advantage to mediate the layer growth, while being fully eliminated
at the end of the synthesis, upon the annealing step performed at 155°C for 15 min. We prepared layers
with NH4Cl additive in the precursor solution varying between 10 mol% to 50 mol% of the molar
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content of PbI2 (noted AC-10 to AC-50 samples). They have been compared to pristine layers (noted
w/o). Figure A.IV.1 (Annex IV) shows SEM top-view images of the films. The w/o one presented
pinholes and many bright grains dispersed onto the surface corresponding to PbI2. The perovskite
grains were rather small with a mean size measured at ~400 nm. Adding NH4Cl at 10 mol% was
beneficial since the pinholes were eliminated and the quantity of PbI2 was reduced (Figure A.IV.1,
Annex IV). Increasing NH4Cl up to 30 mol% led to a continuous enlargement of the perovskite grain
size (Figures A.IV.1c-e, Annex IV). Then, the grain size decreased. Moreover, at 50 mol%, pinholes
were present again (Figure A.IV.1f, Annex IV). Figure A.IV.1g (Annex IV) discloses the statistical
grain size analysis done with the Image J software. The highest mean grain size was recorded for AC30 at ~750 nm mean value.
We have secondly prepared films with KCl varying in the precursor solution at 5 mol%, 9 mol% and
13 mol% of the molar PbI2 content (KC-5, KC-9 and KC-13 samples, respectively). Layers SEM top
views are presented in Figure A.IV.2 (Annex IV). KCl additive suppresses pinhole formation. It also
favors the growth of large grains and eliminates PbI2 extra-phase.

Figure IV.1 (a-d) SEM top-view images of Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 layers prepared with different optimized
amounts of additive: (a) w/o, (b) AC-30, (c) KC-9, (d) KC-5/AC-30 (the scale bar is 500 nm). (e) Statistical
grain size analysis.
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Our idea was then to mix the two chloride additives to achieve synergistic beneficial effects and to
boost the performances and properties of the PSCs. Four different mixtures were notably investigated
which kept the total amount of chloride ion between 25 mol% and 39 mol% of PbI2 molar amount in
the precursor solution, namely: KC-5/AC-20, KC-5/AC-30, KC-9/AC-20 and KC-9/AC-30. To make
a long story short, the best performances were achieved for KC-5/AC-30 (See Figure A.IV.3 and
Table A.IV.1 in the Annex IV). In the following, we focus on the additives’ effects understanding
based on the comparisons between four kinds of layers and solar cells: w/o, AC-30, KC-9 and KC5/AC-30. Figures IV.1a-d compares the morphology of the four samples. The mixed additive sample
combines the beneficial effects of NH4Cl and KCl additives. Indeed, the layers have no pinholes and
they exhibit grains as large as in AC-30 films. This is confirmed by the statistical analysis shown in
Figure IV.1e. Moreover, like KC-9 sample, there are almost no PbI2 bright grains on their surface.
The films’ surface was analyzed by atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Figure A.IV.4, Annex IV). The
root-mean-square (RMS) roughness of the pristine sample was 51.1 nm. The additives smoothed the
surfaces since the RMS roughness was 32.8 nm, 25.6 nm and 27.8 nm for AC-30, KC-9 and KC-5/AC30 samples, respectively.
IV.3.2 XRD
X-ray diffraction (XRD) was employed to check the phase and the purity of the produced compounds.
The result of XRD patterns of samples with AC in Figure A.IV.5 (Annex IV), show that all the films
were texturised with the (001) plane parallel to the substrate. The perovskite diffraction peak intensity
increased up to AC-30 and then diminished. PbI2 parasitic phase was present whatever the
concentration of NH4Cl employed. The relative intensity of the PbI2 diffraction peaks compared to the
perovskite ones was only slightly reduced by the NH4Cl additive. In summary, KCl additive favored
the growth of large grains and eliminated PbI2 extra-phase, it was confirmed by XRD measurements
(Figure A.IV.6, Annex IV). If this additive does not seem favorable to the crystallinity, the obtained
compounds are perovskite phase pure due to a better solubilization of PbI2 in DMF/DMSO solvent
mixture than with NH4Cl for instance.
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Figure IV.2 Effect of additives on the XRD patterns of the perovskite layers.

XRD results in Figure IV.2 demonstrate both the high crystallinity of the KC-5/AC-30 sample, which
is assigned to the effect of NH4Cl additive, and the lowered amount of PbI2 which is due to KCl
additive.

Figure IV.3 Effect of chloride additives on the XRD pattern of the films produced by spin-coating, before
annealing (a-d), after 5 s of annealing (e-h) and after (i-l) full annealing.
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Ammonium chloride additive, potassium chloride additive and their mixture control the perovskite
film formation. To better understand the layer crystallization aspects, we compared the XRD patterns
of the wet films obtained after spin-coating, after a 5 s annealing and those resulting from a full 15 min
thermal annealing treatment. The former are displayed in Figures IV.3a-d. They all show a main
diffraction peak at 11.8° assigned to Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 δ-phase with hexagonal symmetry ((010)
diffraction plane) (P63mc space group).[28] This phase was more intense when NH4Cl additive was
employed while KCl had no effect on the initial phase. NH4Cl additive led also to the Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3
α-phase formation as shown by the presence of a peak at about 14° assigned to the (001) reflection.
XRD shows that the phase change to the photoactive α-phase occurred quickly, upon the first 5s of
annealing at 155°C as highlighted in Figures IV.3e-h. We note that this peak was stronger when the
α-phase was present originally. It then favored a higher film crystallinity (Figures IV.3i-l).
IV.3.3 DSC

Figure IV.4 DSC curves of Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 adducts prepared with various additives.
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Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) technique was employed to further understand the effect of
Cs, ammonium and chloride ions on the formation of the crystallized perovskite. The curves were
measured on the four samples prepared as powders adducts (Figures IV.4a-d), completed by a FAPbI3
powder adduct (Figure A.IV.7, Annex IV). A first endothermic peak was observed at ~70°C-90°C,
assigned to the evaporation of DMSO (DMF was mostly eliminated upon washing the adducts by
diethyl ether)[29] since DMSO mixed with PbI2 has been shown to start to evaporate at a temperature
as low as 75°C.[30] First, a higher peak temperature was found for FAPbI3 (82.7°C) compared to
Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 (78.5°C). It suggests that the presence of CsI weaken the DMSO bonding. The
evaporation temperature did not change significantly with the chloride additives (NH4Cl, KCl or both).
For FAPbI3 sample, an endothermic peak was observed at 101.5 °C which is attributed in the literature
to the crystallization of the perovskite yellow δ-phase.[30,31]. In the case of Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 samples,
this peak was not visible. Above 100°C, an extended endothermic feature was found, assigned to the
crystallization of the α-phase perovskite compounds from the precursor. In the case of FAPbI3, it
extended up to 162°C with a minimum at 153.5°C. This minimum can be roughly taken as the
temperature at which the crystallization and growth steps end and allows a clear comparison between
the samples. Adding CsI significantly reduced this temperature at 137.3 °C. Also, a low temperature
was found for KCl additive (minimum at 132.4°C). Therefore, in both cases (w/o and KC-9), a fast
crystallization and growth occur. On the other hand, NH4Cl delays and slows down the perovskite
crystallization and crystal growth and it favors the formation of large grains. This effect of NH4Cl was
also observed by in-situ microscopy in the case of MAPbI3 perovskite by Dai et al..[32]
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IV.3.4 GD-OES

Figure IV.5 (a-h) Evolution of GD-OES S profile in the perovskite precursor layer upon the first 30s
annealing time. (The dashed line in (a-d) is the Ti profile corresponding to the meso-TiO2).

The residual solvent elimination is an important aspect of the synthesis which occurs upon the film
crystallization and growth. To our knowledge, the present work is the first to follow the depth profile
of the solvent leaving by evaporation upon the annealing of a perovskite film using the GlowDischarge Optical Emission Spectrometry (GD-OES) technique. The working principle of the of GDOES technique is explained in detail in Figure A.IV.8 (Annex IV) and the following comment. Indeed,
the solvent employed is a DMF-DMSO mixture and S element contained in DMSO can be tracked by
this technique. The S element profile for the various films and various annealing times are presented
in Figures IV.5a-h. By increasing the sputtering time, deeper part of the PVK layer is analyzed until
reaching the mp-TiO2 layer (dashed black line in Figures IV.5a-d). Before annealing, the DMSO
profile was asymmetrical in every case and we observed that the outer part of the film was richer in
solvent than the inner part. For the annealing, our results distinguish two stages. The first one occurs
during the first 5 seconds of annealing on a hotplate, either with or without additive. The initial film
changes from yellow translucent to brown. During this stage, the most superficial residual solvent
evaporates and is almost fully eliminated at the uttermost surface while the Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 present in
the wet layer is fully transformed to the α-phase. We have noted that the w/o sample, is the only one
for which the inner solvent is not partially eliminated but entrapped during this step. The next stage
corresponds to 5s to 30s annealing times, when the film becomes dark brown. We observed a clear
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effect of the additive on the solvent distribution upon annealing. In the case of the w/o sample, DMSO
was eliminated fast near the surface while it remained in the deeper part of the layer. The same behavior
was observed for the KC-9 sample. For these two films, the grains grow downward, from the top to
the bottom. It favors the multiple and oblique grain boundaries and rather small perovskite grains.. In
the presence of AC-30, the profiles are different. For AC-30, the S profile is more extended throughout
the layer thickness. For the double additives, the solvent profile decreases uniformly throughout the
layer thickness. In this case a bulk grain lateral growth occurs, and it results in more homogeneous
films with big monolithic grains as shown by SEM cross-sectional views (Figure IV.6). After
annealing for 2 min, the solvent in all kinds of perovskite was almost fully evaporated (Figure A.IV.9,
Annex IV). A striking result of this study is that the additive mixture regulates the solvent elimination
and then the growth of the film in its full depth. It boosts the quality of the film.

Figure IV.6 SEM cross sectional views of (a) w/o, (b) AC-30, (c) KC-9 and (c) KC-5/AC-30 Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3
layers deposited on glass/FTO/c-TiO2/mp-TiO2 and topped with a spiroOMeTAD layer.
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This study illustrates that grain growth is linked to the solvent elimination from the film. We deduce
three different types of film growth as summarized in Figure IV.7. In Type I, encountered with the
w/o sample, the solvent evaporation mainly occurs at the film surface. Film grows downward,
multiple-boundaries perovskite grains are formed while the solvent in the inner part of the film remains
entrapped and is at the origin of void formation and poor mp-TiO2/perovskite interface. In the Type
II, encountered with the KC sample, the solvent is better-eliminated but the film still grows downward
and the film is formed of multiple-boundaries grains. Double ammonium and potassium chloride
additives (KC-5/AC-30 samples) leads to the Type III film formation. The solvent is homogeneously
eliminated in the depth of the film which leads to the lateral growth of the grains and results in
monolithic large grains with low defect density. The AC case is intermediate between Type II and
Type III.

Figure IV.7 Schematic of the different types of film formation process observed with and chloride
additive(s): Grain growth direction and mechanism.
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IV.3.5 TRPL

Figure IV.8 (a,b) TRPL curves of w/o, AC-30, KC-9 and KC-5/AC-30 samples.

The recorded time-resolved photoluminescence curves (TRPL) of the samples are disclosed in Figure
IV.8a and 8b. At short times, the PL signal decreases more rapidly for the samples grown with single
or mixed chloride additives. We have quantified the decay times by modelling the decay by a triexponential function and the fit results are reported in Table A.IV.2 (Annex IV). By fitting, the
extracted emission short lifetimes (τfast) were measured at about 3 ns for the pristine sample and less
than 1.9 ns for samples grown in the presence of chloride additives. The three latter samples exhibited
a similar behavior. It suggests that, in the case of w/o sample, the electron injection is slower and more
difficult. [24,33,34] The slow component, τslow, reported in Table A.IV.2 (Annex IV), is assigned to
recombinations occurring in the bulk perovskite.[33,35,36] It was measured at 168 ns w/o additive and
at 243 ns and 254 ns with NH4Cl and KCl additive, respectively. It is conspicuous that both additives
improve the structural quality of the methylammonium-free perovskite. By mixing NH4Cl and KCl we
achieved a remarkable 551 ns value. It demonstrates the bulk perovskite high quality that we could
achieve. The KC-5/AC-30 perovskite film had a good structural quality and possessed larger numbers
of carriers even after 1,500 ns, attributed to the strong suppression of non-radiative recombinations.
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IV.3.6 Absorbance

Figure IV.9 (a) Absorbance spectra and (b) corresponding Tauc plots.

Figure IV.9a compares the absorbance spectra of the optimized samples. The presence of a chloride
additive increases light absorption between 500 nm and 800 nm. The mixed additive leads to a stronger
absorbance which can be linked to a better control of the film growth that gives rise to thicker layers.
The absorption band-edge was similar for the four samples. The Tauc plots of the absorbance spectra
in Figure IV.9b provide an optical bandgap of the various PVKs measured at ~1.545 eV, either with
or without chloride additives. This value is closer to the optimum one for PV application than that of
MAPbI3 or triple cation perovskites (See Chapter II).[33]

IV.4 Characterizations of PSCs
IV.4.1 J-V curves and EQE
Having improved and optimized the morphological, structural, and optical properties of the layers by
employing NH4Cl additive, KCl additive and their mixture, we now provide the characterization of the
devices’ performances. The device structure is presented Figure IV.10a. The J-V curves of the best
cells are disclosed in Figure IV.10b and the J-V curves parameters are gathered in Table IV.1. The
best efficiency without additive was only 16.13%. The open circuit voltage (Voc), short-circuit current
density (Jsc) and fill factor (FF) parameters were low due notably to the defective morphology. These
cells also exhibited a large hysteresis with a hysteresis index (HI) measured at 28%. The statistical
analysis confirmed these observations (Figure IV.10d). Adding an optimized amount of NH4Cl, KCl
or both led to a significant improvement of Jsc.
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Figure IV.10 (a) Exploded schematic view of the PSC structure. Effect of chloride additives on the (b) JV curves, (c) EQE curves and integrated Jsc curves of the best PSCs ;(d) Statistical analysis of the
optimized PSCs; (e) Tracking at the maximum power point of the best PSCs and stabilized PCEs.
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Figure IV.10c shows the external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra. It conspicuously shows the
beneficial effect of chloride additive on the quantum efficiency over the whole visible spectrum. From
the integration of these curves, we calculated Jsc of 23.42 mA/cm2, 25.13 mA/cm2, 25.08 mA/cm2 and
25.11 mA/cm2 for w/o, AC-30, KC-9 and KC-5/AC-30 cells, respectively. These values are in good
agreement with those measured on J-V curves (Table IV.1). The other J-V curves parameters, Voc and
FF, were also ameliorated by additives. It is assigned to larger PVK grains in the case of NH4Cl and
better structural quality and film absorbance for the two additives. A remarkable result is that adding
KCl leads to almost hysteresis-free PSCs. The KC-5/AC-30 cells presented the best results with a
power conversion efficiency (PCE) reaching a remarkable 20.05%. The latter cells combined the
advantages of the two additives: NH4Cl reduces the recrystallization/crystallization growth speed upon
annealing, leads to large grains, excellent layer crystallinity, while KCl increases the PbI2
solubilization, suppress PbI2 phase and is at the origin of the hysteresis suppression. These two
additives contain chloride which stabilizes the structure before to be eliminated upon annealing.[48]
These conclusions made for the best cells were confirmed by the statistical analysis disclosed in Figure
IV.10d.
Table IV.1 Best cells J-V curves parameters of Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 PSCs prepared without and with different
optimized amounts of chloride additives.
Name
w/o

AC-30

KC-9

KC-5/AC-30
a

Entry

Voc [V]

Jsc [mA cm-2]

FF

PCE [%]

Reverse

0.941

23.82

71.92

16.13

Forward

0.837

23.88

58.24

11.65

Reverse

1.004

25.32

76.08

19.34

Forward

0.957

25.13

66.07

15.89

Reverse

0.992

25.24

76.54

19.16

Forward

0.993

25.17

75.99

18.99

Reverse

1.012

25.21

78.61

20.05

Forward

1.013

24.94

76.73

19.39

HIa[%]
28

18

1

3

HI=(PCERev-PCEFor)*100 /PCERev

The steady-state performances of the various cells were measured by tracking at the maximum power
point (Figure IV.10e). The normalized curves (Figure A.IV.10, Annex IV) clearly indicate that w/o
and AC-30 cells presented a slow time response compared to the two others. They reached their PCE
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plateau after about 100s. The slow response of these cells is in line with their large HI. On the other
hand, for devices prepared with KCl, the steady state was reached much more rapidly, that is after
about 20s. It confirms the beneficial effect of K+ on the device time response. We found 15.73% and
18.71% stabilized PCEs for w/o and AC-30 cells, respectively, which must be compared to 16.13%
and 19.34% PCEs measured on the reverse scan. In the presence of KCl, the discrepancy between these
two values was minimum. Finally, we found a remarkable 20.02% stabilized PCE for the KC-5/AC30 cell, very close to the 20.05% measured on the J-V curves reverse scan.
IV.4.2 GD-OES

Figure IV.11 Element distribution across the entire devices measured by GD-OES for non-polarized solar
cells: (a) w/o cell, (b) AC-30 cell, (c) KC-9 cell and (d) KC-5/AC-30 cell.

To better understand the positive effect of K+, present in the perovskite layers, on the PSC electrical
response, we conducted GD-OES experiments on the full devices. Up to now, in the few papers where
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this technique was employed, only MAPbI1-xClx-based half-cell [37] or full cells [38-40] were
investigated. Our experiments consisted in directly Ar-sputtering the full devices and to detect the
optical emission of the elements etched-released from the various layers. It allowed us to get a depthprofile distribution of the devices’ constituent elements. In a first step we measured the compositional
profile of the full cells and investigated the effect of Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 growth conditions on these profiles.
GD-OES allowed us to conspicuously distinguish the various layers composing the solar cells. We
followed the main inorganic elements of the structure, namely Au, Li, Pb, I, Ti, Cl and K while our
GD-OES system did not enable us to accurately follow N, O, C and H elements. In Figure IV.11, they
appeared successively at increasing Ar sputtering time. One can note that the relative intensity of the
various elements does not correspond directly to the relative concentrations due to the independent
sputtering and emission yields for each element. First, Au of the back-electrode appeared. Then we
observed a sharp Li peak corresponding to the dopant in the Spiro-OMeTAD organic hole transporting
layer. This organic layer was etched rapidly. The signal of Li, present in small quantity, is multiplied
by 10 in Figure IV.11. Then the perovskite layer appeared after 7s of sputtering time with the presence
of both Pb and I. We remark that, for the AC-30, KC-9 and KC-5/AC-30 samples, the I and Pb signals
extent over a longer time, with the presence of a tail. It can be explained by the fact that these films
were thicker than the w/o one. After 28s-30s, Ti of TiO2 appeared (see also Figures IV.5 a-d). We
have noted that no Cl could be detected in the perovskite layer (Figure A.IV.11e, Annex IV),
confirming our EDX analysis (Figures A.IV.11 a-d, Annex IV). GD-OES is a highly sensitive
technique, therefore, if Cl is present, its amount is less than 0.1 at.%. This element was also not detected
by XPS technique (Collaboration with Dr Selina Olthof, Köln University, not shown). Most of it is
eliminated upon annealing. On the other hand, we could clearly detect the presence of K in the KC-9
and KC-5/AC-30 samples (Figures A.IV.11 a-d, Annex IV). This element was homogeneously
distributed over the entire perovskite layer thickness. No depletion on its top was observed, confirming
that K was not, even partly, eliminated upon the annealing process.
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Figure IV.12 GD-OES profile of iodine in the perovskite films after polarization at 0V (black traces) and
after polarization at 1.5 V (red traces). (a) w/o, (b) AC-30, (c) KC-9 and (d) KC-5/AC-30.

Our objective was then to directly observe the effect of K doping on the mobility of iodide. To this
end, we conducted GD-OES measurements on full devices after their polarization at a certain voltage.
In Figure IV.12, we compare the I element profile for cells polarized at 0V and cells polarized at 1.5V
for 30s. A profile change was clearly seen for the sample prepared without additive (Figure IV.12a).
The initial peak (black trace) was split after applying an electric field (red trace). Two I element
fractions could then be distinguished: a fixed one and a mobile one which moved toward the positively
polarized TiO2 electrode. The technique visualizes that large iodide movement occurred in the layer
[39]. In the case of the AC-30 cell (Figure IV.12b), the same phenomenon occurred but in a less
extend. NH4Cl samples were better crystallized than the w/o ones, they contained less defects.
Therefore, the fraction of mobile species was reduced. On the other hand, for the two cells prepared
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using KCl additive, namely KC-9 and KC-5/AC-30, the iodine profiles, measured without (black trace)
and with (red trace) application of an electric field, overlapped. It shows that potassium has the
remarkable property of blocking the ionic mobility. As ionic migration in halide perovskites is
considered to occur through native point defects such as vacancies [41-43] and/or interstitials [43] we
can conclude that K passivates these defects present in the structure. Stranks et al.,[44] who worked
on the triple-cation (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 perovskite prepared in the presence of KI, found
passivating potassium halide layers formed at the layer interfaces and at the grain boundaries, these
parts being the most defect-rich. Our characterizations have not allowed us to precisely localize the
passivated defects’ location, but it seems reasonable to say that the mobile I component must be more
present at the grain periphery and grain boundaries. The K+ action likely occurs through its ability to
combine with mobile iodide. It is noteworthy that our GD-OES measurements perfectly correlate with
the hysteresis phenomenon quantified on the J-V curves (Figure IV.10d and Figure A.IV.12 in the
Annex IV). For the w/o sample, with the largest hysteresis (HI~28%), the iodide displacement is large.
For the AC-30 sample, with intermediate hysteresis (HI~18%), the displacement is present but not so
important. Finally, for the KC-9 cell and KC-5/AC-30 cell, iodide is blocked while these cells are
almost hysteresis-free (HI~1%-3%). It proves that hysteresis is due to the mobility of iodide in the
layer. Blocking this mobility leads to hysteresis-free PSCs. We can note that this work is the first which
correlates the iodide blocking, directly observed by GD-OES, and the absence of hysteresis.

Figure IV.13 GD-OES profile of K element in the perovskite films after polarization at 0V (black lines)
and after polarization at 1.5 V (red lines). (a) KC-9 and (b) KC-5/AC-30 PSCs.
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Figure IV.13 shows the K element profile without and with application of an electric field. This profile
was unchanged for both KC-9 and KC-5/AC-30 cells. We can conclude that the passivation is perfectly
stable, and that potassium is at the origin of a robust passivation of defects.
IV.4.3 Stability

Figure IV.14 (a) Tracking of Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 cells prepared without and with NH4Cl and KCl additive,
FAPbI3, MAPbI3 and CsFAMA cells normalized power outputs under continuous one sun AM1.5 G
illumination (unencapsulated devices, 45% RH). (b-g) XRD patterns of perovskite samples: fresh and
after aging under ambient air conditions (T°=20-25°C, RH=50-60%) (b) FAPbI3 (aged 3 days), (c)
MAPbI3 (aged 8 days), (d-g) Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3: (d) w/o (aged 13 days), (e) AC-30 (aged 13 days), (f) KC-9
(aged 6 days) and (g) KC-5/AC-30 (aged 13 days). Insets are pictures before and after aging.
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Figure IV.14 (a) Tracking of Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 cells prepared without and with NH4Cl and KCl additive,
FAPbI3, MAPbI3 and CsFAMA cells normalized power outputs under continuous one sun AM1.5 G
illumination (unencapsulated devices, 45% RH). (b-g) XRD patterns of perovskite samples: fresh and
after aging under ambient air conditions (T°=20-25°C, RH=50-60%) (b) FAPbI3 (aged 3 days), (c)
MAPbI3 (aged 8 days), (d-g) Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3: (d) w/o (aged 13 days), (e) AC-30 (aged 13 days), (f) KC-9
(aged 6 days) and (g) KC-5/AC-30 (aged 13 days). Insets are pictures before and after aging.

The future of the PSC technology will mainly depend on the ability in obtaining highly stable devices.
Your interest in CsxFA1-xPbI3 compounds was motivated by eliminating MA, this component being a
source of instability. In Figure IV.14, the four unencapsulated and optimized Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 cells have
been continuously tracked under the solar simulator delivering 1 sun at ambient relative humidity (5060%). Their evolutions are compared to other PSCs: FAPbI3 and two MA containing perovskites,
namely MAPbI3 and Cs0.08FA0.80MA0.12Pb(I0.88Br0.12)3 (noted CsFAMA) which have been studied in
detail in Chapter II, Section II.1. We first confirm that α-FAPbI3 is highly unstable since it is rapidly
transformed into the photoinactive δ-FAPbI3. MAPI and KC-9 cells were poorly stable with a PCE
loss of 29% after 180 min. It means that the passivation of native defect sites at the origin of the iodide
mobility is insufficient to stabilize the halide perovskite material. The CsFAMA cell was also not very
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stable. The stability of Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 increased in the order: w/o, AC-30 and KC-5/AC-30. Mixing
the two chloride additives is then a successful strategy to get high stability since the KC-5/AC-30
devices retained 97% of their initial PCE after 180 min.
MAPbI3

FAPbI3

w/o

AC-30

KC-5/AC-30

KC-9

Figure IV.15 XRD patterns of perovskite samples: fresh and after heating 4 hours at 130 °C in a N2-filled
glovebox. (a) FAPbI3, (b) MAPbI3, (c-f) Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3: (c) w/o (d) AC-30, (e) KC-9 and (f) KC-5/AC-30.

We have also tested the resistance of the various perovskites to humidity and ambient degrading agents
by following their XRD pattern and aspect after storage under the ambient atmosphere (Figure IV.14).
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Figure IV.14b confirms that α-FAPbI3 is highly unstable. The (001) plane of the black α-phase
disappeared after only 3 days of aging. It was transformed into the more stable yellow δ-phase which
is photo-inactive. The change is conspicuously visualized by the sample color. MAPbI3 is also poorly
stable (Figure IV.14c). Its main (011) diffraction peak at 14.1° almost fully disappeared after 8 days
of aging. It was replaced by a strong (001) PbI2 peak at 12.7°. In this case the perovskite decomposes,
MA is outgassed and a yellow PbI2 layer is formed as shown in the inserted picture. Figure IV.14d
shows that the w/o sample was fully degraded after 13 days of aging and was also poorly stable. The
(001) α-phase and (001) PbI2 peaks at 14.0° and 12.7°, respectively, disappeared while a strong δphase peak at 11.8° dominated the pattern. The sample color changed from dark-black to yellow. It
shows that eliminating MA is not sufficient to stabilize the hybrid perovskite. In the case of the KC-9
sample (Figure IV.14f), PbI2 was not present in the fresh sample. After only 6 days, the sample was
fully degraded. The main degradation phase was the perovskite δ-phase but some PbI2 phase was also
formed. Adding NH4Cl clearly stabilized the Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 sample (Figure IV.14e) since after 13
days the α-phase is still present. However, the remarkable result is the synergistic effect of NH4Cl and
KCl on the layer stability. Indeed, Figure IV.14g shows that after 13 days, the layers, non-protected
by overlayers and encapsulation and then directly exposed to the degradation agents (moisture, UV,
oxygen…) were still dark black. The small PbI2 peak at 12.7° did not evolved and only a small
perovskite δ-phase peak was present. The thermal stability was tested by heating layers 4 hours at
130°C in N2 atmosphere. Figure IV.15 compares the XRD patterns of FAPbI3, MAPbI3 and the four
Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 samples, before and after the treatment. In all cases, a peak at 12.7° appears or grows
due to the release of the organic components and formation of PbI2. The fastest degradation was found
for MAPI which contains MA. For the other compounds, the perovskite phase remained the main one.
We clearly observed that the KC-5/AC-30 sample was the less degraded of the series.

IV.5 Conclusions
In summary, we have developed in this chapter a two chloride additives engineering approach for the
preparation of MA-free and Br-free Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 perovskite films for PSC application. Introducing
a mixture of NH4Cl and KCl additives into the PPS to assist the PVK formation has allowed us to get
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films with outstanding properties. The former, employed at large mol %, led to a good film coverage,
large grains, good crystallinity and reduced structural defects. The second has been shown to reduce
the structural defects, reduce the PbI2 phase content and suppress the hysteresis due to the passivation
of structural defects by K+. By combining XRD, SEM, DSC and GD-OES techniques the effects of
the additives on the film formation have been unveiled and three types have been distinguished. The
initial yellow translucent layer formed by spin-coating contains Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 in a δ-phase, α-phase
combined with wetting coordinated solvent. During the first 5s of annealing time, the δ-phase is
transformed into the α-phase and the surface solvent is eliminated. Then the profile of the solvent
elimination has permitted us to understand the final properties of the layers. When the solvent in the
deep is difficult to eliminate, the growth occurs downward, voids at the perovskite/ETL, small grains
and a multiple-layer are formed (Type I). When the elimination speed decreases with the depth without
entrapped solvent, the same morphology is obtained without voids (Type II). Using both NH4Cl and
KCl (and in a less extend only NH4Cl) allows to uniformly eliminate the solvent and then achieve a
lateral growth of the perovskite grains. It results in large, monolithic and defect-poor grains with good
coverage of the substrate (Type III). Finally, we prove that Type III films are highly resistant to
electrical, light, moisture, and temperature external stressors.
Moreover, by using the GD-OES technique, we have shown that potassium, integrated homogeneously
in the layer, passivates defects in the structure. By using this additive, hysteresis-free devices have
been fabricated. Moreover, we have been able to demonstrate, by direct observation, that the hysteresis
suppression is due to the ability of K+ to block iodide species migration in the PVK layer. K is
insensitive to the electric field and robustly passivates native defect sites. However, blocking the ionic
mobility is insufficient to fully stabilize the devices. The double chloride additive approach has
permitted to prepare methylammonium-free, hysteresis-free PSCs with a stabilized PCE achieving
20.02%.
These systems will be further investigated in Chapter VI with the production of a perovskite capping
layer. Beforehand, in Chapter V, we will investigate the adding of Rb+ as a supplementary monovalent
cation.
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Chapter V. From Mono- to Tri-Alkali Metal Cations: The Mechanism of how
Ammonium Chloride effect on Film Formation Process of MA-Free Halide
Perovskite

V.1 Introduction
As we all know, the composition of perovskite greatly affects the overall performance of perovskite
solar cells. Different components can bring different properties, such as optical properties or structural
stability. In this chapter, we design the ABX3 formula based on FA as the majority cation, due to the
fact that the band gap of α-FAPbI3 phase (1.48 eV) is close the Shockley-Queisser limit (1.34 eV),
which is the key to design the perfect PV materials. However, the extremely unstable of α-FAPbI3
phase made us incorporate other cation, such as MA+,Cs+, Rb+ and K+, to alleviate the problem of
phase instability. To achieve better performance of PSC, more and more complex perovskite materials
which combined multiple cations, such as double-cation (MA-FA,[1-2] Cs-FA,[3-4] Rb-FA[5]), triplecation (Cs-MA-FA,[6] Rb-MA-FA, [7]K-Cs-FA[8]), and quadruple-cation (Rb-Cs-MA-FA[9]) have
been designed. Although MA-based perovskite solar cell can achieve very high PCE,[10-12] the
presence of MA can favor the degradation since MA is a small molecular that is easy released and
decomposed under heating and humid atmosphere. Lots of works have been dedicated to the
enhancement of the stability of the black α-FAPbI3 phase, notably it its entropic stabilization by the
incorporation of Cs as shown in Chapter IV.[6-7] Likewise, the structural engineering by introducing
elemental monovalent cations into organic-inorganic halide perovskite can shed light on the long term
stability of PSCs. Thereby introducing another alkali metal, Rb (same column as Cs and K), into
FAPbI3 perovskite led to enhanced photovoltaic performances and superior moisture stability.[5]
Moreover, by using potassium halide layer to passivate the surface and grain boundaries, the
nonradiative loss and photoinduced ion migration in perovskite film and interface are significantly
reduced as shown in Chapter IV.[13] All these considerations led us to develop multi-metal cation
KRbCsFAPbI3 perovskite.
In Chapter IV, we proved that using ammonium chloride as additive effectively improves the
efficiency of solar cells with CsFAPI as working layer. Although the mechanism of ammonium
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chloride has been mentioned in Chapter IV. In this chapter, we explore in-depth how ammonium
chloride works in each process of one-step preparation of perovskite. As far as we know, there is only
a few works which tentatively explain the mechanism of action of ammonium chloride. Among them,
Chen and co-workers [14] added ammonium chloride as an additive to MAPbI3 by using a surfaceactivation chemical vapor deposition process (SA-CVD) and provided the corresponding mechanism
in their paper. Another work by Qi and co-worker [15] used a two-step process to prepare
Cs0.05FA0.54MA0.41Pb(I0.98Br0.02)3 layers. In their work, Ammonium chloride was first combined with
PbI2 and spin-coated on the substrate, and then a mixed solution of FAI and CsI was dripped on the
substrate to form the perovskite layer. To our knowledge, our work is the first to propose the action
mechanism of ammonium chloride in the one-step preparation process of perovskite layer and to
associate it with film formation process in multi-metal cation perovskite. At the same time, we are also
the first ones to visually display the distribution and moving trajectory of multi metal ions. More than
this, we have systematically studied how ammonium chloride and potassium iodide affect the
distribution of multi-metal cations in the process of film formation by using GD-OES. GD-OES was
originally used only for bulk analysis.[16] However, recent developments have shown the capability
of GD-OES also for depth profile analysis within the 100 μm thickness range with detection limit
around 10 μg/g, which is far below the detection limit of Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and Xray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).[17] Although there are many testing methods to detect the
organic-inorganic perovskite, only few tests can analyze the structure of the whole perovskite solar
cell or layer vertically. For example: Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) as a typical analytical
method has its main field of application on homogeneous materials, but it has poor quantification and
no bulk insulators. More importantly, compared with the detection area of a ten square millimeter for
GD-OES,[18] the detection area of a test is only in the square micrometer,[18] which is not enough to
reflect the overall situation of perovskite and prone to errors. Grazing Incidence Wide-Angle X-ray
Scattering (GIWAXS) technology can be used to detect the crystal structure and the orientation of
crystal growth, and GIWAXS can be adjusted to detect the crystal structure at different depths of the
film, but it cannot intuitively understand the real-time distribution of longitudinal elements, and the
growth direction of the film and the situation between the interface.[19] Traditional X-ray
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Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) uses soft X-rays as the excitation source, usually Al K α (energy
of 1486.6eV) or Mg Kα (energy of 1253.6eV), and the analytical depth is about 10nm. For the deeper
range of element chemical information, it can only be obtained by ion etching. However, although the
Hard X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (HAXPES) technology uses upgraded energy X-ray source
(such as Cr Kα, energy 5414.9eV, synchrotron radiation source), which can obtain several times of the
chemical information in the depth range of conventional XPS analysis, but it can only obtain the
information about the depth of about 20 nm in the surface layer of perovskite, and the composition of
the deep layer of perovskite cannot be analyzed.[20] Based on this, it is impossible to know the
situation of the entire perovskite layer. GD-OES can detect the longitudinal distribution of multiple
metal cations in the perovskite film and the movement trajectory of metal ions upon annealing time
during the film formation process. For the comparison of the depth profiling method what we discussed
above, we summarized and put it in Table A.V.1 (Annex V). On one hand, the distribution of metal
ions in the perovskite film can provide a good understanding of the crystallization status of the
intermediate layer, thereby in-depth understanding of the importance of the intermediate layer to the
perovskite solar cell. On the other hand, the distribution and trajectory of metal cations make us more
intuitively understand the nature of phase separation. The addition of ammonium chloride makes the
distribution of the multi-element cationic metal ions in the entire perovskite layer more uniform, so
that the film quality of the perovskite layer and the intermediate layer have been significantly improved.
Finally, the overall performance of perovskite solar cells has been greatly improved.

V.2 Experimental
The preparations of substrates, compact TiO2 layer and mesoporous TiO2 layer were conducted as
detailed in Chapter II, Section II.1.2.1.
V.2.1 Preparation of Perovskite Films
FAPbI3 layers preparation: 276.6 mg PbI2 (1.2M, TCI) and 103.2 mg FAI (Greatcell) were mixed in
400 μL DMF and 100μL DMSO. For the sample with NH4Cl (Alfa Aesar), we further added 9.6 mg
of NH4Cl (Alfa Aesar) in the perovskite precursor solution (PPS). The PPS was stirred for 2h before
use. The Spin-coating program was 1000 rpm for 10s and 4000 rpm for 30 s. 100 µL of chlorobenzene
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was dripped 20s after the starting of the spinning routine. The layers were finally annealed on a hotplate
at 155 °C for 15 min. These layers are denoted FA throughout the chapter.
Cs0.10FA0.90PbI3 layers preparation: 253.6 mg PbI2 (1.1M, TCI), 77.4 mg FAI (Greatcell) and 13.0 mg
CsI (TCI) were mixed in 400 μL DMF and 100μL DMSO. For the sample with NH4Cl (Alfa Aesar),
we further added 8.0 mg of NH4Cl in the PPS. The PPS was stirred for 2h before use. The spin-coating
program was 1000 rpm for 10s and 4000 rpm for 30 s. 100 µL of chlorobenzene was dripped 20s after
the starting of the spinning routine. The layers were finally annealed on a hotplate at 155 °C for 15
min. These layers are denoted CsFA throughout the chapter.
Rb0.05Cs0.10FA0.85PbI3 layers preparation: 73.1 mg of FAI (Greatcell), 5.3 mg of RbI (Alfa Aesar),
12.9 mg of CsI (TCI) and 253.6 mg of PbI2 (1.1M, TCI) were mixed in 100 μL DMSO and 400 μL
DMF. For the sample with NH4Cl (Alfa Aesar), we further added 8.0 mg of NH4Cl in the PPS. The
PPS was stirred for a minimum of 2 h at room temperature in a N2 filled glovebox before use. 30 μL
of this solution was placed on top of the substrates. A two-step spin-coating program was employed:
first spinning at 1000 rpm for 10 s and then at 4000 rpm for 30 s. 100 µL of chlorobenzene was dripped
20 s after the starting of the spinning routine. The films were then annealed at 155 °C for 15 min in
glovebox with N2 atmosphere. These layers are denoted RbCsFA throughout the chapter.
KxRb0.05Cs0.10FA0.85-xPbI3 layers preparation: A mixed metal cation PPS was prepared by mixing FAI
(68.8 mg (x=0.05)/ 64.5 mg (x=0.10)/ 60.2 mg (x=0.15), Greatcell), KI (4.2 mg (x=0.05)/ 8.3 mg
(x=0.10)/ 12.5 mg (x=0.15), Sigma-Aldrich), 5.3 mg RbI (Alfa Aesar), 13.0 mg CsI (TCI) and 253.6
mg of PbI2 (TCI) in 400 μL DMF and 100 μL DMSO to form KxRb0.05Cs0.10FA0.85-xPbI3. For the
K0.05Rb0.05Cs0.10FA0.80PbI3 sample with NH4Cl (Alfa Aesar), we further add 2.7 mg (10 mol %, noted
AC-10), 5.4 mg (20 mol %, noted AC-20), 8.0 mg (30 mol %, noted AC-30) and 10.7 mg (40 mol %,
noted AC-40) NH4Cl in the PPS. The solutions were stirred for a minimum of 4h at room temperature
in a nitrogen filled glovebox. 30 μL of this solution was placed on top of the substrates. A two-step
spin-coating program was run: first spinning at 1000 rpm for 10 s and then at 4000 rpm for 30 s. 100
µL of chlorobenzene was dripped 20 s after the starting of the spinning routine. The films were then
annealed at 155 °C for 15 min.
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The PAI post-deposition treatment consisted in dropping 60 μL of a 4 mg/mL n-propylammonium
iodide (PAI) solution onto the perovskite film after cooling. A one-step spin-coating program was then
started without waiting: 2000 rpm/s acceleration, 3000rpm for 20s. These K0.05Rb0.05Cs0.10FA0.80PbI3
without (with) NH4Cl layers are denoted KRbCsFA (KRbCsFA/AC) throughout the chapter.
The preparation of hole transporting material solution was conducted as detailed in Chapter II,
Section II.1.2.2.
V.2.2 Characterization Methods
The layers characterizations by XRD, SEM, UV-vis absorbance, steady-state PL and TRPL are
described in Chapter II, Section II.1.2.3. The DSC and GD-OES measurements are described in
Chapter IV, Section IV.2.2. The measurements of J-V curves, maximum power point tracking and
EQE spectra of the devices are described in Chapter II, Section II.1.2.3.

V.3 Characterizations of perovskite Films
In this chapter, we mainly reveal the following three issues at the same time and link them together:
1. The role of ammonium chloride in perovskite containing multi-alkali metal cations.
2. How multiple metal ions move during the film formation process.
3. The effect of additives on film forming direction and distribution of multi metal cations in perovskite
films.
Therefore, in order to highlight our main research content, we put part of the optimized experimental
data in the Annex V. In Chapter IV, on the one hand, we have optimized the content of Cs and got the
optimal doping ratio of 10% to form Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 perovskite. On the other hand, there has been a lot
of work to dope Rb into CsFAPI, [21, 22] and the optimal doping ratio is 5%, so we directly chose 5%
Rb as the optimal doping amount to form Rb0.05 Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 perovskite. In order to better investigate
the influence of the addition of KI on the performance of the perovskite solar cell, we decided to
optimize the amount of this newly metal ions and found that the best amount is 5% (the study is detailed
it in Annex V). Moreover, we have systematically studied NH4Cl at concentrations varying between
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10 and 40 mol% of molar PbI2 content in the K0.05Rb0.05Cs0.10FA0.80PbI3 precursor solution (the study
is detailed in the Annex V) and proved that 30% is the optimal addition amount. This result is
consistent with the optimization result we got in Chapter IV.
V.3.1 SEM

Figure V.1 (a-d) SEM top-view images of perovskite layers prepared with different recipes: (a)
Cs0.10FA0.90PbI3, (b) Rb0.05Cs0.10FA0.85PbI3, (c) K0.05Rb0.05Cs0.10FA0.80PbI3, (d) K0.05Rb0.05Cs0.10FA0.80PbI3
with AC additive. (the scale bar is 400 nm) (e) Statistical grain size analysis.

Firstly, we studied the effect of KI on RbCsFA system. We believe that the addition of potassium ions
will form a passivating layer in RbCsFAPI and then improve its stabilized PCE. As we can see in
Figure A.V.1a-d (Annex V), with the amount of KI increasing from 0 to 5 mol%, the morphology of
perovskite layer became compact. Compared to the w/o one, the grain size also increased with less
PbI2 crystal on the surface, which indicated that 5 molar% of KI can improve the crystallization of
RbCsFAPI system. With more KI added, the PbI2 crystal were present again and spread on the surface
everywhere. Next, the effect of NH4Cl on the KRbCsFAPI system was explored. In Figure A.V.2
(Annex V), the w/o sample presented small grains and some bright grains dispersed onto the surface
corresponding to PbI2. There was still PbI2 present on the surface after adding 10 mol% of NH4Cl, but
the increase of grain size of perovskite could be seen clearly (Figure A.V.2b, Annex V). Increasing
NH4Cl up to 30 mol% led to a continuous enlargement of the perovskite grain size (Figure A.V.2b-d,
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Annex V), which means that 30 mol% can greatly improve the quality of KRbCsFAPI system.
However, when the percentage up to 40 mol%, the size keep same as with 30 mol% sample, but the
appearance of PbI2 indicated a decrease of the crystalline quality (Figure A.V.2e, Annex V).

Figure V.2 SEM cross-sectional views of perovskite layers deposited on glass/FTO/c-TiO2/mp-TiO2 and
topped with a SpiroOMeTAD layer.

We have focused our attention on the effect of alkali metal on the morphology of these four kinds of
perovskite layers. From Figure V.1a to 1c we can see that, with the incorporation of more kinds of
alkali metal cations, the morphology of the film is improved, which is manifested in the increase in
the grain size (Figure V.1e), elimination of the pinholes and the decrease of lead iodide crystals (bright
grains) especially present on the surface. The mean grain size of RbCsFA and KRbCsFA were very
close, around 730 nm, much larger than 327 nm for the Cs sample (Figure V.1e). In addition, compared
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to samples without additives, the morphology of the sample with AC as the additive was better. It can
be seen from the comparison between Figure V.1c and 1d that the grain size increased. The addition
of ammonium chloride greatly increased the grain size, from 730 nm to 1100 nm.
In Figure V.2, we also can get the same conclusion as from top-surface morphology. Compared to
CsFA sample with voids and RbCsFA sample with disordered crystals, the quality of KRbCsFA
perovskite film is improved obviously, as it is composed of large and homogeneous grains. In addition,
the quality of perovskite was further enhanced by using AC as additive and it resulted in more
homogeneous films with big monolithic grains as observed on SEM cross-sectional views.
V.3.2 XRD
XRD patterns allowed us to detect the quality of perovskite layer and to check the purity of perovskite
phase. In Figure A.V.1e to g (Annex V), the result showed that 5 mol% of KI gave the best
crystallinity compare to other mol%. The addition of excessive K (more than 10%) led to phase
separation. A small peak at around 10° was present in K10 and K15 films XRD patterns showed that
the phase separation started when 10 mol% KI or more was added to the RbCsFA system. From the
XRD result of KRbCsFA with varying the amount of AC (Figure A.V.2f, Annex V), we got the same
conclusion as in Chapter IV: NH4Cl can increase the precursors solubility in solvent and then favor
the α-phase formation.

Figure V.3 XRD patterns of four kinds of perovskite layers.
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From the XRD results in Figure V.3, we can also draw the same conclusion as from SEM
measurements. With the increasing kinds of metal cations incorporated, the (001) peak of perovskite
gradually increased, while the intensity of PbI2 at 12.6 degree gradually declined. In addition,
compared to samples without additives, the morphology of the sample with AC as the additive was
better. XRD results show that it went along with an increase in the material crystallinity (Figure V.3).
While increasing the crystal size with increase in metal cations, we found from the XRD results that
the peaks at (001) and (002) moved to the left, which means that the perovskite lattice is also expanding
(Figure A.V.3, Annex V). The displacement amplitude of (002) is larger than (001) in Figure A.V.3b
(Annex V), which can be explained as peak shift is usually more apparent at larger angles.[23] The
shift of the perovskite peak to the left may suggest that iodine takes up interstitial position causing
lower angle shift due to small ionic radii of Rb (152 pm) and K (133 pm).[24] Moreover, the peak
shifts also suggest that metal cation may be assisting iodine to take up the interstitial position.
KRbCsFA/AC sample shows a more substantial shift compared to KRbCsFA sample in Figure V.3b,
may indicating an even larger lattice constant resultant in the film.
V.3.2.1 Spin-coating process

Figure V.4 Effect of Ammonium Chloride on the XRD pattern of the films produced by spin-coating only,
(a-d)
with
AC
and
(e-h)
without
AC
(FA=FAPbI3,
CsFA=
Cs0.10FA0.90PbI3,
RbCsFA=Rb0.05Cs0.10FA0.85PbI3, KRbCsFA= K0.05Rb0.05Cs0.10FA0.80PbI3)
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In order to gain a deep understanding of the effect of different metal cations and ammonium chloride
on film formation process. We used XRD to track and analyze each stage of the one-step preparation
of perovskite film. FigureV.4e-h compares the XRD patterns of the samples with and without AC as
additive. XRD peaks were more intense for the FA and CsFA samples, their patterns were dominated
by the (010) peak of the yellow δ-phase (Figures V.4a-b, Figures V.4e-f). After adding AC the δphase, absent of the pristine layers, appeared in the sample of RbCs and KRbCs (Figures V.4c-d,
Figures V.4g-f). To explain this phenomenon, we can assume that the addition of AC helps the
formation of the δ-phase during the spin-coating process. On the one hand, the δ-phase peak of CsFA
sample was much weaker than that of FA sample. It is explained by the incorporation of Cs in the Asite of ABX3 which is effective in suppressing the formation of hexagonal polytypes.[25] This result
is in good agreement with thermodynamic calculations, which showed that Cs incorporation into δFAPbI3 is thermodynamically favorable.[26] On the other hand, we can see that the intensity of the δphase peak decreased greatly or even did not exist when more than two kinds of metal cations were
added. This is probably because the addition of two or three metal cations expands the degree of
inhibition of the formation of hexagonal polytypes.

Figure V.5 (a) XRD patterns of the result of different amounts of ammonium chloride on PbI2, (b)
Intermediate x[NH4]+ [PbI2Clx]x- formation process.

In order to confirm our conjecture and exclude the interference of other cations, we studied the effect
of AC on PbI2 by XRD. According to Table A.V.3 (Annex V) and our previous work [8], we know
that the best amount of AC to get the highest PCE is 30 mol %. Therefore, we investigated three
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different amounts of AC, namely 30 mol%, 60 mol% and 100 mol% of PbI2. In the Figure V.5a, we
can see the PbI2 peak at 12.6 degree and three peaks between 9 degree and 10.5 degree, which belong
to the PbI2-solvent system [27]. The intensity of crystal PbI2 peak was strong in the sample without
AC. It means that PbI2 did not dissolve completely in this case. With the increasing amount of AC
added into PbI2 solution, the peaks at 9.32 degree and 10.28 degree and 12.6 gradually disappeared. It
means that AC can increase the solubility of PbI2 and that all PbI2 is dissolved when 100 mol % of AC
is added. However, adding a large amount of AC makes PbI2 better dissolved, but leads to excessive
growth of PbI2 due to the dissolving competition between PbI2 and NH4Cl.[14] Among them, the
NH4Cl ligand matrix is similar to that of metal chalcogenide complex (MCC) acting on nanocrystals,
which helps to connect neighboring particles better.[28] We can clearly see from SEM in Figure A.V.4
(Annex V) that excessive AC led to crystal overlap. This kind of crystal overlap produces more
pinholes (Figures A.V.4d and A.V.4e, Annex V). Among these three peaks of PbI2 of the sample
without AC, the main peak at 9.86 degree was moving to 9.97 degree after we added AC into PbI2
solution, which represents that the lattice is shrunk due to NH4+ with small ionic radius preferentially
diffuses into the [PbI2Clx]x- octahedral layer and form x[NH4]+ [PbI2Clx]x- intermediate phase. Since
we did not detect the existence of this intermediates in the XRD results after spin-coating (Figure V.4),
we believe that this intermediate was formed before δ-phase and as a bridge to better transform into δphase. Another reason is that the reaction of AC and PbI2 can be reflected in the solid state, indicating
that the energy required for the reaction is very low. In Figure V.5b, we detail the process of forming
this intermediate phase.

Figure V.6 Reactions occurring upon the precursor solutions spin-coating process.
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Through the above analysis, we propose in Figure V.6 the film formation mechanisms upon spincoating for these four kinds of precursor solution, with and without AC. On one hand, FA and CsFA
had the binding of FAI with PbI2 for the samples without AC as additive (Equation 3, Figure V.6).
This reaction did not occur significantly for RbCsFAPbI3 and KRbCsFAPbI3 samples. On the other
hand, in the recipe with AC as additive, PbI2 firstly combines with AC to form x[NH4]+ [PbI2Clx]xintermediate in the stage-1 (Equation 1, Figure V.6), and then this intermediate combines with FAI
to form δ-FAPbI3 (Equation 2, Figure V.6) in the stage-2.
V.3.2.2 Anti-solvent process

Figure V.7 Effect of Ammonium Chloride on the XRD pattern of the films produced by spin-coating and
then anti-solvent. (a-d) with AC and (e-h) without AC (FA: FAPbI3, CsFA: Cs0.10FA0.90PbI3, RbCsFA:
Rb0.05Cs0.10FA0.85PbI3, KRbCsFA: K0.05Rb0.05Cs0.10FA0.80PbI3)

We now focus on the effect of dripping chlorobenzene anti-solvent upon spin-coating. We tracked the
anti-solvent process by measuring the XRD pattern of the various samples. Compared to without
additive (Figures V.7e-h), the four kinds of perovskite with AC (Figures V.7a-d) exhibited the
following changes: (1) In all cases, the peak of δ-phase of FA sample was greatly enhanced, which
indicates that more PbI2 was converted into (010) peak of δ-phase. (2) The enhancement amplitude of
α-phase in CsFA sample and RbCsFA sample is much larger than that of δ-phase. We can then assume
that the intermediate can be directly converted into α-phase with FAI in the presence of multi-metal
cations. Because both intermediate and α-phase are cubic, the conversion is rather easy to occur. To
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confirm our conjecture, we added FAI-IPA solution to the substrate covered with NH4Cl-PbI2
intermediate and then check if only α-phase can be formed directly and we compared to the behavior
of a PbI2 layer (Figure A.V.5, Annex V). Compared to the substrate without intermediate compound
(Figure A.V.5a, Annex V), the α-phase can be only directly formed by dropping FAI-IPA solution
onto the substrate with intermediate compound layer (Figure A.V.5b, Annex V). Many miscellaneous
peaks appear when FAI-IPA is added dropwise to the substrate covered by the PbI2 solution without
AC (Figure A.V.5a, Annex V). (3) In the KRbCsFA sample after AC was added, the intensity of the
δ-phase peak decreased compared with the sample without AC, but a new α-phase peak appeared. This
means that after the addition of AC to sample KRbCsFA, the reduced δ-phase is transformed into αphase.

Figure V.8 Summarized mechanism of anti-solvent process.

Our analysis of anti-solvent effect, has allowed us to propose a mechanism of anti-solvent action which
is summarized in Figure V.8. We first divide the mechanism of adding AC samples into two stages.
The massive formation of intermediates occurs first at stage-1 (Equation 4, Figure V.8), and then the
intermediates and PbI2 combine with FAI at the same time at stage-2 to form δ-phase (Equations 4
and 5, Figure V.8). It should be noted that, except for the FA sample, the rest of the samples all have
Equation 6 (Figure V.8). For samples without AC, the main reaction is Equation 5. α-phase is formed
except for FA and KRbCsFA and in much less extend than with AC (Equation 7, Figure V.8).
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V.3.2.3 Annealing process

Figure V.9 Effect of Ammonium Chloride on the XRD pattern of the films produced finally by annealing
at 155°C for 15 min. (a-d) with AC and (e-h) without AC (FA: FAPbI3, CsFA: Cs0.10FA0.90PbI3, RbCsFA:
Rb0.05Cs0.10FA0.85PbI3, KRbCsFA: K0.05Rb0.05Cs0.10FA0.80PbI3)

We finally investigated the effect of the annealing step. In order to be consistent with the previous
process, we used XRD to verify the effect of AC in the final film (Figures V.9a-h). By comparison,
we found that the samples with AC added exhibited lower PbI2 peak intensity and a better crystallized
α-phase after 15 minutes of annealing. These results are perfectly in agreement with those from our
cross-sectional SEM studies described above (Figure V.2).

Figure V.10 Summarized mechanism of Annealing process.

Finally, the deduced mechanisms of the annealing process for the various samples are summarizd in
Figure V.10. For the sample with AC, the intermediate-product ammonium chloride will continue to
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decompose into volatile ammonia and hydrogen chloride gas at 155 °C and will be eliminated. It is
worth emphasizing that, combined with the results obtained from GD-OES discussed below, we
subdivided the annealing step of RbCsFA and KRbCsFA samples containing multiple metal cations
into two stages. Since the crystal growth direction is from top to bottom, the Cs dominant α-phase will
form in stage-1, and then Rb dominant α-phase will formed in stage-2. For the KI added samples,
because potassium ions are uniformly distributed throughout the perovskite layer thickness, we assume
that its atomic ratio remains constant (around 0.05).
V.3.3 DSC

Figure V.11 DSC curves of (a)CsFA, (b)RbCsFA, (c)KRbCsFA and (d)KRbCsFA/AC.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) was then employed to further understand the effect of K, Cs,
Rb, ammonium and chloride ions on the formation of the crystallized perovskite. The curves were
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measured on the four samples prepared as powders adducts (Figures V.11a-d), completed by a FAPbI3
powder adduct (Figure A.IV.7, Annex IV). A first endothermic peak was observed at ~70°C-90°C,
assigned to the evaporation of DMSO (DMF was eliminated upon washing the adducts by diethyl
ether)[30] since DMSO mixed with PbI2 has been shown to start to evaporate at a temperature as low
as 75°C.[31] First, a higher peak temperature was found for FAPbI3 (82.7°C) compared to Cs sample
(78.5°C). It suggests that the presence of CsI weaken the DMSO bonding. The evaporation temperature
increased by around 6°C with the Rb and K introduced into the PPS. However, the temperature
corresponding to the first endothermic peak of sample with AC has reduced to 74.9°C, which shows
that the formation of the intermediate weaken the bonding between solvent and adduct, making the
solvent evaporation easier. For FAPbI3 sample, an endothermic peak was observed at 101.5 °C which
is attributed in the literature to the crystallization of the perovskite yellow δ-phase.[31,32]. We can
also see this peak in RbCsFA and KRbCsFA/AC samples, at 104.6 °C and 92.7 °C, respectively. In
the case of CsFA and KRbCsFA samples, this peak was not visible. Above 105°C, an extended
endothermic feature was found, assigned to the crystallization of the α-phase perovskite compounds.
In the case of FAPbI3, it extended up to 162°C with a minimum at 153.5°C (Figure A.IV.7, Annex
IV). This minimum can be roughly taken as the temperature at which the crystallization and growth
steps end and allows a clear comparison between the samples. Adding different metal cations and
additive can greatly affect the temperature corresponding to this step. Adding CsI significantly reduced
this temperature at 137.3 °C. Through thermodynamic calculation, we can also see that the Gibbs free
energy becomes lower after doping small amount of Cs into FAPbI3.[29] Also, a low temperature was
found for KRbCsFA sample (minimum at 133.7°C). For the reason why CsFA and KRbCsFA samples
do not have peak related to the δ-phase may due to the period of process of crystallization of the δphase is short, and then this peak was hided by process of crystallization of the α-phase. Therefore, in
both cases (CsFA and KRbCsFA), a fast crystallization and growth occur. On the other hand, both RbI
(in RbCsFA sample) and NH4Cl (in KRbCsFA sample) can delay and slow down the perovskite crystal
growth and it favors the formation of large grains. This effect of NH4Cl was also observed by in-situ
microscopy in the case of MAPbI3 perovskite by Dai et al..[33]
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V.3.4 GD-OES
a- Cations distribution upon annealing

Figure V.12 Distribution of different metal cations upon annealing by using GD-OES. (a-c) Distribution
of potassium ions. (d-g) Distribution of rubidium ions. (h-l) Distribution of cesium ions. (m-q) All metal
ion fractions after annealing for 30s, (m) CsFA, (n) RbCsFA, (o) KRbCsFA, (p) K15RbCsFA, (q)
KRbCsFA/AC.

In order to get a deeper understanding of the film formation mechanism, we followed the movement
of the metal ions during the film annealing and the influence of AC on the film formation process. We
introduced GD-OES as the main measurement technique to gain a deep understanding of these
processes. It allowed us to follow the depth-profile distribution of the perovskite layers constituent
elements. As far as we know, this is the first work reporting the real-time moving track of polymetallic
cations upon the film-formation process. Using this detection method, we have been able to make the
results more visual and easier to understand by everyone. At the same time, our results show that
potassium ion rich perovskite composition can cause phase separation.
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In Figure V.12, we present the movement of all metal ions for five kinds of perovskites upon annealing.
Let us first explore the results from the GD-OES test, from only containing a single cesium metal
cation to simultaneously containing three metal cations (K, Cs and Rb). When only cesium ions were
present in CsFA samples, we can see that the curve strength of cesium ions increased and became
boarder with the increase of annealing time (Figure V.12h). This means that with the increase of
annealing time, phase transition and solvent continuous evaporation occurred, the Cs gradually entered
δ-FAPbI3 lattice and then corresponding crystallinity of the film became higher, which made the
distribution of Cs in the perovskite film more uniform from top to bottom. For RbCsFA, that contains
two metal cations, we found that, before annealing, the distribution of Rb and Cs was not uniform in
the perovskite layer and showed two peaks. When the annealing time increased from 0 to 30s, Rb curve
gradually moved in the direction of the TiO2 layer (Figure V.12d), while Cs moved in the opposite
direction (Figure V.12i). The reason for the upward movement of Cs may be due to the large amount
of solvent evaporation on the surface of the perovskite layer accompanied by the annealing, which first
causes the crystallization on the surface, and the energy required for the formation of Cs dominant αphase is lower than formation of Rb dominant α-phase, so the moving direction of Cs is upwards. From
the perspective of the energy required for phase transformation, the temperature required for allinorganic perovskite CsPbI3 to transform from orthorhombic (δ-phase) into a cubic (α-phase) structure
is 300 °C,[34, 36] but RbPbI3 cannot transform from yellow phase to black phase at its melting
point.[36] In Figure V.12n, on the one hand, we can see that the intensity of Rb is very low from 0 to
10 seconds (sputtering time), but after 10 seconds, the intensity of Rb gradually increases. We can also
see from Figure A.V.6 (Annex V) that until the end of the annealing process, the peak of Rb do not
move much, which is due to the fact that the Rb mainly concentrates in the bulk perovskite rather than
on the surface of perovskite.[29] On the other hand, from the beginning to the end, the curves of Cs
and Rb always have overlapping areas, which shows it is not just superposition of CsFA and RbFA,
but perfect integration into the perovskite. For sample KRbCsFA containing three metal cations,
potassium ions are homogeneous distributed throughout the perovskite layer thickness as potassium
has a small atomic radius (Figure V.12a). From 0 s to 30 s, there are always two peaks of Cs and Rb,
which means that these two elements are non-uniformly distributed in the perovskite layer. For the Rb,
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the concentration is lower in the upper layer of the perovskite, compared to the lower part of the layer
(Figure V.12e). The distribution of cesium is opposite to that of rubidium (Figure V.12j). It should
be noted that the position of the first peak and the second peak of the Cs curve in Figure V.12j are
discontinuous, which indicates that the Cs element fault appears at the interface between perovskite
and TiO2 layer, but is enriched in the TiO2 layer. By comparing the recipe with or without potassium
metal ion, we can find that, after adding potassium ion in the perovskite precursor solution (PPS), the
peak intensity of Rb and Cs changes little in the same time after ~5 s of annealing. This also shows
that the addition of potassium ions accelerates the movement of ions during annealing, which means
that the energy required for film formation is reduced (Figure V.13). Regarding this point, we will
verify it in the DSC results. Compared to RbCsFA sample showed in Figure V.12n, the distribution
of Cs and Rb in Figure V.12o (KRbCsFA) is less uniform, and the peak of Cs shifts to the left by 4s.
Although the Rb curve has a small peak at 5s, the curve is still continuous and does not fluctuate much.
The presence of potassium ions seems to enable Cs and Rb to be better integrated in the upper part of
perovskite layer. What we need to mention here is that the three metal cations will not move
significantly during the annealing period from 30 s to 15 min (Figure A.V.6, Annex V). For this reason,
the graph we show in the text is only 30 seconds (Figure V.12).

Figure V.13 Schematic of phase transfer of recipe with and without KI upon annealing time.

As for the recipe with adding AC as additive, all the metal cations distribution became more even
compared with no AC samples. On the one hand, all cations show broader peaks (Figures V.12c,
V.12g and V.12l). On the other hand, compared to the double peaks of Rb and Cs in the sample without
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AC (Figures V.12e and V.12j), there is no obvious double peaks in the samples prepared with AC
additive. It shows that AC can slow down the movement of different metal cations so that they can be
better evenly distributed into the perovskite lattice and may favor the film formation process.
We also explored the phase separation phenomenon in the potassium-rich K15RbCsFA sample.
Compared with potassium poor K5RbCsFA sample, the curve of the potassium-rich one shows a multipeak distribution, especially for the curves of K and Rb (Figures V.12c and V.12g). This uneven cation
distribution in Figure V.12p explains well the (002) peak of δ-CsPbI3 at around 10 degree found in
Figure A.V.1e (Annex V).[37] The excessive potassium causes an extremely uneven distribution of
other metal cations in the perovskite layer during film formation process, and finally leads to phase
separation as we showed in Figure A.V.1e (Annex V). The results obtained by GD-OES can
intuitively show the distribution of different metal ions in the perovskite layer under phase separation.
In addition, we can assume that the atomic ratios corresponding to different depths of the perovskite
layer are not the same, that is, they change with the depth.
b- Solvent elimination upon annealing

Figure V.14 Evolution of GD-OES S profile in the perovskite precursor layer upon annealing. (Dashed
line in (a-d): Ti profile corresponding to the meso-TiO2).

The residual solvent elimination is an important aspect of the synthesis which occurs upon the film
crystallization and growth. To our knowledge, our work is the first to use the GD-OES technique to
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follow the depth profile of the solvent elimination by evaporation upon the annealing of a perovskite
films. Indeed, the solvent employed was a DMF-DMSO mixture and S element contained in DMSO
can be tracked by this technique. The S element profile for the various films and various annealing
times are presented in Figures V.14e-l. By increasing the sputtering time, deeper part of the PVK layer
was analyzed until reaching the meso-TiO2 layer (dashed black line in Figures V.14e-h). Before
annealing, the DMSO profile was asymmetrical in every case and we observed that the outer part of
the film was richer in solvent than the inner part.

Figure V.15 Change of perovskite film color with annealing for a few seconds.

For the annealing, our results distinguish two stages. The first one occured during the first 4 s~7 s of
annealing on a hotplate. The initial film changed from yellow translucent to brown (Figure V.15). It
is worth noting that the sample with AC added had the darkest color before annealing (Figure V.15),
which also shows that the intermediate will make the phase change easier. During this stage (stage-1),
the most superficial residual solvent evaporates and is almost fully eliminated at the uttermost surface
while these four kinds of perovskite present in the wet layer is fully transformed into the α-phase
(Figure A.V.7, Annex V). The next stage (stage-2) corresponds to 4-6s to 30s annealing times, when
the film became dark-brown. We observed a clear effect of multi-metal cation and additive on the
solvent distribution upon annealing. In the case of sample without AC, DMSO was eliminated fast
near the surface, especially in sample CsFA and KRbCsFA (Figures V.14e and V.14g). This result is
in good agreement with DSC result that both CsFA and KRbCsFA samples have fast crystallization
process. However, less solvent remained in the deeper part of the layer. For these three films, the same
point is that overall grains grow downward, from the top to the bottom. It favors the multiple and
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oblique grain boundaries and rather small perovskite grains. The difference among these three samples
is that the rate of solvent evaporation from bottom to the top. In the presence of RbI and KI in PPS,
the S profiles are different compared to CsFA. For CsFA, the rate of first peak, which represent the
layer near the surface, is faster than the second peak that represent the layer near the TiO2 layer (Figure
V.14i). This velocity difference will make it difficult for the inner solvent to evaporate, so that voids
will appear when the film formation process is completed (Figure V.2). If the perovskite grains in the
upper layer are tightly bonded, it will be difficult for the solvent in the bottom part of the layer to pass
through the perovskite in the upper layer and then evaporate through the surface. Therefore, the
remaining solvent will evaporate through pinholes and lateral diffusion. I believe this is the essential
reason for the formation of the voids. As for RbCsFA and KRbCsFA samples, the intensity of the
sulfur curve at about 20s for these two samples becomes very weak compared to the curve when
annealed for 5s. Looking back at CsFA sample, we can clearly see that the sulfur curve still maintains
high strength at the position of around 20s after annealing for 30s.
In the presence of AC, the profiles are different. For KRbCsFA/AC, the S profile is more extended
throughout the layer thickness. Upon annealing, the solvent profile decreases uniformly throughout
the layer thickness. In this case a bulk grain lateral growth occurs, and it results in more homogeneous
films with big monolithic grains as shown in the cross-section SEM view (Figure V.2). For all the
investigated samples, Figure A.V.8 (Annex V) shows that the solvent was fully eliminated after 2 min
of annealing. A striking result of this study is that the additive regulates the solvent elimination and
then the growth of the film in its full depth. It boosts the quality of the film. In Figure V.16, we have
summarized the grain growth mechanism which is linked to the solvent elimination and the trajectories
of metal ions in the film formation process obtained by GD-OES and DSC. In CsFA and KRbCsFA
samples, metal cations are moving fast upon annealing time (Figures V.16a and c). For CsFA,
however, the solvent in the inner part of the film remains entrapped and is at the origin of void
formation and poor meso-TiO2/perovskite interface. In the case of RbCs sample, the slow movement
of metal cation will generally cause better gains growth with the continuous elimination of the bottom
solvent (Figure V.16b). The best grain growth was achieved in KRbCsFA/AC samples with a slow
diffusion of polymetallic cations and a continuous elimination of the solvent in the full deep of the
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film which led to the lateral growth of the grains and resulted in monolithic large grains with low
defect density (Figure V.16d).

Figure V.16 Schematic of the distribution of multi-cation in four kinds of perovskite layer and
corresponding film formation preocess.
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V.3.5 Absorbance and Steady PL

Figure V.17 Effects of PVK cation composition and AC additive on the layer absorbance and PL spectra.

The optical property of the perovskite films was characterized by UV-VIS spectrophotometry and
photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy. The absorbance spectra in Figure V.17a show that absorption
onset of RbCsFA and KRbCsFA sample are red-shifted compared to the CsFA sample. The bandgap
of CsFA, RbCsFA and KRbCsFA samples are estimated to be 1.550 eV, 1.540 eV and 1.535 eV,
respectively (Figure A.V.9, Annex V). The band gap reduction was also confirmed by the steady-state
PL spectra of these films (Figure V.17b). There is also a small red-shift in the emission peak of
KRbCsFA sample (811 nm) compared to the RbCsFA sample (812 nm) and the CsFA sample (805
nm). In addition, the detailed result of steady PL, UV-VIS and corresponding bandgap for
KxRb0.05Cs0.10FA0.85-x system and KRbCsFA with different molar% of NH4Cl are showed in Figure
A.V.10-13 (Annex V).
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V.4 Characterizations of PSCs
V.4.1 J-V curves and EQE
Table V.1 Best cells J-V curves parameters of solar cells. (Cs: Cs0.10FA0.90PbI3, RbCs:
Rb0.05Cs0.10FA0.85PbI3, KRbCsFA: K0.05Rb0.05Cs0.10FA0.80PbI3)

a)

Name

Additive

CsFA

NO

RbCsFA

NO

KRbCsFA

NO

KRbCsFA
/AC

Scan
direction

Voc [V]

Jsc [mA. cm2

]

FF

PCE [%]

Reverse

0.943

23.91

72.13

16.26

Forward

0.846

23.83

59.36

11.96

Reverse

1.017

24.49

76.12

18.96

Forward

1.006

24.36

58.89

14.43

Reverse

1.031

23.96

78.08

19.29

Forward

1.034

23.79

76.17

18.74

NH4Cl

Reverse

1.083

24.79

78.61

21.10

30 mol%

Forward

1.072

24.66

76.74

20.29

HI=(PCERev-PCEFor)*100/PCERev

Figure V.18 Reverse and forward J-V curves of the best cells listed in Table 1.
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[%]
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3
4

Table V.1 and Figure V.18 summarizes the best cells results for different recipes of perovskites. The
CsFA cells exhibited poor performances with a PCE at 16.2 % on the reverse scan (Figure V.18a) and
a large hysteresis. After the introduction of Rb ions, all the parameters of the solar cell was enhanced,
especially morphology and crystallinity. However, better quality of RbCsFA perovskite still had a
large HI, which directly caused the low stabilized PCE. In order to decrease the HI and increase the
stabilized PCE, we further introduced K+ in the recipe. In our Chapter IV, we have confirmed that
potassium ion (from KCl) can block the movement of iodine ions in perovskite solar cells by
passivating native defects, and that it results in a reduction of the HI parameter[8]. The actual results
are indeed the same as our predictions. By incorporating KI in PPS, the HI is decrease from 26% to
3%. In this Chapter, we have done a lot of experiments and measurements on NH4Cl added sample
and give its detailed action mechanism. From the obtained mechanism, we can see that the formation
of NH4Cl related intermediates can not only greatly improve the quality of the perovskite film, but also
make the distribution of metal cations more uniform. Based on the various benefits given by the
additives, the final PCE of KRbCsFA/AC sample can achieve 21.1% with a small HI.

Figure V.19 Statistical analysis of the optimized PSCs J-V curve parameters and PCE.

In order to better compare the overall situation of different J-V curves parameters of various
formulations, their statistical analysis is displayed in Figure V.19. We can clearly see that the addition
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of Rb mainly improves the FF and Voc parameters. The addition of K, compared with the RbCsFA
sample, mainly reduces the HI. Moreover, the addition of NH4Cl improved all parameters. It can be
seen that the appropriate amount of additives can greatly enhance the performance of the solar cells.
The EQE spectra are reported in Figure V.20 and the results are in good agree with the superior Jsc for
these devices. In Figure V.21, we present the PCE trackings at the maximum power and corresponding
steady-state PCEs. We first notice that the KRbCsFA devices with potassium have better PCE
compared to RbCsFA, although the results of the reverse scan PCE are almost the same (Table V.1).
From the Figure V.19, we confirm the conclusion that NH4Cl can enhance all the performance
parameters of solar cells. Therefore, the best steady-state PCE was reached for the KRbCsFA/AC PSC
due to the synergistic action of potassium ion and ammonium chloride.

Figure V.20 Effect of PVK composition on the EQE and Jsc integration curves
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Figure V.21 PCE tracking at the maximum power and steady-state PCE.

V.4.2 Stability

Figure V.22 (a-d) XRD patterns of the (a) CsFA, (b) RbCsFA, (c) KRbCsFA and (d) KRbCsFA/AC layers
under harsh condition (unencapsulted, 20°C, 90±5% RH).
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Figure V.22 shows the stability of these four kinds of perovskite layer after ageing for 5 hours under
high humidity condition (90±5% RH). Although the aging time was only five hours, the results clearly
reflect the stability of these four compositions and recipes under high humidity. Compared with
RbCsFA sample, CsFA present a better stability as the peak of PbI2 appears faster and stronger.
Another point worth noting is that RbCsFA aging is more likely to be directly transformed into PbI2
than yellow δ-phase. The case of CsFA sample is just the opposite to that of RbCsFA sample, as being
easier to be transformed into yellow δ-phase. For aging, a phase transition is preferable rather than the
decomposition of perovskite crystals. However, for a sample doped with potassium ion, accompanied
by the decrease in the intensity of the (001) peak is the enhancement of the δ-phase peak. At the same
time, the new peak around 9.4 degree appear which belong to the δ-CsPbI3. [38] It indicates that the
phase separation is more likely to occur for KRbCsFA sample under high humidity. The incredible
thing is that the KRbCsFA/AC sample presents a very high stability compared to other samples and
no phase separation happened. The reason for this can be explained by a better crystallization with
more uniform distribution of metal cations.

V.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we first explored the mechanism of ammonium chloride action in multi-metal cation
perovskites and refined it to each preparation process. Through a large number of experiments and
tests, we found that ammonium chloride mainly leads to the formation of intermediates which can
increase the solubility of PbI2 and then favor the formation of a large amount of δ-phase which is the
phase before transfer to black phase. Secondly, we explored the movement of multi-metal cation in
perovskite layer during the film formation process by using GD-OES and presented the intuitive
evidence of phase separation caused by potassium. Furthermore, we further confirmed that the targeted
growth direction of the film is the lateral growth. Finally, we combined this additive with GD-OES
detection technology and found how the additive influence the distribution of multi-metal cation film
formation and the formation of intersection layer between perovskite and TiO2. Based on the above
research results, we have successfully prepared high-efficiency solar cells, which had a 21.1% PCE
(stabilized at 20.8%).
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In the Chapter VI, we will use post-treatment technique to greater enhance the performance of
perovskite and use a variety of testing methods to prove that post-processing is indispensable for the
preparation of perovskite solar cells.
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Chapter VI. The Effect of PAI post-treatment on Perovskite layer

VI.1 Introduction
2D halide perovskites have recently been recognized as a promising avenue in perovskite solar cells
(PSCs) in terms of encouraging stability and defect passivation effect. However, the efficiency of
ultrastable 2D Ruddlesden–Popper PSCs still lag far behind their 3D perovskite counterparts. However,
the formation of a 2D capping layer on PVK by its surface treatment is classically employed to boost
the PSC performances. The strategy of using a variety of ammonium compounds which react with the
3D perovskite and form a 2D perovskite layer appears as especially promising. For example, solutions
of n-butylammonium iodide,[1] 2-phenylethylammonium iodide (PEAI), (See Refs[2, 3, 4] and
Chapter II, Section II.1.3) n-hexylammonium bromide, [5] n-propylammonium iodide [6], propane1,3-diammonium (PDA) iodide [6] and 1,6-diaminohexane ammonium iodide [7] can be spin-coated
on the 3D perovskite layer and then form 2D perovskite layer with wide bandgap. The 2D capping
layers form a barrier that protect the underneath 3D perovskite films and constitute an intermediate
energy band mitigating exciton recombination.[8] What we need to explain in advance is that the PEAI
post-treatment used in Section II.1 (Chapter II) has no effect on the MA-free perovskite system
(Table VI.1, Annex VI). Consequently, in this chapter, we have only focused our attention on PAI (npropylamine hydroiodide or n-propyl ammonium iodide). Through the application of PAI posttreatment to Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 (developed in Chapter IV) and K0.05Rb0.05Cs0.10FA0.80PbI3 (developed in
Chapter V) systems, we found a great improvement of the performance of the solar cells, not only in
their efficiency, but also in their stability. To better present the effect of PAI post-treatment, we will
mainly show the result of Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 system in the main body of Chapter VI while most of the
K0.05Rb0.05Cs0.10FA0.80PbI3 system case is treated in the Annex VI, Chapter VI.

VI.2 Experimental
The preparation of substrates, compact TiO2 layer and mesoporous TiO2 layer were conducted as
detailed in Chapter II, Section II.1.2.1.
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VI.2.1 Preparation of Perovskite Films
The KC-5/AC-30 (here after AKC) and KRbCsFA/AC layers, were prepared as described in Section
IV.2.1 (Chapter IV) and Section V.2.1 (Chapter V) respectively.
VI.2.2 Post-treatment Method
The PAI post-treatment consisted of dropping 60 μL of a 4 mg/mL propylamine hydroiodide (also
called n-propylammonium iodide and noted PAI) solution onto the perovskite film after its cooling. A
one-step spin-coating program was employed just after the solution deposition (2000 rpm/s
acceleration, 3000 rpm for 20s). Thenafter, the samples were not heated. The optimized treated films
are noted AKC-PAI and KRbCsFA/AC-PAI, hereafter.
VI.2.3 Characterizations Method
The characterizations of the layers by XRD, SEM, UV-vis absorbance, steady-state PL and TRPL were
done as described in Chapter II, Section II.1.2.3. The measurements of J-V curves, maximum power
point tracking and EQE spectra of the devices are described in Chapter II, Section II.1.2.3.

VI.3 Characterizations of perovskite Films
VI.3.1 SEM

Figure VI.1 SEM Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 layer top views before (a) and after (b) PAI treatment.
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In Figure VI.1, the PVK layer surface was altered after the PAI post-growth treatment with the
formation of the capping layer. This change was clearly visible at the grain boundaries with the
presence of an extra-phase. The appearance of this extra-phase reduced the height difference between
the grains, so that the surface roughness was reduced, which is more conducive to the close
combination of the perovskite layer and the HTM layer. To prove this, we performed AFM imaging
measurements of the KRbCsFA/AC sample surface and found that the average roughness decreased
from 29.7 nm (before post-treatment) to 22.12 nm (after post-treatment) (Figure A.VI.1, Annex VI).
We also obtained the same roughness reduction with the MAPI system.(Figure III.3, Chapter III).
the effect of the treatment on the PSC performance is discussed in Section VI.4.1.
VI.3.2 XRD

Figure VI.2 (a) XRD patterns of Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 layers. The same sample was measured before and after
the PAI treatment. (b) Enlarged XRD pattern . Comparison with (PA)2PbI4 (n=1) and (PA)2FAPbI7 (n=2)
reference 2D layers.

The XRD patterns of a AKC sample before and after the PAI treatment are compared in Figure VI.2a
and b. PAI did not react with PbI2 since the PbI2 peak at 12.7° was unchanged. On the other hand, the
PVK peaks intensity increased. The treatment resulted in a recrystallization and quality improvement
of the PVK. It also caused the appearance of a small extra-XRD peak at 9.53° (Figure VI.2b). Based
on the reference XRD patterns displayed in Figure VI.2a, this peak is assigned to the (040) reflection
of the 2D (PA)2FAPb2I7 (n=2) compound.
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VI.3.3 Absorbance and Steady-state PL
We measured the absorbance spectra of the films before and after the treatment. In Figure VI.3a, the
absorbance of the latter is slightly reduced. To reveal the absorbance contribution of the capping layer,
we plotted the curve derivative (Figure VI.3b). The differential absorbance presented a peak at 580
nm. This peak was indexed based on the absorbance curve of reference 2D layers prepared with n=1
and n=2 stoichiometries. Their absorbance curve presented a main peak at 500 nm for n=1 and 580 nm
for n=2. The absorbance differential peak at 580 nm of AKC-PAI film fit then with n=2 (Figure VI.2b).
We have also measured the PL spectra of the AKC-PAI films. Above the main emission at 806 nm
due to the 3D Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 phase of AKC, the spectrum of the treated sample presented an extraemission at 570-580 nm (Figure VI.2c) which agrees with the absorbance observation and confirms
that the produced capping layer is mainly made of 2D (PA)2FAPb2I7. Its formation can be described
as follows: the surface 3D perovskite is partly dissolved by isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and PAI reacts
with the release compounds to form the 2D layer.[9] It is at the origin of recombination suppression at
the PVK/HTL interface and then to the increased Voc and FF parameters.
VI.3.4 TRPL
In Figure A.VI.2 (Annex VI), we present the time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) decay curves
for KRbCsFA/AC and KRbCsFA/AC-PAI samples. The curves were analyzed by using three
exponential decay components and the fitting parameters are gathered in Table A.IV.2 (Annex VI).
We can clearly see that the fast component is much longer for the sample without PAI post-treatment
(τfast = 19.97 ns) compared to the PAI post-treated sample (τfast = 1.55 ns). Moreover, the faster decay
is analyzed as an efficient quenching of the radiative recombination by the fast transfer of the hole
toward the 2D capping layer. The slower decay time is related to the structural quality of the perovskite
layers. The longer is this value, the better is the structural quality of the material. Depending on this,
we measured τslow at 252.69 ns and 454.65 ns for KRbCsFA/AC and KRbCsFA/AC-PAI samples,
respectively. It can be explained by the fact that using PAI post-treatment improves of the crystal
quality at the perovskite layer near surface and defect passivation. This result agrees with our
conclusion on the perovskite XRD peak intensity enhancement in Figure VI.2a.
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Figure VI.3 Optical properties of Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 layers. The same sample was measured before and after
the treatment. (a) absorbance spectra and (b) absorbance differential spectra of AKC layers before and
after the PAI treatment. Comparison with (PA)2PbI4 (n=1) and (PA)2FAPbI7 (n=2) reference 2D layers.
(c) photoluminescence spectrum of AKC sample before and after PAI post-treatment.
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VI.4 Characterizations of PSCs
VI.4.1 J-V curves and EQE
Table VI.1 Effect of PAI concentration in IPA solvent on the J-V curves parameters of AKC(-PAI) cells.
Jsc [mA.cm-2]

FF [%]

PCE [%]

Reverse

1.014

25.23

78.69

20.13

Forward

1.012

24.96

76.84

19.41

AKC-PAI

Reverse

1.034

25.12

78.88

20.48

(2 mg/mL)

Forward

1.035

24.98

76.07

19.67

AKC-PAI

Reverse

1.045

25.24

78.54

20.72

(3 mg/mL)

Forward

1.046

25.17

77.03

20.28

AKC-PAI

Reverse

1.051

25.31

79.23

21.08

(4 mg/mL)

Forward

1.049

25.02

77.91

20.45

AKC-PAI

Reverse

1.043

24.89

77.61

20.15

(5 mg/mL)

Forward

1.042

24.74

76.73

19.78

AKC

a)

Scan

Voc [V]

Name

direction

HIa) [%]

4

4

1

3

2

HI=(PCERev-PCEFor)*100/PCERev

Table VI.2 Effect of PAI concentration in IPA solvent on the J-V curves parameters of KRbCsFA/AC
cells.
Name
KRbCsFA/AC
KRbCsFA/ACPAI
(2 mg/mL)
KRbCsFA/ACPAI
(3 mg/mL)
KRbCsFA/ACPAI
(4 mg/mL)
KRbCsFA/ACPAI
(5 mg/mL)
a)

Scan direction

Voc [V]

Jsc [mA.cm-2]

FF [%]

PCE [%]

Reverse

1.083

24.79

78.69

21.13

Forward

1.072

24.66

76.84

20.32

Reverse

1.093

24.67

78.72

21.23

Forward

1.095

24.41

77.89

20.82

Reverse

1.109

24.73

79.03

21.67

Forward

1.107

24.59

77.38

21.06

Reverse

1.121

24.86

80.83

22.53

Forward

1.116

24.71

78.84

21.74

Reverse

1.102

24.08

76.36

20.26

Forward

1.095

24.12

74.82

19.76

HI=(PCERev-PCEFor)*100/PCERev
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HIa) [%]
4

2

3

4

3

Figure VI.4 Statistical analysis of the J-V curve parameters with (AKC-PAI) and without (AKC) PAI
post-treatment. (4mg.mL-1 PAI concentration in IPA).

The effect of spin-coating a solution of PAI at various concentration in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) solvent
on the J-V curves is disclosed in Table VI.1 for the CsFAPI system and in Table VI.2 for the
KRbCsFA/AC system. An improvement of the performances was found for all the investigated
concentrations and the best efficiencies for these two systems were obtained for 4 mg.mL-1 with a PCE
that reached 21.08% (Figure VI.4, Table VI.1) and 22.53% (Table VI.2), respectively. The statistical
analysis (Figure VI.4) figures out that this treatment mainly improved the cell Voc and the FF, while
the Jsc was unchanged at a high value. It is conclused that the PAI treatment reduces the charge
recombination at the PVK/HTL interface.
The external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra and integrated current density of the AKC and AKCPAI cells are plotted as a function of the wavelength in Figure VI.5b. Both Jsc, calculated and
measured on the J-V curves, are in good agreement. In Figure VI.5b, the EQE of the latter is slightly
reduced in agreement with the slight reduction of the absorbance showed in Figure VI.3a. The EQE
result of KRbCsFA/AC system, is presented in Figure A.VI.3c and d (Annex VI). We also found that
the integrated current increased slightly and its increase is consistent with JSC (Table A.VI.3, Figure
A.VI.3a and b in the Annex VI). The significant improvement was confirmed by measuring the
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steady-state PCE which achieved 21.03% for AKC-PAI (Figure VI.5c) and 22.04% for
KRbCsFA/AC-PAI (Figure VI.6). Both values are very close to the ones measured on the J-V curves
and gained around 1% absolute compared to the untreated AKC and KRbCsFA/AC cells.

Figure VI.5 Effects of capping layer on (a) the reverse scan J-V curves, (b) EQE spectra and integrated
Jsc curves of AKC cells. (c) Steady-state PCE at the maximum power point.
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Figure VI.6 steady-state PCE at the maximum power point.

VI.4.2 Stability
The future of the PSC technology will depend on the ability of scientists to develop devices highly
resistant to heat, moisture, and light and which stand long-term operation. This led us to evaluate the
effect of our double engineering approach on the stability toward various degradation agents. First, the
stability of unencapsulated cells under one sun illumination was followed by tracking at their
maximum power point (MPP). Figure VI.7a shows that the PAI-treated cell was the most efficient
and stable. After a small PCE decrease during the first 70 min, the PCE increased slowly for the next
hours. It suggests some initial interfacial reorganization before stabilization and improvement. Getting
PSCs highly stable under high moisture is the trickiest issue because PVKs form hydrate compounds
in the presence of humidity.[9,10] We performed a highly demanding test by following unencapsulated
cells aged under high humidity environment (RH≥90%, the other conditions being ambient) for several
days. In Figure VI.7b follows the normalized PCE of AKC and AKC-PAI cells. The remarkable result
is that coupling the mixed chloride additives (AKC) and the surface treatment (AKC-PAI) even further
improved the stability of the cells. The unencapsulated AKC-PAI cells retained about 80% of their
initial PCE after 40 h of aging in this case. This test, performed under highly demanding conditions,
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is an accelerated one, and one can expect a much better stability for devices after their ad hoc
encapsulation.

Figure VI.7 (a) Tracking of the AKC and AKC-PAI cells at their maximum power point; (b) Normalized
PCE evolution of cells stored under ambient condition and very high humidity (RH≥90%).

Figure VI.8 Effect of layer heating at 130°C for 4h on the XRD pattern of (a) AKC and (b) AKC-PAI
layers.

We also implemented accelerated aging tests. The thermal stability was investigated by heating the
layers at 130°C for 4h in a N2-filled glovebox. The results, disclosed in Figure VI.8, show that PbI2 is
the heating degradation product of α-Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3. Using the chloride mixed-additives (AKC sample)
led to films with less initial PbI2, to a decrease of the PbI2 formation by heating and then slowed down
the thermal degradation. The capping layer further suppressed the degradation and the AKC-PAI layer
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was more stable than the AKC one. After 4 hours, the PVK/PbI2 peak ratio (at 13.9° and 12.7°) was
3.4 for AKC sample and 4.6 for the AKC-PAI sample. The aging of the layers stored under ambient
air (20°C, 55±10% relative humidity (RH)) was followed by XRD. Figure VI.9 shows that the
employment of the chloride additives was of great effectiveness since the α-phase was still present
after 35 days in the AKC sample even if the δ-phase (010) peak was more intense then than the αphase (001) one. The interesting point is that the capping layer further increased the stability. After 13
days of aging, the XRD pattern was unchanged. After 35 days, the sample was still black colored and
the most intense diffraction peaks were those of the α-phase.

Figure VI.9 XRD patterns of the (a) AKC and (b) AKC-PAI layers under ambient condition (20°C, 55±10%
RH). The insets are layers pictures.

VI.5 Conclusions
In summary, we have fabricated highly efficient and stable MA-free PSCs by constructing the
interfacial capping layers at the perovskite and HTL interfaces. Treating the film surface with npropylammonium iodide (PAI) resulted in a record stabilized PCE of 21.03% for the CsFAPI system
and 22.04% for the KRbCsFA/AC system. Moreover, we have proved that the optimized films are
highly resistant to electrical, light, moisture, and temperature external stressors and that this resistance
is reinforced by the capping interfacial layer.
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General Conclusion and Perspectives
During the past decade, organo-metal halide perovskites (PVKs) have risen as the most promising
semiconductor family for photovoltaic solar cells due to a broad range of unique properties. In this
thesis, we have performed a comprehensive exploration of different compositions of hybrid
perovskites and of the controllability of their structure.
In Chapter I, we have presented the context of our research from application of solar energy to current
research status of solar cells. Among them, we have highlighted that perovskite solar cells have become
one of the most interesting and promising emerging technology. Moreover, the working principle of
photovoltaic devices and a bibliographic review were described in this chapter.
In Chapter II, we fully have explored perovskite solar cells (PSCs) from the point of view of cation
composition and cell structure. In the first part, we have fully investigated the electrical response of
solar cells prepared with perovskites ranging from a mono-cation to a triple-cation composition. The
best results have been found with the double MA/FA lead iodide compound (FA0.94MA0.06PbI3) which
was prepared using MACl additive in the precursor solution. This strategy has been found the most
accurate to achieve high efficiency and stability. It is more efficient than to the more complicated Cs,
FA, MA, I and Br-based perovskite. FAMA presented the best morphology, crystallinity and optical
properties for the application. The ideality factor decreased from MAPI, CsFAMA and FAMA. For
the later SRH recombination with the less intensity was found. In the second part, we investigated the
effect of AVA additive and of the cell structure on PSCs. In the presence of AVA, no 2D-perovskite
phase was detected. AVA is deleterious for the PVK film morphology when 1mp substrate was used
while it was beneficial in reducing PVK bulk defects. Using a 3mp scaffold led to a significant
improvement of the PVK structural quality as shown by TRPL measurements and solved the potential
problems of pinhole and related electrical shunt pathways. 1mp-AVA cells achieved a PCE of 16.9%,
stabilized at 15.9%. This efficiency was significantly lower with higher hysteresis compared to 1mpMAPI cells. We have also unveiled that MAPI is degraded by moisture with the formation of a
monohydrate MAPI intermediate phase prior to PbI2 formation and MA release. The mechanism has
been shown irrespective of the PVK environment. AVA has been shown beneficial for the stability of
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the MAPI layer. Moreover, a slower degradation has also been found when MAPI-AVA PVK is
embedded in the triple mesoscopic scaffold. The high stability of TiO2/ZrO2/Carbon/PVK cells is due
to the protection by the all-inorganic scaffold.
In Chapter III, we successfully prepared a MAPI perovskite solar cell with an outstanding efficiency
of 19.01% through the addition of Au_NPs, and further improved the efficiency of the cell to 20.44%
(reverse) through PAI post-treatment. Based on the above good results, we conducted a detailed
analysis and demonstrated the mechanism of Au_NPs in MAPbI3 perovskite through a combination of
simulation and experiments. Simulation and analysis of the Au_NPs in both qualitative and
quantitative aspects have been performed. From the final simulation results, we found that the optical
effect of Au_NPs on MAPI system can only be very weak. Moreover, by many experiments and
different characterization methods (GD-OES, XRD, DSC, etc.), we have shown that Au_NPs govern
the growth direction of perovskite layer and the quality of the formed film. Therefore, we have
concluded that the addition of Au_NPs improves the perovskite efficiency significantly by playing a
positive role on the final quality of the film. Only a very small part of the enhancement can be assigned
to the effect of the gold nanoparticles themselves.
In Chapter IV, we have developed a two chloride additives engineering approach for the preparation
of MA-free and Br-free Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 perovskite films for PSC application. Introducing a mixture of
NH4Cl and KCl additives into the PPS to assist the PVK formation has allowed us to get films with
outstanding properties. The former, employed at large mol %, led to a good film coverage, large grains,
good crystallinity and reduced structural defects. The second has been shown to reduce the structural
defects, reduce the PbI2 phase content and suppress the hysteresis due to the passivation of structural
defects by K+. Moreover, we have been able to demonstrate, by direct observation, that the hysteresis
suppression is due to the ability of K+ to block iodide species migration in the PVK layer. K is
insensitive to the electric field and robustly passivates native defect sites. However, blocking the ionic
mobility is insufficient to fully stabilize the devices. The double chloride additive approach has
permitted to prepare methylammonium-free, hysteresis-free PSCs with a stabilized PCE achieving
20.02%.
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In Chapter V, we first explored the mechanism of ammonium chloride action in multi-metal cation
perovskites and refined it to each preparation process. Through a large number of experiments and
tests, we found that ammonium chloride mainly leads to the formation of intermediates which can
increase the solubility of PbI2 and then favor the formation of a large amount of δ-phase which is the
phase before transfer to black phase. Secondly, by using GD-OES, we explored the movement of multimetal cation in perovskite layer during the film formation process and presented the intuitive evidence
of phase separation caused by potassium. Furthermore, we further confirmed that the targeted growth
direction of the film is the lateral growth. Finally, we combined this additive with GD-OES detection
technology and found how the additive influence the distribution of multi-metal cation film formation
and the formation of intersection layer between perovskite and TiO2. Based on the above research
results, we have successfully prepared high-efficiency solar cells, which had a 21.1% PCE (stabilized
at 20.8%).
In Chapter VI, we fabricated highly efficient and stable MA-free PSCs by constructing interfacial
capping layers at the perovskite and HTL interfaces. Treating the film surface with n-propylammonium
iodide (PAI) resulted in a record stabilized PCE of 21.03% for the CsFAPI system and 22.04% for the
KRbCsFA/AC system. Moreover, we have proved that the optimized films are highly resistant to
electrical, light, moisture, and temperature external stressors and that this resistance is reinforced by
the capping interfacial layer.

Perspectives
1. Application of GD-OES
Glow Discharge Optical Emission Spectrometry (GD-OES) is one of the few detection technologies
that have not been widely used in the field of perovskite solar cell. Therefore, this detection technology
has great development space which can help researcher to detect film formation mechanism and
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element distribution, especially facing complex composition of perovskite. Moreover, GD-OES can
be also used to detect the cell with biased treated, which can help us to figure out the hysteresis caused
by anion migration. Although in this work, we have developed three main functions of using GD-OES
in perovskite solar cell, we firmly believe that GD-OES technique must be further explored.
2. Application of Additives
In this thesis, the improvement of the overall performance of various perovskites has been achieved
through additives. We have especially explored two chloride additives, KCl and NH4Cl. An important
result is that mixing these additives has resulted in a synergistic effect. This approach that we have
developed for various 3D perovskites could be also fruitful for the quasi-2D ones.
3. Application of 2D capping layer
Unlike small cations in 3D perovskites (e.g., MA+, formamidinium (FA+), and Cs+), the bulky organic
cations in 2D perovskites provide a steric barrier for surface water adsorption. Moreover, the large
hydrophobic cation in the 2D perovskite crystal lattice can effectively suppress moisture intrusion. The
strategy of formation of a 2D capping layer on 3D PVK by its surface treatment became more and
more popular. Not only that, the emergence of a variety of bulky organic cations also gives researchers
a variety of choices. We firmly believe that good choice is very important, due to different bulky
organic cations has different effect on perovskite with different composition.
4. Stability test and encapsulation
Finally, to strengthen our discoveries, standardized aging tests should be implemented on the
perovskites developed in this thesis. The objective could be to meet stability standards of
IEC61215:2016 qualification tests, for instance. It would necessitate to tightly and efficiently
encapsulate our solar cells.
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Annex I-Chapter I
From the perspective of energy strategy, fossil energies (coal, oil, natural gas…) as non-renewable
energy sources, are quickly exhausting with reserves which significantly reduce with time and costs
which go up sharply. Moreover, fossil fuels cause the increase of the earth average temperature due
released of CO2 gas which produces greenhouse effect.

Figure A.I.1 CO2 emission reduction potential by technology in the Reference Case and REmap, 2010–
2050. Note: Figure shows the breakdown of energy-related CO2 emissions by technology in the REmap
Case compared to the Reference Case. The figure excludes emissions from non-energy use (feedstocks).
[1]

To slow down this effect, the use of renewable energy will reduce CO2 emissions, which will play a
key role in many ways as showed in Figure A.I.1. It will improve the quality of economic development,
build a better environment for humankind, achieve global climate goals, and improve energy efficiency.
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Figure A.I.2 Global total primary energy supply in the Reference Case and Remap between 2015 and
2050. Note: includes non-energy use (feedstock).[1]

Simultaneously, driven by both technological progress and model innovation, energy storage may
become an important driving force for the development of renewable energy. Figure A.I.2 provides a
breakdown of renewables deployment. In total 222 EJ (1 EJ =1018 J) renewable energy is deployed in
final energy terms. The power sector accounts for 58%. This includes growth of renewable power
consumption related to electrification (notably electric vehicles and heat pumps). This type of
renewables deployment could also be attributed to the end use sectors. In terms of total renewables
deployment, the key role of bioenergy (32% incl. district heating), wind (24%) and solar PV (15%)
deserves special attention. However, There is still a long way to go until replacing fossil energy.
[1] IRENA, Global Energy Transformation. A Roadmap to 2050, IRENA, Abu Dhabi, 2018.
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Annex II-Chapter II

A.II.1. Mono- to Triple-Cation Hybrid Perovskites for High Efficiency Solar Cells
A.II.1.1 Impedance spectroscopy study of the three different PVKs
To get further insights into the effect of the perovskite on the cell electrical response, the PSCs were
investigated by electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). This technique provides in operando
characterizations of the cells and is safe for the devices.[1-19] By sweeping the frequency over a wide
range, the various electrical phenomena occurring in the PSCs at various time scales can be
discriminated. To have a comprehensive overview of the electrical response and well-understand the
J-V curves, Vappl was varied from the short circuit to the open circuit. This technique provides a deep
understanding of the devices functioning.

Figure A.II.1 Impedance spectra of the investigated PSCs. Effect of the applied voltage for (a) MAPI, (b)
CsFAMA and (c) FAMA. (d) Comparison of the EIS at 0.7V for the three cells.
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The electrical impedance spectra of the PSCs were measured at room temperature, between 1 MHz
and 20 MHz, with a 20 mV ac signal, using a PGSTAT 12 apparatus from Autolab. All the measured
cells had the same contact geometries. The impedance spectra were measured at room temperature,
over a large applied voltage (Vappl) range, under a ∼0.9 sun light power density supplied by a halogen
Schott lamp. The cell illuminated area was delimited by a 0.16 cm2 mask. The spectra were analyzed
using the Z-view software from National Instrument.
Figure A.II.1 shows the effect of Vappl and perovskite on the spectra Nyquist plots (imaginary versus
real part plots). We can note that, for all these high efficiency cells, no inductive loop at intermediate
frequency was observed, confirming our previous observation that it is the electric response due to
parasitic reactions that is the signature of not optimized devices.[4]
A.II.1.2 Analysis of the impedance spectra.
They have been analyzed by using equivalent electrical circuits (EEC). The most general one,
established a previous work of my research group,[5] is presented in Figure A.II.2a and we have kept
the same notations. For each potential, the electrical elements have been extracted by fitting the spectra.
For CsFAMA and FAMA, two arcs of circle were observed on the spectra (Figure A.II.1b and Figure
A.II.1c). They have been analyzed by using the type III EEC presented in Figure A.II.2b which
contains three resistances and two constant phase elements (CPE). The various R and CPE electrical
elements have been determined from the fits for each applied voltage.
The experimental impedance spectra have been fitted using simplified electrical equivalent circuits
derived from the general one shown in Figure A.II.2a. The various R and CPE electrical elements
have been determined from the fits for each applied voltage. The resistances can also be read on the
spectra from the intersection of the circle arcs with the x-axis as shown in the Figure:
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We have used CPE elements and not capacitances for the fits because the circle arcs are not semicircles but are flattened. We have then determined the C2 and C4 capacitances from the CPE2 and CPE4
1

parameters. The CPE impedance is defined by 𝑍𝐶𝑃𝐸 = 𝑇(𝑖𝜔)𝑝 where ω is the angular frequency related
𝜔

to the frequency by 𝑓 = 2𝜋 , i is the square root of −1, and p is lower than 1. The exact formulae to get
C2 and C4 for one or two relaxations are:
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1/𝑝4

𝑇4 ]

(A.II.2)

The C2, 1/C4, R2 and R4 have been then plotted for the various cells as a function of the applied voltage
in Figure A.II.3, Figure A.II.4 and Figure A.II.5.
Rs is the series resistance due to the contacts and external wires electrical contributions. It is determined
by extrapolating the real part of the spectra at high frequencies to the X-axis. Capacitances have been
extracted from the CPE elements using the Brug’s protocole[20] as explained in Pauporté et al.
previous works.[3-7] CPE2 and CPE4 have given C2 and C4, respectively as explained above. The type
IV EEC shown in Figure A.II.2c was employed for fitting of the MAPI spectra (Figure A.II.1a). For
these cells, a shoulder was found at intermediate frequencies for most of the Vappl which led us to
employ an EEC with three relaxations, a R3//CPE3 element being added.
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Figure A.II.2 General equivalent electrical circuit (a). EECs employed for fitting the FAMA and
CsFAMA spectra (b) and the MAPI spectra (c).

The C2 element is a light insensitive parameter[4] which values were well-reproducible for each
perovskite. Figure A.II.3 displays the variation of C2 with the applied voltage (Vappl) for the three
investigated perovskites. C2 was almost constant below 0.6V while, above this value, it increased and
formed a S-shaped curve. In the case of FAMA cells, a fast C2 increase was observed at large Vappl.
Below 0.6V, C2 is assigned to the bulk dielectric relaxation of the perovskite material. It is related to
the relative permittivity of the perovskite, εr, according to:
C2=εrε0ρ/d

(A.II.3)

with d the perovskite layer thickness, ρ the layer roughness factor and ε0 the vacuum permittivity
(8.85×10−12 F.m-1). The C2 average values for MAPI is 1.6 10-7 F.cm-2 with d measured on SEM crosssectional views at circa 370 nm (Figure II.2a, Chapter II). Assuming ρ=1, εr is calculated at ~66 for
MAPI. This value is in good agreement with our previous study.19 The same calculation gives εr ~41
(C2~0.77 10-7 F.cm-2) for CsFAMA and εr ~41 (C2~0.89 10-7 F.cm-2) for MAPI. These values are
overestimated since they neglect any roughness of the layer.
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Figure A.II.3 C2 parameter versus the applied voltage. Comparison of the three perovskites.

R2, R4 and C4 elements are light sensitive and are related to the charges photogenerated in the
devices.[4] R2 versus Vappl curves for the various perovskites are shown in Figure A.II.4a. For
Vappl<0.9 V, this parameter varies in a large extent with the perovskite. It increases in the order MAPI,
CsFAMA and FAMA cells. Above 0.9V, this parameter drops quickly for the FAMA cell and cross
the other cells curves. This behavior can be linked to the lower Voc measured for these devices and
identify R2 as a recombination resistance. At this point, it is interesting to analyze more precisely the
TRPL curves presented in Figure II.6 (Chapter II). They have been fitted by a tri-exponentials
function and the slow decay time (noted τslow) is found to vary with the perovskite. τslow is measured at
59 ns, 93 ns and 117 ns for MAPI, CsFAMA and FAMA, respectively (Table II.1, Chapter II). τslow
is classically assigned to the bulk recombination of the photogenerated charges in the perovskite. It
scales with the crystal quality and it mitigates with the density of recombination sites in the bulk and
at the grain boundaries. We find in Figure A.II.4 an exponential relationship between R2 and τslow .
R2=1/k2= A exp(τslow)

(A.II.4)

A is a constant and the fit is excellent (R2=0.999). This relationship between R2 and τslow has been
assessed by completing the series with a FAMA cell that did not undergo the PEAI treatment (FAMA*
dot in Figure A.II.4b). It allows us to assign the R2 component to the recombination occurring in the
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perovskite layer, especially at the grain boundaries. Recombination resistance R2 is inversely related
to the recombination rate (k2) and it provides a direct quantitative view of the recombination rate. The
higher is this resistance, the lower is the recombination rate.

Figure A.II.4 (a) R2 parameters as a function of Vappl for the three perovskites. (b) R2 (measured at 0.3V)
versus τslow of TRPL (FAMA* is a FAMA cell without PEAI treatment).

R4 is also a recombination resistance but originates from recombinations occurring at or near the
interfaces hereafter called interfacial recombinations. In Figure A.II.5, for Vappl< 0.8V, MAPI and
CsFAMA have about the same R4 value while FAMA has the highest R4. This cell presents the best
interfaces. Above 0.9V, R4 of CsFAMA is shifted to higher potential compared to MAPI and FAMA.
This agrees with the higher Voc for CsFAMA cells. The fact of shifting R2 and R4 curves toward higher
voltage is favorable for the cell performances since it increases the cell VOC.
Table A.II.1. R2 and R4 measured at the Voc for the three PSCs.

At the Voc

R2

R4

R2/R4

MAPI

29 Ω

4Ω

7.3

CsFAMA

26 Ω

6Ω

4.3

FAMA

24 Ω

8Ω

3.0

In Table A.II.1 we report typical values of R2 and R4 at the Voc for the three kinds of cells. The R2/R4
ratio quantifies the relative interfacial versus bulk recombination rates (k4/k2). We observed that in all
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cases the interfacial recombination rate is dominant. It increases in the order FAMA (3.0), CsFAMA
(4.3) and MAPI (7.25). Extracting the resistance values at the Voc therefore provide a finer view of the
recombination phenomena than steady state measurements.

Figure A.II.5 (a) R4 and (b) 1/C4 parameters versus Vappl for the three perovskites. (c) Variation of R3 and
C3 of MAPI cells with Vappl.

C4 is a light sensitive parameter which value dramatically increases with the light irradiation and can
reach very high values.[4] In our case, C4 attained more than 1.10-1 F.cm-2 at high Vappl. Jacobs et al.[4]
have shown that such high values cannot be explained by a charge accumulation layer and cannot be
the result of photogenerated charges separated across an interface. There is little doubt that C4 is related
to the recombination of charges. Because charge recombination in PSC is a phase delayed phenomenon,
in addition to the real component, an imaginary component is also introduced. This imaginary
component is analyzed here as a capacitance in the equivalent electrical circuits used to fit our data
(Figure A.II.2). It is the main contribution of C4. This delayed recombination process is a special
behavior occurring in PSCs due to the ionic conductivity of the perovskite. The movements of ions
introduce defects that act as recombination centers and affect the dynamics of the charges. To better
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follow the effect of Vappl and perovskite material, we have plotted the 1/C4 parameter in Figure A.II.5.
This parameter can be directly compared with the recombination resistances. As expected, it
dramatically increases from MAPI to CsFAMA and FAMA. Recombinations are suppressed in the
latter device. We can also note that the low frequency capacitance C4 modulates the electrical response
of the cells under voltage scan at rather low rate in the J-V curve. A consequence is that C4 is related
to the J-V curve hysteresis. It increases from FAMA, CsFAMA and MAPI which exhibit HI at ~3%,
~8% and ~14%, respectively (see Figure A.II.5b). We confirm here Pauporté’s group previous
discovery in Ref.[4] that C4 is closely related to the hysteresis index: the higher is C4, the higher is the
hysteresis amplitude.
In the case of the MAPI cells, we have introduced an intermediate frequency relaxation to well-fit the
spectra. The variations of the R3 and C3 parameters with Vappl are presented in Figure A.II.5c. They
were batch-dependent but we reproducibly observed rather flat curves for R3 and C3 between 0.0V and
0.6V. It reminds the behavior of C2 and may be related to bulk properties rather than interfacial ones.
However, with the actual knowledges on the EIS response of PSCs, it is difficult to clearly state which
physical process occurring in the cells is at the origin of these parameters.
The dependency of the various elements to light and their assignment are summarized in the Schematic
A.II.1.

Schematic A.II.1. Main information extracted from the electrical impedance spectroscopy data and their
correlations with other measurements.
Light sensitive element.
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A.II.1.3 Conclusions
The cells have been thoroughly investigated by impedance spectroscopy over a wide applied potential
range. We have proposed two EECs based on our general EEC for analyzing the electrical response of
the three kinds of solar cells. For all these optimized devices, with high efficiency for their category,
no inductive loop at intermediate frequency due to parasitic reaction was found. The main information
extracted from the electrical impedance spectroscopy data and their correlations with other
measurements are summarized in Schematic A.II.1. We have extracted the dielectric permittivity of
the three perovskites from the high frequency capacitance C2 and measured them at 66, 41 and 41 for
MAPI, CsFAMA and FAMA, respectively. We have found a fair relationship between the high
frequency resistance R2 and the slow decay time τslow of the OIHP TRPL. This has led us to assign R2
to recombination occurring in the perovskite bulk and grain boundaries. The low frequency resistance
R4 has been assigned to the recombination at and near the interfaces. The low frequency capacitance
C4 which modulates the electrical response of the cells under voltage scan at rather low rate has been
assigned to a phase delayed recombination phenomenon, the delay being a consequence of the ionic
mobility and defect formation. For these three recombination-related electrical elements, the best
values have been found for our highly efficient FAMA cell which is almost hysteresis-free. Finally,
under electrical and light irradiation stresses, the investigated FAMA cell was highly stable while
MAPI was more stable than CsFAMA. Finally, the strategy of mediating the growth of FA1-xMAxPbI3
perovskite double cation by MACl additive is found the best to suppress recombinations, suppress ion
mobility, reach high efficiency with low hysteresis and stabilize the perovkite compound.
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Figure A.II.6 Typical J-V curves reverse/forward scans for (a) MAPI, (b) CsFAMA and (c) FAMA cells.

Figure A.II.7 Images of the solar cells degradation in a high humidity environment of 90% RH, at 20°C
and under ambient light.
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Figure A.II.8 XRD patterns before and after 150h of stability test at 90% RH. *marks the PbI2 phase.
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Figure A.II.9 Tracking curves of Fresh and 14 months N2 stored MAPI cell.

Table A.II.2 J-V curves parameters of fresh and aged MAPI PSC that stored in a glovebox filled with
nitrogen for 14 months. (same cell)
Name
Fresh

Aged cell
a

Entry

Voc [V]

Jsc [mA cm-2]

FF

PCE [%]

Reverse

1.056

23.37

78.36

19.33

Forward

1.024

23.19

68.13

16.18

Reverse

1.061

23.62

78.88

19.77

Forward

1.025

23.49

67.67

16.29

HI=(PCERev-PCEFor)*100/PCERev
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HIa [%]
16

18

A.II.2. Effects of 5-Ammonium Valeric Acid Iodide as Additive on two different structure of
Perovskite solar cells

Figure A.II.10 (a) TRPL of 1mp-MAPI and 1mp-AVA layers deposited on glass. (b) TRPL of 3mp-MAPI
and 3mp-AVA layers deposited on mesoporous ZrO2/glass.

Figure A.II.11 Forward and reverse J-V curves of (a) 1mp-MAPI, (b) 1mp-AVA, (c) 1mp-MAPI-NoHTM
and (d) 3mp-AVA best cells.
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A.II.2.1 Effect of light intensity at Voc on impedance spectra.
The effects of 5-ammonium valeric acid iodide (5-AVAI) as additive on two different structures of
Perovskite solar cells were further investigated by electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The
impedance spectra were measured between 600 kHz and 20 mHz with a PGSTAT 12 system from
Autolab. The ac signal was 20 mV. The cells were unencapsulated and illuminated with a halogen
Schott lamp equipped with an optical fiber light guide. Experiments were conducted by either changing
the power of the lamp to vary the light intensity from 8 sun% to 90 sun% or by applying a constant
voltage (Vappl) between 0V and the Voc under 90 sun% illumination. The cell illuminated area was
delimited by a 0.16 cm2 mask. The full EIS characterization measurements of a PSC lasted typically
1h. The spectra were analyzed using the Z-view software from National Instrument.

Figure A.II.12 Effect of the light intensity in sun% on the impedance spectra measured at the Voc. (a)
1mp-MAPI, (b) 1mp-AVA, (c) 1mp-AVA-NoHTM and (d) 3mp-AVA.

The effect of light intensity on the impedance spectra at Voc is displayed in Figure A.II.12. For the
1mp cells with a HTL, the spectra and the behaviour were close. They presented a large semi-circle at
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high frequency and a second relaxation at low frequency. The former, which dominated the spectra,
expended continuously with reducing the light intensity. The two other samples presented a different
behaviour. The 1mp-AVA-NoHTM cells, without Spiro-OMeTAD HTM layer, exhibited an additional
relaxation at very high frequency, an inductive loop at intermediate frequency and a second circle arc
at low frequency. The 3mp-AVA cells presented a spiral like aspect at low frequency.

Figure A.II.13 (a,b) Equivalent electrical circuits employed to fit impedance spectra of PSCs. See the core
text for explanation. Rs, R1, R2, R3 and R4 are resistances. CPE1, CPE2, CPE3 and CPE4 are constant phase
elements.

In all cases, we focused the analysis on the high frequency circle arc. It was fitted by a R2//CPE2 circuit,
except for the badly functioning 1mp-AVA-NoHTM device for which a R1//CPE1 circuit in series with
the R2//CPE2 one was employed to better fit the deviation from a circle arc (Figure A.II.12a). The
former additional elements (R1 and CPE1) are discussed in the next section. CPE is a constant phase
element from which a capacitance is extracted as described above (Section A.II.1.2).[23,24] The
reader can refer to the previous works by Pauporté et al. for details on the analysis of impedance spectra
of perovskite solar cells.[23,25-28] We must precise that, due to a different cell geometry and
perovskite loading, in this section and in the next one (Section A.II.2.2), the values of the extracted
electrical elements cannot be compared between 1mp and 3mp cells.
R2 is plotted as a function of the Voc in Figure A.II.14a. The curves fitted an exponential function,
from which we have determined an ideality factor, noted n’ID. In Table II.7 (Chapter II), we compare
nID , determined from the Voc, and n’ID extracted from the R2 curves. The two parameters are in good
agreement and, importantly, they vary in a similar manner with the cell type. We can conclude that R2
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is a recombination resistance which measures the recombination in the bulk perovskite. We have also
extracted the high frequency capacitance C2 from the impedance spectra and reported this parameter
in Figure A.II.14b. For 1mp cells with a HTM, they are similar and do not significantly vary with Voc.
This capacitance is assigned to the bulk perovskite dielectric properties. AVA does not significantly
change this parameter. On the other hand, the deviation observed for 1mp-AVA-NoHTM can be
assigned to the presence of the inductive loop on the EIS spectra and to the additional R1//CPE1 circuit
that render the accurate determination of C2 more difficult. In the case of 3mp-AVA cells, the lower
value of C2 for the 3mp-AVA cell is related to a different architecture and device size.

Figure A.II.14 (a) Variation of R2 versus Voc. (b) C2 versus light intensity.

A.II.2.2 Effect of Applied Potential on Impedance Spectra.
We have further investigated the effect of AVA additive and cell architecture by studying the cells
electrical responses at various applied voltage (Vappl). Figure A.II.15 shows the spectra. The two 1mp
cells with HTM (Figures A.II.15a and A.II.15b) presented similar spectral features: a circle arc at
high frequency, a second circle arc at low frequency and, at its foot, a shoulder that has been taken into
account by using a R3//CPE3 electrical element in the equivalent electrical circuit. This circuit, already
used above, is presented in Figure A.II.13b.
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Figure A.II.15 Effect of the applied voltage on the impedance spectra of the investigated cells. (a) 1mpMAPI, (b) 1mp-AVA (c) 1mp-AVA-NoHTM, (d) 3mp-AVA low voltage and (e) 3mp-AVA high voltage.

The 1mp-AVA-NoHTM impedance spectra exhibited at high frequency the two relaxations described
above (Figure A.II.15c). At intermediate frequency a flat intermediate feature was found while a circle
arc was present at low frequency. For the 3mp-AVA cell, one could distinguish at low Vappl at least
four relaxations noted I, II, III and IV in Figure A.II.15d. At higher Vappl , the shape described in the
previous section with the spiral at low frequency was found. The analysis of the intermediate and low
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frequency electrical response of the 3mp cell is not straightforward and we have focused our analysis
on the high frequency arc of circle.
Rs element values were determined from the extrapolation of the spectra at very high frequencies on
the x-axis (impedance real part). It is due to the contacts and wires resistances. The higher R s for the
3mp-AVA cell is assigned to the larger size of the cell and to the carbon back-contact which is less
conducting than the gold one. The 1mp-AVA-NoHTM presented also a rather high Rs and a high
frequency R1//CPE1 component in spite of the use of a gold back-contact. We suggest that a layer is
formed at the interface between PVK and gold which introduces an additional resistance and
capacitance. The gold evaporation process provokes damages on the PVK layer at the origin of defects
which act as recombination centers. This phenomenon is deleterious for photovoltaic properties.

Figure A.II.16 Effect of Vappl on the solar cells electrical parameters.

C2 is presented in Figure A.II.16a. 1mp-MAPI and 1mp-AVA cells have similar behavior. At low
applied voltage, C2 is assigned to the dielectric intrinsic capacitance of the PVK layer. Introducing
AVA does not change the permittivity of the layer significantly. The fact that C 2 is unchanged over a
large Vappl in 3mp device suggests that C2 is a dielectric intrinsic capacitance of MAPI-AVA material
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filling the pores. Higher and increasing C2 are found for 1mp-AVA-NoHTM cell that suggest several
contributions for this electrical component.
R2 and R4 are analyzed as recombination resistances. The higher these resistances, the lower the charge
recombinations and the best is the cell.[23,28] In general, AVA seems detrimental for these resistances.
XRD has shown a slightly worse crystallinity and SEM views (Figure II.13b, Chapter II) has
revealed the presence of pinholes in 1mp-AVA layers which are detrimental for the performances. The
lower resistances values reflect these features. The voltage at which R2 and R4 parameters drop is
linked to the cells Voc. It is quite close for 1mp-MAPI and 1mp-AVA cells. However, when HTM is
absent in the 1mp cell, these parameters drop at low Vappl, showing a recombination acceleration which
results in the low Voc recorded. In a recent investigation of my group [20] and in Section A.II.1.2, the
origin of C4 is discussed. It is analyzed as a recombination capacitance related to the ion mobility that
delays de charges recombination. C4 reflects thus charge recombinations. Figure A.II.16d shows that
this parameter varies like R2 and R4 confirming this analysis. The 1mp-AVA-NoHTM cell presents
low 1/C4 above 0.5V in good agreement with the large hysteresis of these cells and the low Voc.
We can also note that, when an inductive loop is present, the total resistance, measured at low
frequency, decreases more quickly than in the absence of this feature. A quick decrease of the total
resistance leads to smaller FF on the J-V curves and then is detrimental for the device performances.
It is the case of 1mp-AVA-NoHTM and 3mp cells.
At this stage, based on the present knowledges of the scientific community on the impedance response
of PSCs, we are unable to assign an origin and discuss the inductive loop as well as C3 and R3 elements.
A.II.2.2 Conclusions
Our EIS study has stated that R2 element also varies with the Voc like a recombination resistance from
which we have extracted an ideality factor comparable to the ones determined from the Voc. The EIS
study at various applied voltages has allowed us to extract two other parameters, R 4 and C4, that have
been shown related to recombinations. Higher recombinations have been found in the case of the 1mpAVA cells that are linked to the presence of pinholes in the PVK layer. We have shown that the
mesoporous carbon back-electrode function differently to the gold one in the case of HTL-free devices.
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The PVK/gold interface presents defects and likely a damaged interlayer at the origin of poor
performances. In the case of 3mp-AVA cells, the intermediate frequency EIS features, especially an
inductive loop, is at the origin of a fast decrease of the total cell resistance with Vappl and then to a low
FF and Voc compared to the 1mp cells with HTM.
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Annex III-Chapter III

Figure A.III.1 DSC curves of Au_NPs.

Figure A.III.2 Effect of Au_NPs on the XRD pattern of the films produced before annealing (a-b), after
10 s of annealing (c-d) and after full annealing (e-f).
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Figure A.III.3 Effect of additives on the GD-OES S profile between 0 s and 4 min.

Table A.III.1 ExpDec 3 function fitting parameters of the TRPL decay curves measured at 472 nm on the
MAPbI3 films with different volume of Au_NPs deposited on Glass.

ExpDec 3 : y = A1exp(−x/τ1) + A2exp(−x/τ2) + A3exp(−x/τ3) + y0

Name

Ref

y0

9.96E4

Au_NPs-

4.93E-

15

4

Au_NPs-

9,12E-

30

4

Au_NPs-

29.2E-

45

4

A1

τfast [ns]

RCfasta

A2

τint [ns]

RCinta

A3

τslow [ns]

RCslowa

0.37

4.39

0.12

0.57

15.06

0.62

0.06

61.97

0.26

0.43

3.92

0.08

0.53

14.44

0.37

0.04

287.47

0.55

0.46

2.37

0.02

0.31

15.07

0.06

0.23

323.26

0.92

0.47

2.29

0.03

0.22

17.64

0.12

0.31

90.51

0.85
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Formula A.III.1:

0.06 𝑀 =

𝑛𝐴𝑢
𝑉𝐴𝑢

𝑛𝐴𝑢 = 0.06 𝑀 × 30 × 10−3 × 10−3 𝐿 = 1.8 × 10−6 𝑚𝑜𝑙 = 1.8 × 10−3 𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙
(

is the optimized volume of Au_NPs.)

𝑛𝐴𝑢
1.8 × 10−3 𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙
=
= 0.001333 … (~0.13%)
𝑛𝑃𝑏𝐼2
1.35 𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙
19.32
𝑉𝐴𝑢
196
=
= 15.483 ×
= 0.001333 …
3.947
𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑃𝑏𝐼3
𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑃𝑏𝐼3 ×
158.97 + 461
𝑉𝐴𝑢 ×

𝑛𝐴𝑢
𝑛𝑀𝐴𝑃𝑏𝐼3

𝑉𝐴𝑢
= 0.000086 (~0.009%)
𝑉𝑃𝑏𝐼

110
32 NP, 500x500 nm²
no NP, 500x500 nm²
5 NP, 200x200 nm²
no NP, 200x200 nm²

Transmission (%)

100
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Wavelength (nm)

800

Figure A.III.4 Effect of the number of Au_NPs on different MAPI cell area.
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850

Formula A.III.2:

The curve is well fitted by a linear curve A = 0.0036 x N + 0,0031 corresponding to Beer-Lambert’s
law : A = lc where l = 100 nm is the propagation length, c is the concentration and  is the molar
extinction coefficient.
From this fit, we find  = 8.8.108 L.mol-1cm-1. The attenuation cross section is then given by 𝜎 =
ln 10
𝑁𝐴

𝜀 so that  = 340 nm². It is of quite similar order of magnitude than the Mie value (670 nm²), but

lower probably because the losses in MAPI (quality factor of the LSP resonance) were not included in
the Mie calculation.
Formula A.III.3:

The light absorption within a given volume is given by:
𝐴𝑏𝑠 = ∭𝑉 ‖𝐸⃗ ‖𝜀 ′′ 𝑑𝑉 (𝜀′′ is the imaginary component of the relative permittivity).

Figure A.III.5 The same sample was measured before and after the treatment. Comparison with
(PA)2PbI4 (n=1), (PA)2MAPbI7 (n=2) and (PA)2MA2PbI10 (n=3) reference 2D layers.
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Table A.III.2 Effect of PAI concentration in IPA on the J-V curves parameters of Au_NPs-30 cells.

Name

Entry

Voc [V]

Jsc [mA cm-2]

FF [%]

PCE [%]

Reverse

1.059

23.37

76.81

19.01

[%]

16

Ref
Forward

1.047

23.11

66.12

16.02

Reverse

1.067

23.07

77.62

19.10
13

2 mg/mL
Forward

1.052

22.93

68.73

16.57

Reverse

1.089

23.17

79.81

20.13
14

3 mg/mL
Forward

1.077

23.01

70.12

17.37

Reverse

1.103

23.26

79.68

20.44
13

4 mg/mL
Forward

1.091

23.14

70.42

17.78

Reverse

1.069

22.19

73.45

17.42
13

5 mg/mL
Forward
a)

HIa)

1.048

21.98

65.89

15.18

HI=(PCERev-PCEFor)*100/PCERev

Figure A.III.6 Effects of capping layer on (a) the reverse scan J-V curves, (b) EQE spectra and integrated
Jsc curves.
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Annex IV-Chapter IV

Figure A.IV.1 SEM top-view images of Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 layers prepared with increasing amount of
ammonium chloride (AC) additive: (a) w/o, (b) AC-10, (c) AC-20, (d) AC-30, (e) AC-40 and (f) AC-50.
The scale bar is 500 nm. (g) Statistical analysis of the grain size.
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Figure A.IV.2 SEM top view images of Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 layers prepared with increasing amount of
potassium chloride additive: (a) w/o, (b) KC-5, (c) KC-9 and (d) KC-13.

Figure A.IV.3 Statistical analysis of the effect of combining AC and KC additives on the J-V curve
parameters of PSCs.
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Table A.IV.1 J-V curves parameters, PCE and HI of Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 PSCs prepared with different amount
of AC and KC additives
No.

Entry

Voc [V]

Jsc [mA cm-2]

FF [%]

PCE [%]

Revers

0.941

23.82

71.92

16.13

0.837

23.88

58.24

11.65

0.984

24.65

75.34

18.27

0.976

24.34

75.14

17.58

1.012

25.21

78.61

20.05

1.013

24.94

76.73

19.39

1.005

24.39

78.53

19.24

1.004

24.17

77.84

18.89

0.947

24.31

77.69

17.88

0.951

24.19

76.64

17.63

e
w/o

Forwa

HIa[%]

28

rd
Revers
KC-5/AC-

e

20

Forwa

4

rd
Revers
KC-5/AC-

e

30

Forwa

3

rd
Revers
KC-9/AC-

e

20

Forwa

2

rd
Revers
KC-9/AC-

e

30

Forwa
rd

a

HI=(PCERev-PCEFor)*100/PCERev
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2

Figure A.IV.4 AFM image of Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 perovskite layer surfaces. Effect of additives: (a) w/o, (b) AC30, (c) PC-9 and (d) PC-9/AC-30 respectively.

Figure A.IV.5 XRD patterns of pristine Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 layer and Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 layers prepared with
various AC additive amount.
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Figure A.IV.6 XRD patterns of pristine Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 layer and Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 layers prepared with
various KC additive amount.
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Figure A.IV.7 DSC curve of FAPbI3 adduct.
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Figure A.IV.8 Schematic illustration of GD-OES measurement set-up.[1]

The glow-discharge (GD) plasma, generated in an anode tube, sputters the surface of the analyzed
sample (perovskite layer, precursor layer, perovskite solar cell…) layer by layer and excites the
sputtered atoms. The photons emitted from excited atoms, are collected and analyzed to obtain the
depth-resolved elemental analysis, with nanometric depth resolution. In GD-OES a radio frequency
(RF) plasma is used to obtain the elemental profile of conductive, insulating or hybrid materials. The
GD plasma has a double role: firstly it sputters the surface of the sample and by optimizing the plasma
conditions layer-by-layer erosion can be achieved; secondly, it excites the sputtered atoms. More in
details, by applying a RF-power to the sample, an Ar-plasma is created in the tubular anode in our case.
The inner diameter of the anode defines the analyzed spot size, as the plasma is restricted to this area.
When the discharge gas breaks down electrically, forming electrons and positively charged ions, the
latter are accelerated towards the sample by the electric field and the ion bombardment of the surface
of the sample causes the sputtering of the material to be analyzed. When entering the gas phase
environment of the glow discharge, the sputtered atoms are excited by collisions with high-energy
electrons, metastable argon atoms and ions. The de-excitation of the excited species causes the
emission of photons characteristic of the different elements composing the material, which are
collected using an optical spectrometer. As the sample is continuously sputtered, the collected light
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reflects the temporal evolution of the sputtered species, therefore it is possible to obtain the depthresolved elemental analysis, with nanometric depth resolution.

Figure A.IV.9 Effect of additives on the GD-OES S profile between 0 s and 2 min.

Figure IV.10 Effect of additive on the tracking of the best Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 cells normalized PCE.
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(e)

Figure A.IV.11 EDX elements mapping results of the perovskite layers. (a) w/o, (b) AC-30, (c) KC-9 and
(d) KC-5/AC-30. Size: 8 μm*8 μm. (e) GD-OES profile of Cl element in the KC-5/AC-30 PSC. The red
trace is the smoothed curve.
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Table A.IV.2 ExpDec 3 function fitting parameters of the TRPL decay curves measured at 472 nm on the
series of optimized Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 films deposited on TiO2.
ExpDec 3 : y = A1exp(−x/τ1) + A2exp(−x/τ2) + A3exp(−x/τ3) + y0
y0

A1

τfast [ns]

RCfasta

A2

τint

RCinta

A3

[ns]

τslow

RCslowa

[ns]

w/o

7.8E-4

0.38

3.0

0.019

0.35

32.5

0.191

0.28

168

0.790

AC-30

1.59E-3

0.54

1.5

0.012

0.19

22.3

0.064

0.25

243

0.923

KC-9

13.7E-4

0.49

1.6

0.009

0.16

36.2

0.066

0.32

254

0.925

29.1E-4

0.52

1.9

0.007

0.19

76.8

0.099

0.24

551

0.895

KC-5/AC30
a

RCxx: fast, intermediate and slow relative contributions.

Figure A.IV.12 Forward and reverse J-V curves of (a)w/o, (b) KC-9, (c) AC-30 and (d) KC-5/AC-30 solar
cells.
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Annex V-Chapter V
Table A.V.1 Comparison of the depth profile measuring methods

Analytical method

Detection limit

Minimun area

Detection depth

Insulator analysis

AES

0.1 at. %

100 nm

1 μm

NO

~10 nm
XPS

0.1 at. %

100 μm

(Al K α, energy of

YES

1486.6eV)
~20 nm
HAXPES

0.1 at. %

100 μm

(Cr Kα, energy

YES

5414.9eV)
GD-OES

10 μg/g

5 mm

100 μm

YES

SIMS

0.1 μg/g

1 μm

1 μm

NO

Figure A.V.1 (a-d) SEM top-view images of KxRb0.05Cs0.1FA0.85-xPbI3 layers prepared with increasing
amount of KI : (a) w/o K, (b) K5 (x=0.05), (c) K10 (x=0.10), (d) K15 (x=0.15); (e) XRD pattern of
KxRb0.05Cs0.1FA0.85-xPbI3.
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Figure A.V.2 (a-d) SEM top-view images of K0.05Rb0.05Cs0.1FA0.80PbI3 layers prepared with increasing
amount of NH4Cl (AC) : (a) w/o AC, (b) AC-10, (c) AC-20, (d) AC-30, (e) AC-40; (f) XRD pattern of
K0.05Rb0.05Cs0.1FA0.80PbI3 with different amount of AC.
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Figure A.V.3 XRD patterns of four kinds of perovskite layers. (a) (001) peak and (b) (002) peak.

Table A.V.2 The performance of RbCsFA Solar cell with different amount of KI.

Name

PCE

HIa)

[%]

[%]

Scan direction

Voc [V]

Jsc [mA. cm ]

FF

Reverse

1.017

24.49

76.12

18.96

Forward

1.006

24.36

58.89

14.43

Reverse

1.031

23.96

78.08

19.29

Forward

1.034

23.79

76.17

18.74

Reverse

1.044

23.48

75.08

18.40

Forward

1.043

23.32

72.17

17.55

Reverse

1.021

23.17

71.69

16.96

Forward

1.017

23.06

69.84

16.38

Rb0.05Cs0.10
K0.05Rb0.05Cs0.10
K0.10Rb0.05Cs0.10
K0.15Rb0.05Cs0.10
a)

-2

HI=(PCERev-PCEFor)*100/PCERev
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24
3
5
3

Table A.V.3 The performance of KRbCsFA Solar cell with different amount of AC.

Name
K0.05Rb0.05Cs0.10
K0.05Rb0.05Cs0.10 With AC-10
K0.05Rb0.05Cs0.10 With AC-20
K0.05Rb0.05Cs0.10 With AC-30
K0.05Rb0.05Cs0.10 With AC-40
a)

Scan

Voc

Jsc [mA. cm-

direction

[V]

2

Reverse

1.031

23.96

78.08

19.29

Forward

1.034

23.79

76.17

18.74

Reverse

1.043

24.13

77.12

19.41

Forward

1.045

24.06

75.57

19.00

Reverse

1.064

24.35

78.38

20.31

Forward

1.061

24.29

75.77

19.53

Reverse

1.083

24.79

78.69

21.13

Forward

1.072

24.66

76.84

20.32

Reverse

1.052

23.89

73.43

18.45

Forward

1.048

23.73

70.84

17.62

]

FF

PCE

HIa)

[%]

[%]
3
2
4
4
5

HI=(PCERev-PCEFor)*100/PCERev

Figure A.V.4 SEM top-views of (a) TiO2 substrate, (b) PbI2 (c) PbI2 with 30 mol% AC (d) PbI2 with 60
mol% AC (e) PbI2 with 100 mol% AC.
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Figure A.V.5 XRD patterns of different preparation stages of (a) without AC and (b) with AC to show
the effect of NH4Cl-PbI2 intermediate on α-phase formation.

Figure A.V.6 GD-OES curve of distribution of metal cations distribution at increasing annealing times
up to full annealing.
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Figure A.V.7 XRD patterns of the PVK samples with various compositions at the annealing color
changing times.

Figure A.V.8 (a-d) Evolution of GD-OES S (DMSO solvent) profile in the perovskite precursor layer upon
annealing.
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Figure A.V.9 Tauc plots of the absorbance curves and optical direct bandgap determination .

Figure A.V.10 Effect of KI on the (a) absorbance and (b) steady-state photoluminescence of the
KxRb0.05Cs0.10FA0.85-x layers deposited on the FTO/c-TiO2/mp-TiO2 layers’ substrate.
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Figure A.V.11 Effect of KI content for KxRb0.05Cs0.10FA0.85-x system. Tauc plot and bandgap determination.

Figure A.V.12 Effect of AC on the (a) absorbance and (b) steady-state photoluminescence of the
KRbCsFA layers deposited on the FTO/c-TiO2/mp-TiO2 layers’ substrate.
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Figure A.V.13 Effect of AC on the Tauc plot and bandgap determination of the KRbCsFA films.
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Annex VI-Chapter VI
Table A.VI.1 Comparison the effect of different post-treatment solutions on J-V curve parameters
based on CsFAPI/AKC cell.

Post-treatment

Scan

solution

direction

\
PEAI
PAI
a)

Voc [V]

Jsc [mA. cm-2]

FF

PCE [%]

Reverse

1.010

25.12

77.31

19.61

Forward

1.011

24.81

75.33

18.89

Reverse

1.003

24.34

68.84

16.81

Forward

0.989

24.05

59.98

14.27

Reverse

1.047

24.89

78.82

20.54

Forward

1.049

24.46

76.37

19.59

HIa) [%]
4
15
5

HI=(PCERev-PCEFor)*100/PCERev

Table A.VI.2 ExpDec 3 function fitting parameters of the TRPL decay curves measured at 472 nm on
KRbCsFA/AC films deposited on TiO2,before and after PAI post-treatment.
ExpDec 3 : y = A1exp(−x/τ1) + A2exp(−x/τ2) + A3exp(−x/τ3) + y0
NAME

y0

A1

τfast [ns]

RCfasta

A2

τint [ns]

RCinta

A3

τslow [ns]

RCslowa

1.0E-3

0.30

19.97

0.06

0.36

58.67

0.21

0.29

252.69

0.73

1.8E-3

0.63

1.55

0.02

0.28

16.02

0.10

0.09

454.65

0.88

KRbCsFA
/AC
KRbCsFA
/AC-PAI

Figure A.VI.1 AFM image of KRbCsFA/AC perovskite layer surfaces: (a) before and (b) after PAI posttreatment. Size : 20μm * 20μm
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Normalizd PL intensity
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KRbCsFA/AC-PAI tfast : 1.55 ns
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Figure A.VI.2 TRPL curves of KRbCsFA/AC PVK layers without and with PAI post-treatment.

Figure A.VI.3 Effects of capping layer on (a,b) the reverse scan of J-V curves, (c,b) EQE spectra and
integrated Jsc curves.
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Résumé en français
Dans le chapitre I, nous commençons par la perspective de la stratégie énergétique, les énergies fossiles
(charbon, pétrole, gaz naturel...) en tant que sources d'énergie non renouvelables, s'épuisent rapidement
avec des réserves qui diminuent significativement avec le temps et des coûts qui augmentent fortement.
De plus, les combustibles fossiles provoquent l'augmentation de la température moyenne de la terre en
raison de la libération de gaz CO2 qui produit l'effet de serre. Pour ralentir cet effet, le développement
des énergies renouvelables en tant que source d'énergie alternative, permet d'atteindre un
approvisionnement en énergie durable et stable et la sécurité énergétique et d'affecter le développement
du système socio-économique. L'utilisation des énergies renouvelables permettra également
d'améliorer la qualité du développement économique, de construire un meilleur environnement pour
l'humanité, d'atteindre les objectifs climatiques mondiaux et d'améliorer l'efficacité énergétique.
Simultanément, sous l'impulsion des progrès technologiques et de l'innovation des modèles, le
stockage de l'énergie pourrait devenir un moteur important du développement des énergies
renouvelables. Parmi toutes les sources d'énergie renouvelables, le solaire photovoltaı̈ que occupe une
place importante.
Sur la base de l'introduction générale ci-dessus, dans la deuxième partie du chapitre, nous présenterons
en détail l'état actuel du développement des cellules solaires à pérovskite, et nous présenterons les
paramètres permettant de mesurer la qualité des cellules solaires à pérovskite. Au cours de la dernière
décennie, les pérovskites à halogénures métalliques (PVK) se sont imposées comme la famille de semiconducteurs la plus prometteuse pour les cellules solaires photovoltaı̈ ques en raison d'un large éventail
de propriétés uniques. Elles sont préparées à partir de solutions, à basse température et à faible coût.
Ils présentent de grandes longueurs de diffusion des porteurs de charges qui favorisent leur collecte au
niveau des contacts, une faible énergie de liaison des excitons dans le cas des composés 3D qui favorise
la séparation des charges et une transition optique directe. De plus, leur bande interdite optique peut
être ajustée en jouant sur la composition du matériau et peut s'approcher de la limite de SchockleyQueisser pour l'efficacité maximale de conversion de puissance (PCE). Grâce aux récents efforts de
recherche de la communauté scientifique internationale, ils atteignent désormais un PCE record certifié
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de 25.5 %. Cela place cette technologie comme la plus efficace des couches minces et proche des
meilleures performances du silicium cristallin. Toutefois, ce tableau idyllique doit être tempéré par les
préoccupations actuelles concernant la stabilité de ces dispositifs. La préparation de PSCs stables et
efficaces reste le principal défi pour l'avenir de cette technologie et une approche prometteuse est
l'ingénierie chimique de la solution précurseur de pérovskite (PPS).
En résumé, avec l'expansion et l'amélioration continues de l'échelle d'application et du niveau de R&D
des cellules solaires, les cellules solaires de troisième génération présentent les avantages d'un haut
rendement de conversion, d'un faible coût de production et du respect de l'environnement. Elles
pourraient progressivement remplacer ou compléter les cellules solaires de première et deuxième
générations qui peuvent présenter une consommation d'énergie élevée, une forte pollution ou des
éléments rares et hautement toxiques. Ce type d'itération est inévitable dans les dix prochaines années.
Cependant, elle est limitée par la structure des matériaux ou le processus de préparation immature. Le
rendement de conversion actuel des cellules solaires de troisième génération, telles que les DSSC, les
cellules à points quantiques et les cellules à polymère organique, est relativement faible. Cependant,
l'avènement des cellules solaires à pérovskite a injecté une nouvelle vitalité dans la recherche sur les
cellules solaires de troisième génération et est devenue l'une des technologies émergentes les plus
intéressantes et prometteuses.
En outre, les PSC présentent également des avantages exceptionnels, comme le fait d'être préparés
avec des matières premières abondantes, sans éléments rares, des matériaux ajustables, par diverses
méthodes de préparation, des processus simples et des coûts de production extrêmement bas. Bien qu'il
reste des problèmes de stabilité et d'échelle à résoudre, avec l'approfondissement et l'amélioration
continus du niveau de recherche et du processus de préparation, ils ont le potentiel d'occuper une place
sur le marché photovoltaı̈ que à l'avenir. En raison du court délai de développement, la conception
structurelle, le processus d'assemblage et le mécanisme de fonctionnement des cellules solaires en
pérovskite sont encore en cours d'exploration. Ces recherches sont particulièrement importantes pour
la sélection et l'optimisation des composants clés, en particulier pour la construction des différentes
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structures des cellules solaires (couche d'absorption de la lumière en pérovskite, couches de transport
des électrons et des trous et électrodes latérales).
Dans le chapitre II, nous explorons en détail les cellules solaires en pérovskite (PSC) du point de vue
de la composition des cations et de la structure des cellules. Pour une étude plus complète et détaillée,
nous la diviserons en deux parties dans ce chapitre. Dans la première partie, nous avons étudié de
manière approfondie la réponse électrique des cellules solaires préparées avec des pérovskites allant
de la composition mono- cation à la composition triple-cation. Les meilleurs résultats ont été trouvés
avec le composé double MA/FA d'iodure de plomb qui a été préparé en utilisant l'additif MACl
dans la solution de précurseur. Cette stratégie s'est avérée la plus précise pour obtenir une efficacité et
une stabilité élevées. Elle est plus efficace que de compliquer la composition de la pérovskite. FAMA
a présenté la meilleure morphologie, cristallinité et propriétés optiques pour l'application. Le facteur
d'idéalité a diminué par rapport à MAPI, CsFAMA et FAMA. Pour le dernier SRH, une recombinaison
de moindre intensité a été trouvée. De plus, les cellules ont été étudiées de manière approfondie par
spectroscopie d'impédance sur une large gamme de potentiel appliqué. Nous avons proposé deux EEC
basés sur notre EEC générale pour analyser la réponse électrique des trois types de cellules solaires.
Pour tous ces dispositifs optimisés, avec un rendement élevé pour leur catégorie, aucune boucle
inductive à fréquence intermédiaire due à une réaction parasite n'a été trouvée. Les principales
informations extraites des données de spectroscopie d'impédance électrique et leurs corrélations avec
d'autres mesures sont résumées dans le schéma 1. Nous avons extrait la permittivité diélectrique des
trois pérovskites à partir de la capacité haute fréquence C2 et les avons mesurées à 66, 41 et 41 pour
MAPI, CsFAMA et FAMA, respectivement. Nous avons trouvé une relation équitable entre la
résistance haute fréquence R2 et le temps de décroissance lente τslow du TRPL OIHP. Cela nous a
conduit à attribuer R2 à la recombinaison se produisant dans le bulk de pérovskite et les joints de grains.
La résistance basse fréquence R4 a été attribuée à la recombinaison au niveau et à proximité des
interfaces. La capacité basse fréquence C4 qui module la réponse électrique des cellules sous un
balayage de tension à un taux plutôt faible a été attribuée à un phénomène de recombinaison à phase
retardée, le retard étant une conséquence de la mobilité ionique et de la formation de défauts. Pour ces
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trois éléments électriques liés à la recombinaison, les meilleures valeurs ont été trouvées pour notre
cellule FAMA hautement efficace qui est presque sans hystérésis. Enfin, sous des contraintes
électriques et d'irradiation lumineuse, la cellule FAMA étudiée était très stable, tandis que la MAPI
était plus stable que la CsFAMA. Enfin, la stratégie de médiation de la croissance du cation double
pérovskite FA1-xMAxPbI3 par l'additif MACl s'est avérée la meilleure pour supprimer les
recombinaisons, supprimer la mobilité des ions, atteindre une efficacité élevée avec une faible
hystérésis et stabiliser le composé pérovkite.

Schéma 1. Principales informations extraites des données de la spectroscopie d'impédance
électrique et leurs corrélations avec d'autres mesures. Élément sensible à la lumière.
Dans la deuxième partie, nous avons étudié l'effet de l'additif AVA et de la structure cellulaire sur les
PSCs. En présence d'AVA, aucune phase 2D-perovskite n'a été détectée. L'AVA est délétère pour la
morphologie du film de PVK lorsque le substrat 1mp est utilisé alors qu'il est bénéfique pour réduire
les défauts de masse du PVK. L'utilisation d'un échafaudage de 3mp conduit à une amélioration
significative de la qualité structurelle du PVK comme le montre le TRPL et résout les problèmes
potentiels de trou d'épingle et de voies de dérivation électrique connexes. Les cellules 1mp-AVA ont
atteint un PCE de 16.9%, stabilisé à 15.9%. Cette efficacité est significativement plus faible avec une
hystérésis plus élevée par rapport aux cellules 1mp-MAPI. L'étude du facteur d'idéalité a montré des
recombinaisons via le processus SRH à la tension de circuit ouvert. L'élément R2 extrait du spectre
d'impédance haute fréquence varie également avec le Voc comme une résistance de recombinaison dont
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nous avons extrait un facteur d'idéalité comparable à ceux déterminés à partir du Voc . De plus, notre
étude EIS a montré que l'élément R2 varie également avec le Voc comme une résistance de
recombinaison dont nous avons extrait un facteur d'idéalité comparable à ceux déterminés à partir du
Voc. L'étude EIS à différentes tensions appliquées nous a permis d'extraire deux autres paramètres, R4
et C4, qui se sont avérés liés aux recombinaisons. Des recombinaisons plus élevées ont été trouvées
dans le cas des cellules 1mp-AVA qui sont liées à la présence de trous d'épingle dans la couche de PVK.
Nous avons montré que la contre-électrode en carbone mésoporeux fonctionne différemment de celle
en or dans le cas des dispositifs sans HTL. L'interface PVK/or présente des défauts et probablement
une couche intermédiaire endommagée à l'origine des mauvaises performances. Dans le cas des
cellules 3mp-AVA, les caractéristiques EIS à fréquence intermédiaire, en particulier une boucle
inductive, sont à l'origine d'une diminution rapide de la résistance totale de la cellule avec Vappl, puis
d'une FF et Voc faibles par rapport aux cellules 1mp avec HTM.
Dans le chapitre III, nous analysons en détail le mécanisme des Au_NPs en combinant la simulation
d'absorption et l'expérience. Dans ce chapitre, nous avons préparé avec succès une cellule solaire en
pérovskite MAPI avec un rendement exceptionnel de 19.01 % grâce à l'ajout de Au_NPs, et nous avons
encore amélioré le rendement de la cellule à 20.44 % grâce au post-traitement PAI, qui peut former
une couche de recouvrement 2D sur la surface supérieure de la couche de pérovskite MAPI. Les
couches de recouvrement 2D forment une barrière qui protège les films de pérovskite 3D sous-jacents
et constituent une bande d'énergie intermédiaire atténuant la recombinaison des excitons. Parmi une
variété de composés d'ammonium, nous avons trouvé que l'hydroiodure de n-propylamine (PAI) peut
avoir un bon effet sur l'échantillon Au_NPs. De plus, nous allons passer par différentes méthodes de
test pour prouver que le post-traitement avec PAI est indispensable pour augmenter les performances
de la cellule solaire pérovskite. Sur la base des bons résultats ci-dessus, nous avons effectué une
analyse détaillée et une démonstration du mécanisme des Au_NPs dans la pérovskite PAI par une
combinaison de simulation et d'expérience. Dans la simulation d'absorption, nous avons simulé et
analysé les Au_NPs sous des aspects qualitatifs et quantitatifs. Le résultat de l'analyse quantitative
indique que la quantité de Au_NPs à ajouter est de 1% si l'absorption doit être augmentée de 20%,
mais la valeur réelle que nous avons ajoutée est de 0.009%, et l'augmentation correspondante est de
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0.18% dans la simulation d'absorption. Cependant, d'après les résultats de l'analyse qualitative, nous
savons que l'amélioration totale de l'absorption relative est principalement due au fait que 59 %
correspond à l'absorption dans le milieu actif MAPI et que 41 % de l'amélioration de l'absorption à la
résonance LSP correspond aux pertes dans l'Au_NP. De plus, grâce à un grand nombre d'expériences
et à différentes méthodes de test (GD-OES, XRD, DSC, etc.), nous avons analysé que les Au_NP ont
grandement amélioré la direction de croissance de la couche de pérovskite et la qualité de la formation
du film. Par conséquent, nous avons conclu que l'ajout de Au_NPs permet d'améliorer
significativement l'efficacité de la pérovskite, principalement parce que la qualité du film a été
améliorée, et qu'une petite partie de la raison est due à l'effet des nanoparticules d'or elles-mêmes.
Les effets synergiques des additifs NH4Cl et KCl sur la croissance des films de pérovskite CsxFA1xPbI3

sans méthylammonium sont étudiés dans le chapitre IV avec un meilleur rendement stabilisé de

20.02 %. Ce chapitre se concentre sur la pérovskite simple Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3. L'utilisation du seul I
comme halogène sans Br est une exigence pour minimiser la bande interdite et ensuite s'approcher de
la limite de Shockley- Queisser pour le PCE maximum. De plus, la simplification de la composition
évite le vieillissement par séparation de phase. Leur mélange permet la formation d'une première
couche translucide jaune après un spin-coating en une étape avec un antisolvant chlorobenzène goutte
à goutte. Cette couche contient du Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 en phase δ et également en phase α en quantité
significative combinée à un solvant mouillant. En utilisant les techniques DSC et GD-OES, nous
mettons en évidence le mécanisme de formation du film lors du recuit. Deux phases sont distinguées :
d'abord le solvant résiduel superficiel est éliminé puis l'élimination du solvant dans la profondeur du
film détermine la morphologie finale de la couche. Nous montrons que lorsque le mélange de chlorure
est employé, le solvant est éliminé de manière homogène à travers la couche, ce qui conduit à une
croissance latérale des grains. Il en résulte des grains larges, monolithiques et pauvres en défauts avec
une bonne couverture du substrat. Nous avons également utilisé la technique GD-OES pour étudier la
mobilité de l'iode dans les couches de PVK, pour démontrer que le K bloque la mobilité ionique et
pour corréler le déplacement de l'iodure avec l'hystérésis de la courbe J-V. Enfin, nous avons prouvé
que ces PSCs ont été conçus pour répondre aux besoins des utilisateurs. Enfin, nous prouvons que ces
PSCs sont très résistants aux facteurs de stress externes (électricité, lumière, humidité, température).
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En résumé, nous avons développé dans ce chapitre une approche d'ingénierie à deux additifs de
chlorure pour la préparation de films de pérovskite Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 sans MA et sans Br pour une
application PSC. L'introduction d'un mélange d'additifs NH4Cl et KCl dans le PPS pour assister la
formation de PVK nous a permis d'obtenir des films aux propriétés exceptionnelles. Le premier,
employé à un pourcentage molaire élevé, a permis d'obtenir une bonne couverture du film, de gros
grains, une bonne cristallinité et une réduction des défauts structurels. La seconde a permis de réduire
les défauts structurels, de diminuer la teneur en phase PbI2 et de supprimer l'hystérésis due à la
passivation des défauts structurels par le K+. En combinant les techniques XRD, SEM, DSC et GDOES, les effets des additifs sur la formation du film ont été dévoilés et trois types ont été distingués.
La couche initiale jaune translucide formée par spin-coating contient du Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 dans une phase
δ, une phase α combinée à un solvant coordonné au mouillage. Pendant les 5 premières s du temps de
recuit, la phase δ se transforme en phase α et le solvant de surface est éliminé. Ensuite, le profil de
l'élimination du solvant nous a permis de comprendre les propriétés finales des couches. Lorsque le
solvant en profondeur est difficile à éliminer, la croissance se fait vers le bas, des vides au niveau de
la pérovskite/ETL, des petits grains et une couche multiple sont formés (Type I, Figure 3). Lorsque la
vitesse d'élimination diminue avec la profondeur sans solvant piégé, la même morphologie est obtenue
sans vides (Type II, Figure 3). L'utilisation à la fois de NH4Cl et de KCl (et dans une moindre mesure
uniquement de NH4Cl) permet d'éliminer uniformément le solvant et de réaliser ensuite une croissance
latérale des grains de pérovskite. Il en résulte des grains larges, monolithiques et pauvres en défauts
avec une bonne couverture du substrat (Type III, Figure 3). Enfin, nous prouvons que les films de Type
III (Figure 3) sont très résistants aux agressions extérieures (électricité, lumière, humidité, température).
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Figure 2. Schéma des différents types de processus de formation de film observés avec et additif(s)
chlorure : Direction et mécanisme de croissance des grains.
De plus, en utilisant la technique GD-OES, nous avons montré que le potassium, intégré de manière
homogène dans la couche, passivait les défauts de la structure. En utilisant cet additif, des dispositifs
sans hystérésis ont été fabriqués. De plus, nous avons pu démontrer, par observation directe, que la
suppression de l'hystérésis est due à la capacité du K+ à bloquer la migration des espèces iodures dans
la couche de PVK. K est insensible au champ électrique et passivise de manière robuste les sites de
défauts natifs. Cependant, le blocage de la mobilité ionique est insuffisant pour stabiliser complètement
les dispositifs. L'approche de l'additif double chlorure a permis de préparer des PSCs sans
méthylammonium, sans hystérésis avec un PCE stabilisé atteignant 20.02%.
Dans le chapitre V, le mécanisme par lequel l'additif NH4Cl affecte la formation du film de pérovskite
contenant des cations de métaux alcalins multiples est révélé et le dispositif champion a atteint une
efficacité stabilisée de 20.78 %. Dans ce chapitre, nous avons prouvé que l'utilisation du chlorure
d'ammonium comme additif améliore efficacement l'efficacité des cellules solaires avec CsFAPI
comme couche de travail. Bien que le mécanisme du chlorure d'ammonium ait été mentionné dans le
chapitre IV. Cependant, nous explorons en profondeur comment le chlorure d'ammonium fonctionne
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dans chaque processus de préparation en une étape de la pérovskite. À notre connaissance, il n'existe
que quelques travaux qui expliquent provisoirement le mécanisme d'action du chlorure d'ammonium.
Parmi eux, Chen et ses collègues ont ajouté du chlorure d'ammonium comme additif au MAPbI3 en
utilisant un procédé de dépôt chimique en phase vapeur par activation de surface (SA-CVD) et ont
fourni le mécanisme correspondant dans leur article. Un autre travail de Qi et de ses collègues a utilisé
un processus en deux étapes pour préparer des couches de Cs0.05FA0.54MA0.41Pb(I0.98Br0.02)3. Dans leur
travail, le chlorure d'ammonium a d'abord été combiné à PbI2 et déposé par centrifugation sur le
substrat, puis une solution mixte de FAI et de CsI a été déposée goutte à goutte sur le substrat pour
former la couche de pérovskite. À notre connaissance, notre travail est le premier à proposer le
mécanisme d'action du chlorure d'ammonium dans le processus de préparation en une étape de la
couche de pérovskite et à l'associer au processus de formation du film dans la pérovskite à cations
multi-métaux. En même temps, nous sommes également les premiers à visualiser la distribution et la
trajectoire des ions multi-métalliques. En outre, nous avons systématiquement étudié comment le
chlorure d'ammonium et l'iodure de potassium affectent la distribution des cations multimétalliques
dans le processus de formation du film en utilisant la GD-OES. À l'origine, la GD-OES n'était utilisée
que pour l'analyse en vrac. Cependant, des développements récents ont montré la capacité de la GDOES également pour l'analyse du profil de profondeur dans la gamme d'épaisseur de 100 μm avec une
limite de détection autour de 10 μg/g, ce qui est bien inférieur à la limite de détection de la
spectroscopie d'électrons Auger (AES) et de la spectroscopie photoélectronique à rayons X (XPS).
Bien qu'il existe de nombreuses méthodes de test pour détecter la pérovskite organique-inorganique,
seuls quelques tests peuvent analyser la structure de la cellule solaire pérovskite entière ou de la couche
verticalement. Par exemple : La spectrométrie de masse des ions secondaires (SIMS), en tant que
méthode d'analyse typique, a son principal champ d'application sur les matériaux homogènes, mais
elle présente une mauvaise quantification et aucun isolant en vrac. Plus important encore, par rapport
à la zone de détection de dix millimètres carrés pour la GD-OES, la zone de détection d'un test n'est
que de l'ordre du micromètre carré, ce qui n'est pas suffisant pour refléter la situation globale de la
pérovskite et est sujet à des erreurs. La technologie GIWAXS (Grazing Incidence Wide-Angle X-ray
Scattering) peut être utilisée pour détecter la structure cristalline et l'orientation de la croissance
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cristalline, et la GIWAXS peut être ajustée pour détecter la structure cristalline à différentes
profondeurs du film, mais elle ne peut pas comprendre intuitivement la distribution en temps réel des
éléments longitudinaux, et la direction de croissance du film et la situation entre l'interface. La
spectroscopie photoélectronique à rayons X traditionnelle (XPS) utilise des rayons X mous comme
source d'excitation, généralement Al K α (énergie de 1486.6eV) ou Mg Kα (énergie de 1253.6eV), et
la profondeur d'analyse est d'environ 10nm. Pour la gamme plus profonde d'informations chimiques
sur les éléments, elle ne peut être obtenue que par gravure ionique. Cependant, bien que la technologie
de spectroscopie photoélectronique à rayons X durs (HAXPES) utilise une source de rayons X à
énergie élevée (telle que Cr Kα, énergie 5414.9eV, source de rayonnement synchrotron), qui peut
obtenir plusieurs fois les informations chimiques dans la gamme de profondeur de l'analyse XPS
conventionnelle, elle ne peut obtenir que les informations sur la profondeur d'environ 20 nm dans la
couche de surface de la pérovskite, et la composition de la couche profonde de la pérovskite ne peut
pas être analysée. Sur cette base, il est impossible de connaı̂ tre la situation de l'ensemble de la couche
de pérovskite. La GD-OES peut détecter la distribution longitudinale de plusieurs cations métalliques
dans le film de pérovskite et la trajectoire du mouvement des ions métalliques en fonction du temps de
recuit pendant le processus de formation du film (Figure 3). D'une part, la distribution des ions
métalliques dans le film de pérovskite peut fournir une bonne compréhension de l'état de cristallisation
de la couche intermédiaire, ce qui permet de comprendre en profondeur l'importance de la couche
intermédiaire pour la cellule solaire en pérovskite. D'autre part, la distribution et la trajectoire des
cations métalliques nous font comprendre plus intuitivement la nature de la séparation de phase. L'ajout
de chlorure d'ammonium rend plus uniforme la distribution des ions métalliques cationiques multiéléments dans l'ensemble de la couche de pérovskite, de sorte que la qualité du film de la couche de
pérovskite et de la couche intermédiaire a été considérablement améliorée. Enfin, les performances
globales des cellules solaires à pérovskite ont été grandement améliorées.
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Figure 3 Distribution de différents cations métalliques lors du recuit en utilisant la GD-OES. (ac) Distribution des ions potassium. (d-g) Distribution des ions rubidium. (h-l) Distribution des
ions césium. (m-q) Toutes les fractions d'ions métalliques après recuit pendant 30s, (m) CsFA,
(n) RbCsFA, (o) KRbCsFA, (p) K15RbCsFA, (q) KRbCsFA/AC.
En résumé, nous avons d'abord exploré le mécanisme d'action du chlorure d'ammonium dans les
pérovskites à cations multi-métalliques et l'avons affiné à chaque processus de préparation. Grâce à un
grand nombre d'expériences et de tests, nous avons découvert que le chlorure d'ammonium conduit
principalement à la formation d'intermédiaires qui peuvent augmenter la solubilité de PbI2 et ensuite
favoriser la formation d'une grande quantité de phase δ qui est la phase avant le transfert vers la phase
noire. Deuxièmement, nous avons exploré le mouvement du cation multi-métal dans la couche de
pérovskite pendant le processus de formation du film en utilisant GD-OES et nous avons présenté la
preuve intuitive de la séparation de phase causée par le potassium. En outre, nous avons confirmé que
la direction de croissance ciblée du film est la croissance latérale.
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Enfin, nous avons combiné cet additif avec la technologie de détection GD-OES et avons découvert
comment l'additif influence la distribution de la formation du film de cations multimétalliques et la
formation de la couche d'intersection entre la pérovskite et le TiO2. Sur la base des résultats de
recherche ci-dessus, nous avons préparé avec succès des cellules solaires à haut rendement, qui
présentaient un PCE de 21.1% (stabilisé à 20.8%).
Enfin, dans le chapitre VI, nous développons des techniques de post-traitement en utilisant l'iodure
d'ammonium n-propyle. Les couches de recouvrement 2D liées au PAI (Figure 4) forment une barrière
qui protège les films de pérovskite 3D sous-jacents et constituent une bande d'énergie intermédiaire
atténuant la recombinaison des excitons. Ce que nous devons expliquer à l'avance, c'est que le posttraitement PEAI utilisé dans le chapitre II n'a aucun effet sur le système pérovskite sans MA. Par
conséquent, dans ce chapitre, nous avons uniquement porté notre attention sur le PAI (hydroiodure de
n- propylamine ou iodure d'ammonium n-propylique). En appliquant le post-traitement PAI aux
systèmes Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 (développés dans le chapitre IV) et K0.05Rb0.05Cs0.10FA0.80PbI3 (développés
dans le chapitre V), nous avons constaté une grande amélioration des performances des cellules
solaires, non seulement au niveau de leur efficacité, mais aussi de leur stabilité.

Figure 4 Vues supérieures de la couche de Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3 par SEM avant (a) et après (b) le
traitement PAI.
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En résumé, nous avons fabriqué des PSCs sans MA très efficaces et stables en construisant les couches
de recouvrement interfaciales aux interfaces de la pérovskite et de la HTL. Le traitement de la surface
du film avec de l'iodure de n-propylammonium (PAI) a permis d'obtenir un PCE stabilisé record de
21.03% pour le système CsFAPI et de 22.04% pour le système KRbCsFA/AC. De plus, nous avons
prouvé que les films optimisés sont hautement résistants aux facteurs de stress externes (électricité,
lumière, humidité, température) et que cette résistance est renforcée par la couche interfaciale de
recouvrement.
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RÉSUMÉ
Au cours de la dernière décennie, les pérovskites organo-métalliques (PVK) se sont imposées
comme la famille de semi-conducteurs la plus prometteuse pour les cellules solaires
photovoltaïques en raison d'un large éventail de propriétés uniques. Dans cette thèse, nous
avons étudié en détail différentes compositions de pérovskites hybrides et différentes
structures de cellules. Dans le Chapitre I, nous présentons le contexte de notre recherche, y
compris l’importance de l'énergie solaire pour la transition énergétique et l'état actuel de la
recherche sur les cellules solaires photovoltaïques. Dans le Chapitre II, nous explorons en
détail les cellules solaires pérovskites (PSC) du point de vue de la composition des cations et
de la structure des cellules. Dans le Chapitre III, nous analysons l’utilisation et l’action
bénéfique de nanoparticules d'or diluées dans la pérovskite MAPbI3 en combinant simulations
et expériences. Les effets synergiques des additifs NH 4Cl et KCl sur la croissance de films de
pérovskite CsxFA1-xPbI3, sans méthylammonium, sont étudiés dans le Chapitre IV avec un
meilleur rendement stabilisé de 20,02 %. Dans le Chapitre V, le mécanisme par lequel l'additif
NH4Cl agit sur formation de films de pérovskite contenant des multi-cations de métaux alcalins
est révélé et le dispositif champion a atteint une efficacité stabilisée de 20,78%. Enfin, dans
le Chapitre VI, nous développons des techniques de post-traitement des films de pérovskites
par des solutions de iodure de n-propyl d’ammonium. Sur cette base, nous avons amélioré
l'efficacité des cellules solaires Cs0.10FA0.90PbI3 jusqu'à 21,08% et celle de
K0.05Rb0.05Cs0.10FA0.80PI3 jusqu'à 22,53%. Ce travail est le premiers à développer et à
démontrer pleinement les diverses applications de la mesure GD-OES (glow discharge-optical
emission spectroscopy) sur les cellules solaires à pérovskites. Dans les Chapitres III, IV et V,
nous mettons en évidence le mécanisme de formation du film lors du recuit. Dans le Chapitre
IV, nous avons également utilisé la GD-OES pour étudier la mobilité de l'iodure dans les
couches de PVK. Nous montrons que le K bloque la mobilité ionique et le déplacement de
l'iodure est clairement corrélé avec l'hystérèse de la courbe J-V. Enfin, dans le Chapitre V,
nous utilisons la technique GD-OES pour dévoiler comment les multiples ions métalliques se
déplacent lors du processus de formation du film.
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ABSTRACT
During the past decade, organo-metal halide perovskites (PVKs) have risen as the most
promising semiconductor family for photovoltaic solar cells due to a broad range of unique
properties. In this thesis, we have performed a comprehensive exploration of different
compositions of hybrid perovskites and of the controllability of their structure. In Chapter I, we
present the context of our research, including application of solar energy and current research
status of solar cells. In Chapter II, we fully explore perovskite solar cells (PSCs) from the point
of view of cation composition and cell structure. In Chapter III, we analyze the use and the
beneficial action mode of gold nanoparticles in MAPbI3 perovskite through a combination of
simulations and experiments. The synergistic effects of NH4Cl and KCl additives on the growth
of methylammonium-free CsxFA1-xPbI3 perovskite films is studied in Chapter IV with a best
stabilized efficiency of 20.02%. In Chapter V, the mechanism by which NH 4Cl additive affects
the film formation of perovskite containing multi-alkali metal cations is revealed and the
champion device reached a stabilized efficiency of 20.78%. Finally, in Chapter VI, we develop
post-treatment techniques by using n-propyl ammonium iodide. Based on this, we enhanced
the efficiency of Cs0.10FA0.90PbI3 up to 21.08% and that of K0.05Rb0.05Cs0.10FA0.80PI3 up to
22.53%. In this work, we are the first to develop and fully demonstrate the various applications
of GD-OES measurement on perovskite solar cell. In Chapter III, IV, V, we highlight the
formation mechanism of the film upon annealing. In Chapter IV, we have also employed the
glow discharge-optical emission spectroscopy (GD-OES) technique to investigate the mobility
of
iodide in the PVK layers. We demonstrate that K blocks the ionic mobility and have
KEYWORDS
conclusively correlated the iodide displacement with the J-V curve hysteresis. In Chapter V,
we further use GD-OES to unveil how multiple metal ions move upon the film formation
perovskite growth additives, perovskite chemical composition, interfacial engineering
process.

